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ABSTRACT

This thesis assunes the task of reviewing sixteenth century

documents of the Ronan Catholic and Lutheran confessions endeavoring

to reevaluate specified points of contention and relating these to

the contenporary status of Catholic-Lutheran dialogue. Specifically,

this review is limited to the documents of The Book of Coneord and

the canons and decrees of the Council of Trent. l^le are further limited

by five general areas of concern: Scripture and tradition; original

sin; justification; the sacrarnents in general; and, the Eucharist.

The first five chapters contain: an exegesis of the Lutheran docu-

nents; an exegesis of the Councilts canons and decreesl and, a dis-

cussion of the relation bethreen the Lutheran and the Catholic posi-

tions as delineated in these docurnents. The sixth chapter, the con-

clusion, surunarizes each of the forgoing chapters and highlights as-

pects of contemporaïy Lutheran-Catholic dialogue with special emphasis

on the problens facing present-day attenpts at inter-conmunion and

mutual recognition.

The concept of soLa Sey,i,ptura versus the concept of divine revela-

tion as revealed in both Scripture and tradition is our first concern.

In addressing this question, it becomes evident that the problen of

Scripture and tradition versus soLa Scriptut'a is a problem over the

relationship between the church as an authoritative interpreter and

the Gospel divinely revealed. This becomes transformed into an issue

over the veïy meaning of the Gospel itself, its nessage of redemption

and the means of salvation. The true neaning of Scripture and the real

tnessage of the Gospel beirind Scripture becones the issue while the

problen of legitinate authority becones the crisis.

Our next concern is with original sin. The problen of original sin



becomes the problem of the substance of sin remaining after Baptism.

Lutherans will undeïstand that that which remains aftel Baptism is

truly sin while Catholics understand it to be sin but only in the sense

of an inclination toward sin. They argue that both original sin and

the penalty due to original sin is abrogated by Baptisrn.

gur third concern is the problen of justification. What emerges is

a question of beginnings. For the Lutheran theologian, faith cannot be

understood as a beginning but rather enbodies in itself the whole con-

tent of the salvific process. For the Catholic, faith is not seen as

the conceptual epitome of the whole of soteriological doctrine, but

rather, the beginning of the process of justification, and therefore, as

part and parcel of a preparatory phase which itself is understood as an

effect of grace. Thus faith is understood as an assent by nan to revealed

truth which does not justify itself alone but does so only in association

with charity.

The sacraments in general are our next concern. Ultimately, Lutherans

reject five of the sacraments as articulated by Roman Catholics. Even

with respect to the remaining two, Baptism and the Eucharist, interpreta-

tions of Catholics and Lutherans differ significantly.

Our final concern is the sacranent of the Eucharist. Addressed

specifically is the problem of the rite itself as manifested in the

church, the problen of presence and transubstantiation, and finally,

the problem of the sacrifice.

In our finat chapter we find a surprising degree of affinity and

a disturbing number of fundanental differences. However, we also find

that contetnporaïy dialogue tends to emphasize positive evaluation of

previously controverted issues with an aim to mutual recognition.
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Abbreviations

All abbreviations are in accordance with the MLA Han'dbook

unless otherwise indicated.l
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ApoLogy
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SA

SC

Ireatise

ApoLogy of the Augsburg Confessí'on (in references)

ApoLogg of the Augsbu.t'g Confession (in text)

SnaLcaLd Av'ticles (in text)

Book of Concord (in references)

The Augsburg Confessíon (in references)

The Augsbuug Confession (in text)

The Roman Confutation

Formula of Concond (in references)

ForrnuLa of Concord (ín text)

Large Cateehism (in references)

American Edition of Lutherts l,lorks (Philadelphia and

St. Louis, 1955-).

SlnaLcald Av'tieLes (in references)

SmaLL Catechísm (in references)

Treatise on the Pouer and Pv'imacA of the Pope

l Joreph Gibaldi and Walter S. Achtert, MLA Hm.dbook (New York:
Modern Language Association, 1980).
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Introduction

The idea of a thesis dealing with Catholic-Lutheran dialogue

developed fron ny own personal pilgrimage. Formerly a Roman Catholic,

now a Lutheran, the decision to change ny personal expression of

faith came about after a great deal of inner conflict and rrsoul search-

ing". But since I was not raised in the Catholic milieu, there could

be some who would suggest that I was never really committed to Roman

Catholicisrn. It is my belief, however, that nothing could be further

fron the truth as my personal comrnitment was completely serious: "I

believe in God, the Father almighty I believe in Jesus Christ,

his only Son, our Lord I believe in the Holy Spirit, the

holy catholic Church, the cornmunion of saints, the forgiveness of

sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen."

0f course, a;professed belief in the Apostlesr Creed does not auto-

matically make anyone a Roman Catholic. Therefore I must indicate

to my readers that ny full commitment to the Christian faith is the

result of my positive experience with and dynamic introduction to

Roman Catholicism by the Jesuit Fathers. In a strange yet wonderful

wày, it is this commitnent which has 1ed me from Catholicism into

the Lutheran setting.

As I worked through my undergraduate progranme, my involvenent

with the Jesuit Fathers, and hence, with Catholicism, became more

intense. It culminated, after five years, with my being appointed

to the chaplainfs tean as a Lay member at my ALmaMater", St. Paulrs
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College, the University of Manitoba. This led, during the surnmer fo1-

lowing graduation, to an appointment as Chaplain Assistant by the

Canadian Forces at one of their sulnmer youth camps on a chaplainrs

team consisting of one priest, one seminarian, one sister of reli-

gious orders, and one lay person (myself). Thus, provided with the

opportunity to witness, preach and counsel, I became convinced of a

personal call to full-time ministry. I was, however, faced with what

seemed to be an irreconcilable irnpediment: the grace of celibacy was

not one of my gifts. Of course, the new deaconate progranme was al-

ways a possibility. However, this was understood at the time in terrns

of a part-time vocation (at least part-tine in terms of the actual

duties and work calried out). For the time being thele was nothing

left to do but torrmark time", so to speak, and consíder my future.

I took a position with a nultinational corporation as a manager of

hunan ïesources. After two years I was convinced, especially in view

of my previous experience, that my 1ot was not to be in the industrial

sectoï: the call stil1 beckoned. I resigned rny position and enrolled

in a prograrnme of studies leading to a Master of Arts degree in the

Department of Religion,

One of my first pre-Masters courses was rrMartin Luther and the

Rise of Anabaptism". Here I discovered that Lutherans maintained

much of the rich tradition of my former affiliation. I was intrigued

by the similarities and, after having worshipped at a Lutheran Euchar-

ist, became convinced that I had found my niche. At about the sarne

time, I became engaged to be married to a former religious of thir-

teen years. Ful1y committed and ca11ed to ful1-time ninistry, there
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wasnohopeofexpressingthesegiftsintheCatholic¡nilieuandl

becameevermoTeinvolvedintheLutheranenvironment.Withoutlos-

ingthatwhichlleftbehind,Iwaspultedintothatwhichwasyet

to come. Though it was with a sense of deep 1.egret that the unbilical

cord with my christían ALma Mater had been cut, there was an equal

sense of joy in anticipation of finally being able to nanifest my

call in full-time ninistrY'

I soon discovered, moreover, that there existed an exciting

and dynamic dialogue between contempolaly catholic and Lutheran theo-

logians with the objective of mutual recognition and inter=communion'

The path now lay bare and my thesis topic seemed obvious' Instilled

bytheJesuitFatherswithasenseofgenuineecutnenism'Ifound

that I was able to translate ny personal experience and empathies

into productive and meaningful work. This thesis is only the begin-

ning of that work.

** ** ** ** **

Mynethodologywillbefirst,todealwiththeLutherandocurnents

in lrhe Book of coneord. and then discuss the decrees of the council 0f

Trent.Thisapproachistakenbecause,forthemostpart,withthe

exception of. lhe FovTnuLa of Coneoz'd' (1579)' all the Lutheran docu-

nentsprecedetheCouncilofTrent.Therewillbeoccasiontorefer

to other Lutheran statements, especially those of Luther himself'

which are not contained in The Book of Coneoz'd' These references'

however, will be used in a supportive role to clarify positions
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delineated or broached in The Book of Coneord. With one notable

exception, there will be no need to go beyond the doctrines con-

tained in the decrees of the Council of Trent. The exception

is a docurnent known as The Roman Confutation (1530), itself be-

ing a specific response to The Augsbutg Confession. Discussion

of The Roman Confutatíon wíl1 be found in our examination of

The ApoLogA of the Augsbwg Confession. This is primarily

because in its defence of The Augsbut'g Confession, the ApoLogy

(as it is cornmonly ca11ed), is responding specifically to The

Roman Confutation. Aside from the occasional excursus, each

chapter will therefore contain: first, an exegesis of the

Lutheran documents; second, an exegesis of the Councilrs canons

and decrees; and third, a discussion of the relation between

Lutheran and Catholic positions as delineated in these documents.

The Çonclusion will summarize each chapter and highlight con-

temporary Lutheran-Catholic dialogue with special emphasis on

the problems facing present-day attempts at inter-communion and

mutual recognition.

*tr ** ** ** *rr

The purpose of the Council of Trent is delineated in the bull

of convocation (May 22, 1542) by Paul III;
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. to ponder, discuss, execute and bring speedily and

happify tã the desired result whatever things pertain to
thä-purity and truth of the Christian religion, to the
restäratiôn of what is good and the correction of bad nor-
als, to the peace, unity and harmony of Christians among

themselves, óf the princes as well as of the p99P1e
(luLLa fndLetionís 

-sacrosqneti 
oeeumenici ConeiLíi fridentinL

sub PauLo fff Pont. Man.)

Paul III was well aware that rr. the Christian commonwealth [had

been] reduced to the greatest imnediate dangerrr and that "evils"

had rllong afflicted and well-nigh overwhelmed the Christian common-

wealthrt (BuLLa rndietí,onis). The christian church was in a state of

crisis for indeed:

. because of our transgressions and the guilt of us

all because of the wrath of God hanging over us by
reason of our sins, Rhodes had been lost, Hungary ravaged,
war by land and sea intended and planned against ltaly,
and against Austria and I11yria, since the Turk, our god-
less ánd ruthless enemy, was never at rest and looked upon

our mutual ennities and dissensions as his fitting opportu-
nity to carry out his designs with success. (BuLLa Indic-
tionis)

Although there was no doubt that both papal and imperialofficialstr'

desired the commonwealth to be safe and protected against the arms

and insidious designs of the infidels .", it was these rrmutual

enmities and dissensionsil which were the primary conceln (BuLLa In&Lc-

tionis).

The critical years weïe assuredly those between the closing of

the Fifth Lateran Council (i517) and the opening of the Council of

Trent (1542). Indeed, during these twenty-five years the Church

manifested the worst that institutionalism and bureaucratic infra-
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structures have to offer. One Catholic theologian notes the tragedy:

[The Church] assumed externally a way of life whose
scandal huniliates to this day. In the eyes of the world
the Renaissance papacy had becone 'thuman, all too human.t'
Represented by a line of unfortunate popes, and dominated
by a sense of its own historical greatness, it sunk lower
in noral prestige. Defornation of tthead and nembers,rr dec-
adence in faith and morals--the problems par eæeeLLenee of
the day--were evil blemishes on the magnificent facade of
the Renaissance Church.,

The reforrn novement was not rnerely an external force hurled against

the papacy by the followers of an excommunicated monk. The roots are

much deeper. The excomnunication of Luther does not mark the begin-

ning of the Reformation but rather signals a transition--a transition

from a refornation in general to the Protestant Reformation, while

the opening of the Council of Trent, might well be considered a

third reformation, the transition from the Protestant Reformation to

the Catholic Reformation.

There are frmarkersrt of some significance along the way. Most

conmon is the so-called posting of Lutherts Ninety-fíoe Theses" the

hearing at Augsburg with Cardinal Cajetan, the subsequent defence at

Leipzig, the consequent official reprinand (BuLLa Eæsw,ge, June 15,

1520), and the following year, the BuLLa Deeet Rommtíwn Pontífíeem"

January 3, L52L. What began then as an academic challenge in the

forn of the Ninety-fi"ve Theses, moved into the area of theological

debate at Leipzig, and then on to canonical procedure which terni-

1 Robert E. McNall/, S.J., rrThe Council of Trent and the Ger-
nan Ptotestants,'t TheologíeaL Stu&ies, 25 (1964), 3f.
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nated in the solemn excornmunication of Luther'

The hearing in front of cajetan did not necessarily nark the

break between Luther and the Church.Reconciliation after the conclu-

sion of the hearing was still possible. Roland H. Bainton observes

that Cardinal Caj etan:

. well knew that a man rnay be a vexation without being
a heretic, because heresy involves a rejection,of the estab-
lished dogma of the Church, and the doctrine of indulgences
had not yét received an official papal definition. The pope

must first speak; and only then, iflLuther refused to submit'
could he properly be placed under the ban',

The pope did speak: BuLLa Cun Postquøn, November 9, 1518, officially

decreed the Churchrs Position:

Indulgences were declared to apply only to penalty and not
to guilt, which must first havè been remitted through the
,""iut"rrt of penance. Not the eternal pains of hel1 but
only the tenpóral penalties of earth and purgatory might.
be dininisheã. Ovär the penalties imposed on earth by him-
se1f, the pope of course èxercised complete.jurisdiction
by vírtue ãf^ tn" power of absolution. But in the case of
pênalties of purgätory he could do no more than present -to
õod ttre treasury of tire superfluous nerits of Christ and

the saints by way of petition. This decretal terninated
some of the worst abuses.,

The controversy could have conceivaürly ended here, but in the

interim, Luther had publicly attacked ". . not only the papal powel

to loose but also the power to bind through the ban.rt Both pope and

I Hnou I Stand (Scarborough, ontario: New American Library,
1950), p. 78.

2 Buirraorr, p. 78.
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council weïe capable of er.ror' he declared, thereby undercutting the

il. biblical text used to suppolt the sacrament of penance .rt

and rejecting that portion of canon 1aw which seemed inconpatible with

1
Scripture.

Luther was not yet exconnunicated but he most certainly was in

dangerous straits. Itwas at the Leipzig debate that his dissenting

views would run head-on into the Churchts understanding of ecclesiasti-

cal authority. Here there was no pïetence of conciliation or napproche-

ment. It was, rather, the platform of two theological bulls, governed

by the rubrics of academic debate, under the watchful eye of imperial

and papal judges, doing battle in the public arena of Europe. Although

Dr. Johann Eck may well have thought that to win, he need merely beat

this Gernan monk at his own game, the stakes were much higher than

either seemed to have realized. The consequences of the debate far

outreached the palameters of acadernia. Christendom swayed in the

balance while a low-ranking priest fron a northern province and a

self-appointed papal spokesman plied their trade in the spotlight

of the Christian wor1d. The dichotomy formulated was in some senses

unrealistic and unrelated to the concerns of the day. What was neces-

sary was to establish the sovereign and divine right of the Church

to exert her authority ecclesiastically, on the one hand, and to

ensure that the Word of God and sovereign reign of Christ the Lord,

King of KingS, be maintained at all costs. What happened however

was that pope and council were debated as an equal authority against

1 Bainton, p. 79
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Bible and Spirit. It is a choice that no contemporary theologian--

Catholic or Lutheran--would have difficulty answering, nor did Luther

hesitate in articulating his opinion: "For hirn the written Word of

God grasped through the inner nagisteriun of the Spirit, speaking to

the faithful, was overpowering. His Christian faith rested ulti-

mately and solely on Holy Scripture, on divine rather than perceived

works. "1

Thus there are countless reasons for the shattering of the unity

of western Christendom. The theological basis for the separation pro-

vides the framework for the development of the Protestant and Catholic

churches over the last five centuries. Significant, however, is that

since the sixteenth century these rrreasonsil have not remained static,

but have themselves, changed, been further developed, redefined, and

clarified by the appropriate church and ecclesiastic authorities to

such an extent that the problems facing the twentieth century theolo-

gians--who are interested in establishing a basis for inter-communion

--are not quite the same as those faced by the sixteenth century re-

forners, Catholic or Lutheran. In view of this, this thesis intends

to review the status of the sixteenth century dispute, reflect briefly

on the status of existing contentions, and finally, delineate the basis

for continued diá1ogue. In order to direct this study to the key is-

sues, I shall concern rnyself with specified articles of the sixteenth

century Lutheran and Roman Catholic professions of faith, notably, the

Lutheran Book of Conooy,d and the Rornan Catholic canons and decrees of

1 McNally, p.6
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the Council of Trent. At the same time, I shall note how these speci-

fied docunents have come to be understood in contemporary Lutheran and

post-Vatican II Catholic theology.

This thesis will be linited to five general areas of concern:

Scripture and tradition, original sin, justification, the sacranents,

and the Eucharist,.

The reforners challenged the position of the Roman See concerning

both Scripture and tradition. Their understanding that not only or-

dained priests, but everyone, should read at first hand and interpret

Scripture was in direct and immediate conflict h¡ith the Catholic under-

standing of papal teaching authority. Likewise, tradition as a source

of revelation was unanimously rejected by the sane reformers. Fron their

point of view, elevating tradition to a level that would render it essen-

tial and necessary to salvation was an abomination. They saw abuses

resulting fron this belief and felt that retention of such views was

possible only out of ignorance and rnisunderstanding of their own view

of justification through faith.

The Council of Trent was not unaware of the abuses of the existing

system of teaching and preaching and sought, therefore, to clarify

these differences in order to overcome internal deviations. Not only

did the Council define its understanding of tradition, but also sought

to standatdize Scriptural texts that had previously been incorrectly

translated, copied improperly, or, for whatever reason, seemed to de-

viate from the approved versions. To accomplish this, the Council accep-

ted the Vulgate as the rrauthenticrr Latin version and ernphasized the need

of agreenent between Scriptural interpretation and Church tradition.
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Vatican II took on a slightly different enphasis inasnuch as it was

nowhere concerned with countering current bdtiefs and practises it

believed to be heretical. The approach then, was less apologetic and

more positive in nature. Whereas the Council of Trent refuted disputed

beliefs and subsequently stated authorized doctrine, Vatican II sought,

for the first tine, to clarify the mutual relation between Scripture

and tradition.

For the reformers, viewing the doctrine of tradition as invalid

was one thing, a realistic understanding of the consequences of that

declaration was, however, quite another. Fron the beginning the Lrltheran

churches have been faced with the problem of positing a legitimate teach-

ing and interpretative authority while at the same time maintaining that

tradition be subj ect to the content of Scripture. Where clear Scrip-

tural delineation is evident, there have been no significant difficul-

ties, however, in those nany rrgreyrr areas where traditional practices

require interpretative delineation of Scriptural passages, countless

difficulties have arisen over the problem of authority. To this day,

the problem of who speaks with authority on behalf of the global Luth-

eran churches continues to be an impedinent to inter-confessional dis-

cus sions .

The nature of Adarn before the fall and the extent of his loss as

a consequence of the fall will concern, with different results, both

reforrners and Rome. The nature of original sin after Baptism became

a prinary consideration for the reforlners, both with regard to their

dispute with Rone and with regard to intra-Lutheran discussion. The

focus becomes one which is concerned with manrs nature and essence,
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and whether or not this nature and essence is essentially different

from original sin itself: can nature and sin be distinguished? 0f

particular significance then, will be the irnpact of Baptisn on the

recipient and the power granted or change therein endowed.

The third concern addresses the so-ca11ed 't¡nonksr squabblerl

which tolled the shattering of the unity of the western Christian

Church. The de¡narcation line between Catholics and Lutherans will

be the doctrine of eæ ope?e opez,ato and the doctrine of justification

by faith through grace. Mutual misunderstanding is particularly signi-

ficant in this debate, Catholic theologians of the day failed to under-

stand the refornersr emphasis on faith as a freely given gift of God

and not, as they were accused, as an ability or power of man himself.

The reformers, however, did not in their turn recogníze the signifi-

cance of eæ opeve operato. They accused the Catholics of attiibuting
rrmagical'r properties to the sacramental rites but failed to recognize

that if a rite justifies in and of itself, it does so only because it

is freely instituted by Christ, given to His bride the Church, and

performed by His ordained representatives in His name; they are Christ's

sacranents, not the rituals of man, and accordingly, they confer grace

eæ opere operato. Thus, both Catholics and Lutherans uphold the abso-

lute divine najesty and supremacy of God, however, both nutually accuse

the other of rrrnaking too muchrf of the works of nan.

The sacraments in general and sacraments as defined by the Roman

See as well as the reformersr concern and subsequent reduction of the

nurnber of sacraments will be the next focal point. The seventh session

(and several subsequent sessions) of the Council of Trent devoted itself
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entirely to the doctrine of the sacraments. It established that the

sacraments are instituted by Christ, as did Luther in the case of Baptism

and the Eucharist. The Lutheran stand on salvation by grace through

faith alone had the effect, the Council believed, of reducing the sac-

raments to superfluous acts. The Lutheran understanding that the sac-

raments act to arouse faith was flatly rejected as their sole purpose

and the idea was countered by several canons. Also, the Lutheran under-

standing that the sacraments are effective only through the faith of

the recipient was likewise refuted. There are a number of additional

points that will be discussed. Both confessions recognize that the sac-

raments are instituted by Christ. However, different understandings of

the manner in which Christ reveals His will, had different tesults,

especially in terms of the number of legitimate sacraments and their

efficacy.

The final concern is one on which Rone and Augsburg differ but

slightly. Nevertheless, the difference, however stight, has proved to

be both profound and seeningly insurrnountable. Here I refer to the prob-

lem of the presence in the Eucharist and the subsequent understanding of

the sacrifice of the nass. Both the Lutheran and Roman understandings

are alike condenned by the other reformers. Catholic and Lutheran insis-

tence on real presence is similar--their insistence that there is no

identity becones, however, the occasion for mutual provocation. On

this issue the Roman Church was persuaded that the Lutherans wete

heretics. On this issue the Luthegans were persuaded that the Roman

practice.was-non-biblical. The Lutherans,insisted that the sacraments

be adrninistered in both kinds while affirming that the whole of Christ
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is received under either species. The Rornan See agreed with the con-

clusion, but believed that since the whole of Christ is received un-

der either species, distribution of both kinds h¡as unnecessary. I

will also review the CathoLic understanding that the Eucharistic pres-

ence is sustained in the species after the ¡nass itself. This hras a

natter on which Luther hinself was hesitant and, as a result, has had

the effect of producing a nu¡nber of varying practices and beliefs in

the global Lutheran churches today.



Chapter 1: Scripture and Tradition--soLa Seríptut'a

1. The Lutheran Position - Ihe Book of Concord

a The Augsbwg Confession (1550)

The Augsbwg Confess¿on is the first definitive theological

statement of the group of theologians who would cone to be known--

against the wishes of Luther himself--as rrlutheransrt. The Confes-

sion precedes the opening of the Council of Trent (1545-f563) by

fifteen years. It was fornally presented to Enperor Charles V (reign

1519-f559) and was primarily the work--in consultation with Martin

Luther and others--of Philip Melanchthon (L497-1560). The Confes-

sion does not present a comprehensive treatment of the problem of

soLa Ser,íptWa, however, it does foreshadow a dichotony which would

pit the authority of Rome and its understanding of revealed truth

in tradition against the belief of the Reforners and their under-

standing of the authority of Scripture.

Barly indications of disparity are found in Article XV of the

Confessíoz under the title rtChurch Usages" (trans. from the German)

or trEccl.esiastical Ritesrr (trans. fron the Latin). Here, at least

in the German rendition, a statement concerning rites and practises

is prefaced by the staternentrrusages which have been established by
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rnanrr (BC 36:.l/G). L Subsequent delineation emphasizes that only

those rites and ceremonies which do not contribute to sin can be

practised in the Church. The way in which traditi.ons can themselves

contribute to sin is the subject of discussion below. The point

established here, by the authors of the Confession, híghlights the

need to retain and naintain certain traditi-ons, albeit human, to

establish order and peace within the Church and amongst the faithful.

They insist, however, that peace and good order are not to be eleva-

ted to salvific levels. As far as the reformers are concerned, tra-

ditions are not efficacious in terms of grace in any manner whatso-

ever. They go on to insist that "it is taught all ordinances

and traditions instituted by nen for the purpose of propitiating God

and earning grace are contrary to the Gospel and the teaching about

faith in Christ (BC 36:3/G). Catholicism taught, the Lutheran theo-

logians believed, that grace could be earned by observing certain tra-

ditions (rites and ceremonies). ContraríIy, the Lutheran argument

emphasized that sin can in no way be atoned by observing traditions.

They point out: ". . . we cannot merit grace or make satisfaction

1 Theodore G. Tappert, trans. and ed., The Book of Concotd
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1959). All references to the docu-
rnents in The Book of Concoy.d will be from this edition. Unless
otherwise indicated by the letter rrGrr, all references to the AWs-
buz,g Confessíon will be fron the English translation of the Latin.
The letter rrcrr will indicate that the English translation of the
German is being used (as it is in this instance). References to
this publication will appear in the text of the thesis designated
as rrBcrt, followed by a page and line number. References to comments
or insertions by Theodore Tappert will appear at the bottom of the
page as a footnote.
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for sins by the observance of human traditionsr' (BC 67:2r). The

confession argues that by teaching the efficacy of traditions, the

number and variety of traditions have multiplied beyond reason (BC

86:37). The emphasis on tradition, they believe, leads to overbur-

dening the faithful with so many customs and ceremonies that the

true message of the Gospel is obscured. Likewise, the teaching of
faith and the righteousness of faith, which the reformefs saw as

fundamenta.l to the salvation of man, had been suppressed by the multi-
fariou-s burden of these ceremonj-es and obligations. They argued that
the observance of traditions for t'the purpose of making satisfaction
for sins or meriting justification .' was unscriptural and patently
contrary to God's command and word (BC g6:s6). continuing, they point
out: ". the glory of chfistrs merit is dishonoured when we sup-

pose that we are justified by such observances, (BC g6:s6). Jesusr

defense of his apostles in lvlatthew (15:1-20) was seen as an attack

againsl. those who would impose the force of Law on others for the

purpose of observing traditions. Thus Rome-*which was understood

as the seat of the current writers of traclitions--was condemned (BC

67:22f.). They argrre: ". the authors of traditions act contrary

to the conrnand of God .,r (BC s7:s9). This condennation is signi-
ficant. In it we have a forewarning of the later tendency to identifl,
the ecclesiastical structure of the Roma.n church with evil itseLf.

For the Lutheran theologians, their understanding was: r,.

there are clear passages of divine Scripture which forbid the estab-

lishment of such regulations for the purpose of earning God's grace
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. as if they were necessary for salùationr' (BC 88:43)., This

principle would be the centre around which all their arguments would

revolve. The refor¡ners believed that Scripture expressly forbids

the making and keeping of human regulations as if it were possible

that such acts could earn grace. They ask, why does l-loly Scripture

call these traditions 'rdoctrines of demons" (cf. I Tim. 4:7)? Like-

wise, was it in vain that the Holy Spirit warned against such prac-

tices (BC 89:49)? The Confessíon interprets I Tim. 4:1 as a warning

against the acts and observances of the Catholic ecclesia: "The

Gospel demands that the teaching about faith should and must be

emphasized in the church't (BC 67:20). It continues rr. . this

teaching cannot be understood if it is supposed that grace is earned

through self-chosen worksr' (BC 67:20).

It is with this point that the reformersr arguments begin to

nerge with their concern for works righteousness. They point out;

r'. St. PauI contended mightily against the 1aw of Moses and

against human traditions so that we should learn that we do not

becone good in Godts sight by our works but it is only through faith

in Christ that we obtain grace for Christts sakert IBC 64;5). This

particular concern will be the specific topic of discussion in

Chapter 5.

The reformers believed .that'human traditions were being exalted

far too muchrthus obscuring Godrs command. The burden of these obse¡-

1 1.e Co1. 2:16, Co1. 2:20ff., îit. 1:14, Mt. 15:13f
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vances caused nuch strife and confusion in the Church' They note

Augustinefs concern over traditions and point out that he ".

also forbids the burdening of consciences with such observances and

prudently admonishes Januarius that he should know that they are to

be as things indifferent . .rr (BC 66:17).t

Traditions must not attain to the authority of Scripture.

Traditional observances, such as the order of mass, holy days, etc''

can be observed, but only inasmuch as they are profitable for the

naintenance of good order in the Church (BC 69:40). Referring to

Paul, they argue that these are but hrrnan precepts and doctrines

which ultinately are of no value (cf. Col. 2z2I) '

lhe foundation for the Lutheran a.rgunent in the Confessíon

against perceived Catholic teaching is epitonized in the following

points: (1) traditions are seen as acts or observances instituted

by nan and are therefore subject to human fallibility; (2) there

are clear Scriptural testinonies prohibiting the association of sin

with the observances of traditions, hence, the Ronan ecclesia acts

contraly to Godr s command when it teaches tllat sin results fron non-

observance of traditions; (3) the observance of traditions, in and

of thenselves, do not nerit justification, grace, or satisfaction

for sin, therefore, observances of traditions can not be understood

as necessary acts of worship; (4) the institution, teaching and

observances of traditions serve to obscure the true teaching of

I Augustine, Epistle 54 to Januarius 2 z2 is here quoted'
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Scripture concerning grace and righteousness of faith; and finally,

(5) traditions can be kept but only inasnuch as they are profitable

for maintaining good order in the Church. Similar views are further

elaborate d in .The ApoLogy of the Augsbwg Confession on which we

shall now focus our attention.

b. The ApoLogA of the Augsbtng Confessì,on (1530, rev. 1551)

The ApoLogA of the Augsbut'g Confessíon is by far the largest,

and in many respects, the weightiest of the documents found in The

Book of Concoy,d. In most respects it is polenic in tone as it deals

solely with The Roman Confutation, that is, the unofficial Catholic

response to The Augsbu.r,g Confession. As with The Augsbwg Confession,

it was Philip Melanchthon who was prinarily responsible for drafting

Íhe þoLogA to the Augsbwg Confessí,on. In September 1530, the

original ApoLogy--which was written without a copy of the Confuta-

tion available--was ready for subnission to the enperor' Charles V.

However, Charles refused to accept it. Later, when Melanchthon had

a copy of the Confutation in his possession, the ApoLogU wa.s revised

and expanded. It was this enlarged form of the ApoLogy, along with

The Augsbing Confession, which became the official confession of

faith of the Lutheran churches when signed in Snalcald in 1537.1

1 Tappert, p. 97.
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The Lutheran theologians understood that traditions, as delin-

eated in the Confutatíon, wele merely human inventions and, therefore,

subject to human error. The Confutatíon argued that 'r. . . univer-

sa1 rites should be observed by all the faithful [and thi.s is]

well taught to Januarius by Augustine, for it nust be presumed that

such rites were handed down fro¡n the apostlesrr (Pt. I, Art. VII).1

universal rites, thusly identified with traditions, ü¡ere considered

to be Apostolic revelation and therefore accorded the status of

Scripture.

The þology, like the Confessíon, re-affirms the Lutheran under-

standing that rites and ceremonies cannot effect grace, nor are they

necessary for salvation. Further, along with this affirmation, the

Catholic understanding thai certaj.n rites and ceremonies could be

considered as acts of supererogation is severely criticized (BC 205:L44),

Not only were traditions not necessary for salvation from the Lutheran

point of view, but as well, accumulation of nerit to reduce deserved

eternal penalty could not be earned by the performance of such acts'2

Their perception that traditions were not necessary and their opposi-

tion to the accurulation of merit led the reforrners to believe that

the co¡nmanùnents of God were being manipulated by adherence to human

rites and ceremonies: the Roman See had becone, they believed, an

institution of hunan laws and regulations. It was against such an

1 Tappert, p. L76, n.2'
2 th" distinction between the eternal punishnent of hel1 and

the ephemeral punishment of purgatory is not here admitted.
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institution that Jesus had spoken so forcefully and had taught so

clearlyi outward and civil works cannot satisfy Godts 1aw--they

serve only to obscure the true Gospel message (BC 205:144f.). If

rites and ceremonies were authentic apostolic traditions and had been

transmitted as sonething necessary for salvation--in which case it

would be possible to agree that they were of divine origin--bishops

or councils would not have the authority to change them in any htay;

if such traditions were of divine origin it would be unlawful for

nan to alter them (BC I76:4L).

A sinilar point was nade fifteen years later during the fourth

session of the Council of Trent. A Doninican priest by the name of

Pietro Bertano, then Bishop of Fano, argued:

It was a fact that there hrere apostolic traditions which
the church had abolished, or which had somehow fallen into
desuetude, such as conmunion in both kinds, facing east at
prayer, and so forth. Should the decree [then under dis-
cussion] urge that this state of affài'rs was being taken
into account, for only such traditions would be accepted
as had cone down to our own days, the riposte would be
inmediate: rfYou yourselves have done away with them hence
you seek to justify your arbitrary action by means of a

conciliar decree.tt,

The Lutheran theologians contended--not without sone Catholic sym-

pathy about aspects of this point--that as bishops had exercised the

right to change ceremonies and rites over the centuries, their origin

lHubert Jedin, A Hístory of the Cotmcí.L of tuent, voL2 (London:
Nelson and Sons, 1958), p. 78. Hereafter referred to as I'Jedin IIr'.
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nust be questiondd.

There was no guarantee, the reforrners asserted, that the obser-

vance of any rite or ceremony was pleasing to God. Godrs will, they

argued, can be verified only by referring to sacted scripture: rr'

what assurance do we have that religious rites established by men

without Godrs cornrnand can justify since we can affirm nothing

abour the will 0f God without the word of God? l|¡het if God does

notapprovetheseactsofworship?'|(8C217:I7).ApartfromScrip-

ture, therefore, the bishops have no right to create traditions "'

as though they nerited the forgiveness of sins or were acts of wor-

ship that- pleased God as righteousnessrr (BC 282:S)' Further' they

reasoned, the error of the bishops was compounded by the clain that

sin is incurred when these observances are not upheld. Hearts are

cleansed by faith, not deeds or cerenonies; to make these kinds

of impositions is, therefore, contÏary to Godts command' The

reformers argued that their position was taught "' by that one

passage in Acts 15:9 where the apostles say that hearts are cleansed

by faith" (BC 232:8). Imposing a yoke such as this is not only

dangerous but forbidden. This imposition, they argue, serves only

to enlarge the sin of those who burden the church. with Peter

in Acts 15:10 they ask: I'why do you nake a trial of God?'r (BC 282:8)'

The reformers' fundamental question in the ApoLogA is beconing

apparent: is "the observance of human traditions an act of

worship necessary for righteousness before God?!' (Be 175:36). It was

this question, they felt, that nust be settled: rrlf hunan traditions

are not acts of worship before God, it follows that somebody can be

I

I

L

I

I

I

i
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righteous and a child of God even if he does not observe traditions

that have been naintained èlsewhe:re" (BC I75:-34). The whole question

of tradition, they reason, involves countless difficult and contro-

versial problens. When seen as necessary acts they aTe a tor.tur.e

to the conscience of the faithful who fear they may have nissed some

observance unknowingly.l On the other hand they also recognized that

wholesale annulment of observances would create difficulties and prob-

lems of its own. As the Church of Rome condenned the Lutheran stand

on tradition, the writers of the ApoLogy felt that a repudiation of

this Catholic assertion was all that was necessary to establish the

authentic legitinacy of soLa. Scripttu'a. Paul, they argue: rr.

is our constant chanpion; everywhere he insists that these obser-

vances neither justify nor are necessary over and above the righteous-

ness of faith't (BC 22L:49ff.). They continue:

Our opponents carry on idle speculations about the remis-
sion òf guilt. They do not see how, in the remission of
guilt, faith frees the heart from the wrath of God and
eternal death. The satisfaction for eternal death is the
death of Christ; our opponents admit that the works of
satisfaction are not obligatory works but works of huran
tradition which Christ calls useless acts of worship. From

this we may safély conclude that canonical satisfactions
are not necessary by divine law to remit either guilt or
eternal punishment or the penalties of purgatory. (BC 205:L47)

I thi, criticism was taken to heart and became the cause of
considerable debate in the fourth session of the Council of Trent in
L546, Jedin points out that in casting the forrnula for decreeing
anathema on tñose who did not properly observe traditions, only those
who obstinately scorned traditions as held by the church would incur
the anathema. Jedin II, p. 82,
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By so stating, the reformers recognized (without agreeing to) two

Catholic understandings of the role of tradition: the first, that

certain rites and ceremonies ,¿tra+Pia tradition are necessary for

salvation of the soul and therefore onission of such traditions would

result in sin; and secondly, that some rites and ceremonies may be

considered as works of supererogation and count only for lessening

of onets penalty after death. That the Church of Rome officially

sanctioned this teaching c¿rme somewhat as a surprise to the reformers.

They point out: rrWe expected our opponents to defend human tracli-

tions on other grounds. We did not think that they would actually

condemn the doctrine that we do not nerit grace or the foregiveness

of sins by the observances of human traditions'r (BC 216;3). And

later, rrl,úe are amazed that our opponents maintain that traditions

. merit the forgiveness of sins, grace, and justification'l

(BC 218:2I). They argue, again from Scripture, that it is the

apostles themselves who conpel the teac.hing that traditions do not

justify, that traditions are not necessary for justification, and

that traditions should not be created or accepted. Traditions do

not merit justificationi there is no value whatsoever in observing

custons in the church anymore than there is value, before God, in

observing secular custons.

Referring to Colossians (2:20-23), the point is emphasized when

they note: rfPaul denies that traditions are necessary for eternal

righteousness.rf All rites or cerenonies that deal with food, drink,

clothing, etc., are understood as things that perish and are there-

fore held to be of no value for eternal righteolrsness (BC 282:9f.).
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Since the divinely revealed law of Moses did not nerit the

forgiveness of sins (cf. Col. 2zL6ff.),rrhow much less do these silly

observances merit the forgiveness of sins .fr (BC 27L:14). Human

traditions are useless as acts of worship; neither sin nor righteorrs-

ness depends upon food, drink, clothing or sirnilar matters (BC 282:7).

The apostles thenselves, the ApoLogy argues, compel us to teach that

traditions neither justify nor are they necessar'y for justification.

Traditions cannot be created or accepted with the idea that they

¡nerit justification or have any other value before God (BC 220:34f..).

On the basis of I Tim. 4zI, such opinions must be understood as

I'doctrines of denons" (BC 176:40).

Thus, the reformers find rrexcuse enough" to drop certain tradi-

tions (BC 220:37). There is, however, another point to be made: as

long as traditions ar.e not understood as a requirement for meriting

justification, they nay be retained. In other words, the intention

is not to drop all observances and cerernonies. These may well serve

a useful purpose: rrWe gladly keep the o1d traditions setup in the

church because they are useful and promote tranquillity .rr (BC

220'.38). The reformers well understood that the wholesale abroga-

tion or alteration of custons and ceremonies would create its own

problems and even perhaps be harmful to the faithful (BC 22I:49).

If the opinion which holds that traditions justify is excluded, then

for the sake of good order, they can be naintained (BC 220:37). Re-

ferring back to the Confession, the ApoLogy points out: rrl,r¡e

added the extent to which it is legitinate for them to create tra-

ditions, namely, that they must not be necessary acts of worship but
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a neans for preserving order in the church, for the sake of peacerl

(BC 283:f5; cf. 2L8220). Traditions serve only to restrain the flesh,

however. They were not themselves sacrosanct and could, therefore, be

altered or nodified (BC 2L8:24). The Apology emphasizes--much rnore

than the Confession--the concept of justification by faith alone.

It asks the question, if traditions can not effect grace, then what

can? The line of reasoning which the reformers pursued transformed

the argunent against the nature and necessity of tradition into

an argument for justification by faith alone (BC 216:6ff.).

Once again we must defer the discussion of justification by

faith to a later chapter. However, at this point, we can reaffirm

the five points made in our concluding paragraph of the Confessíon

as continued and enphasized concerns in the ApoLogy and establish

three further points: (6) the community of churches has the authority

to change cerenonies and rites, notwithstanding the caution attached

to such alterations, according to circumstances and Iocal needs;

(7) the ranking of tradition with Scripture to just,i.fy the subnission

of the faithful to its authority is rejected; and, (8) that nan is

only saved by grace through faith, not through the observances of

human traditions.

The S:rnaLcaLd ArticLes (1537) and Ihe Treatise on the Pouev' and
Primacy of the Pope (1537)

The above documents constitute a break in both tone and nethod

when compared with The Augsbutg Confessí,on and its ApoLogy. This

c
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is due to a number of reasons. The political and ecclesiaStical clinate

had changed somewhat since 1530. Whereas the first two docunents

were written in the spirit of reconciliation, primarily by the irenic

Philip Melanchthon, the 1537 documents were the product of theolo-

gians who sought to establish precisely where they stood in reli-

gious natters.

The SlnaLeaLd Artieles are the work of Dr. Martin Luther him-

self. Written et the request of John Frederick the Magnanimous,

Elector of Saxony and Protestant sympathizer, these distinguish

between rr. the articles of faith in which concessions night be

made for the sake of peace and the articles in which no concessions

could be nade."l Pope Paul III had called a cowrcil to meet in Man-

trra and, as Luther points out in his Preface to the ArticLes (1538),

the reformers 'r. . had reason to expect that [they] might be sun-

nonedfr (BC 288:1). Nevertheless, one must question whether the doc-

ument hras ever seen or intended as a platfor¡n for dialogue. Unlike

Melanchthon a few years before, Luther was not conciliatory. He amply

dernonstrates his snspicion of papal rnotivation by noting: I'These

articles should be presented publicly as the confession of our faith

if the pope and his adherents ever become so bold as seriously,

in good faith, and without deception or treachery to hold a truly

free council . .rr (BC 288:2). It was Lutherfs belief that Rone

was afraid of a free council. His opinion of the Church of Rome is

epitolnized in his closing prayer: trThe pope and his adherents are

I'Tappert, p. 287.
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1ost. They will have nothing to do with Thee'r (BC 291:15). Not

surprisingly, then, the ArtícLes are not so ¡nuch a platforn for dia-

logue as they are articles of faith fron which no retreat, conces-

sion or conciliation was possible.

The I"eatíse on the Pouen artd Primae7 of the Pope is, once

again, primarily the work of Philip Melanchthon and seeks to reject

the authority of the papal office. Originally intended as a supple-

nent to the Confessíon and the þoLogy, the TTeatise was compiled

for presentation to the same Mantua council as were the Attíeles.

Both documents werre tenacious and unremitting. Reflecting the

new resolved attitude of the reformers, they night have led to new

insights, however, they are surprisingly silent on our topic. The

ArtieLes mention only the Lutheran assertion that human traditions

cannot and do not nerit salvation and re-emphasize their abhorrence

to the teaching that the breaking of traditional precepts is itself

a sin (BC 316:lf. ) .

The T?eatise provídes little nore information than did the

ArtíeLes. Its authors wer.e content to dj.scredit the teaching of

papal authority on grounds of Scriptúre, all the while lamenting the

many abuses that had crept into the church uis-a:ù¿s the Catholic

teaching of tradition.

These two documents are hardly worth considering in as far as

our delineation of Scripture and tradition in The Book of Coneord

is concerned, except for the fact that herein is the documented point

at which a shift in tone, method and attitude is blatantly apparent.

As such, they serve as a useful introduction to The EorrnuLa of Coneoz'd'
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which itself is dialectic in nature and unremitting in tone.

d. The FownuLa of Coneord (1576-77)

By the time of the formalization of The FormuLa of Concord,

that is;-the conpletion and acceptance of the Epitome in 1576 and

the conpletion and acceptance of the Solid Declaration in 1577--both

the tines and the people involved in the controversies had changed.

It had been alnost half a century since the presentation of The AWs-

btng Confession to Charles V and a second generation of Lutherans

were now seeking to establish and stabilize their teaching. A nun-

ber of events, both significant and relevant to the authors of the

ForrnuLa, had occurred: what was supposed to have begun as a council

at Mantua had become the Council of Trent, 1545-1563; Luther died

1546; Charles V died 1556; Melanchthon died 1560; and nany relevant

wars and feuds had broken out both in and out of the jurisdiction

of the adherents to the Lutheran confessions. In his Preface to flhe

*naLcaLd AntieLes Luther anticipates this internal dissension:

. there are some who are so spiteful--not only among
our adversaries, but also false brethren among those who
profess to be adherents of our party--that they dare to
cite rny writings and teachings against me. They let me

look on and listen, although they know very well that I
teach otherwise. They try to clothe their venomous spirits
in the garments of my la.bour and thus mislead the poor
people in my name. Imagine what will happen after I am

dead! (BC 289:4)
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Whereas the previous four documents were written either in re-

sponse to, or in reaction against, the Ronan Catholic Church, the

Formula was written on entirely different prenises--the nenace was

from within--and although both the Roman Catholic and Calvinist sides

provided plessure and inpetus causing the Lutherans to rrshore up and

dig inrr, the concern was largely one of internal unification. It

was in many respects a statement of understanding by Lutherans for

Lutherans.

Once again, as in the ArticLes and in the TTeatíse, the FornuLa

does not deal specifically with the problen of tradition. One can

assume, therefore, that the question as such vras settled. There

did arise, however, a disputerr. . . concerning those ceremonies or

church usages which are neither connanded nor forbidden in the Word

of God but have been introduced into the church in the interest of

good order and the general welfarerr (BC 4922L, cf. point 5, P. f8).

The discussion takes place in the Epitome under the headingrrAdia-

phorail and reaffirms a number of points previousl.y nade, nanely:

that traditions are not to be considered as part of divine worship--

this point is affirmed both in the thesis and the antithesis (BC

493:3i 49429); that, notwithstanding the danger to the faithful of

annullingtraditions (BC 494:5), the conmunity of God has the authority

to change such cere¡nonies (cf. point 6, p . 25; BC 493:4); and finally'

that ceremonies and rites are not necessary acts of worship (cf. point

4, p.17; BC 494:10).
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2. The catholic Position - The council of Trent (4th ses., 1546)

The documents and decrees of the Council of Trent--unlike the

decrees of The Book of Coneov'd--are presented as the authoritative

proclamation of the church without the discord that was so apparent

amongst the bishops during their formulation. What emerges, there-

fore, are docunents with singularity of purpose and intention. As

we11, it is worth noting, although the Council itself spanned eighteen

yea1s, the issues thenselves were dealt with in specific sessions and,

thus, were not the continued subject of debate and amendment. Debate

was a function of formulation--not subsequent re-evaluation. Further,

once an issue had been settled, the principles manifest in that

issue could and were applied in resolution of the issues in subse-

quent sessions. There ane a number of distinct advantages in this

approach. One of which is that solutions to specific problems,

once appropriately debated and settled, were not subject to constant

re-debate (an exercise which inevitably results in lost time and cre-

ates a confusion of terms of reference). Further, although the Coun-

cil was convened for the purpose of counteracting ttheresiestr of the

day, its decrees do not have the same dialectical tone as the docu-

ments of The Book of Concord. There is, however' a finality in the

conciliar decrees: positions are surnmarily stated and all who

do not so believe oï agree are declared anathema'

By the tine the fourth session of the Council convened in 1546,

The Augsbu.r,g Confession, The ApoLogA to the Augsbung Confessionr The

S:rnaLeaLd ArtieLes, and flhe Tyeatíse on the Pouer artd fuimaey of the

ì

I

l
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pope had all been written. The bishops knew exactly where the

Lutheran reformers stood and, therefore, could deal specifically

with the issues raised by them.

Though not without considerable debate, the fourth session

articulated four points of primary concern on the subj ect of tra-

dition and Scripture. First, that saving truth and rule of conduct

are contained in the inspired writings of sacred Scripture and un-

written tradition as handed down fron the apostles. The Scrip-

tural authority authenticating tradition as a source of revealed

truth was based primarily on the last verse in the Gosepl of John,

which reads:

But there are also many other things which Jesus did; were
every one of them to be written, I suppose that the world
itself could not contain the books that would be written.
(2I:25)

The relationship of tradition to Scripture, and of tradition and Scrip-

ture to the present age, 14¿5 based on the understanding that the

Gospel was disclosed directly by Christ to the apostles who, in turn,

were ordered to teach this sane revealed truth the world over (Mt.

28:19f.). This truth, preserved by Holy Mother Church, was passed

through sacred tradition from generation to generation. So under-

stood, the Council decreed its position:

[We clearly perceive] that these truths and rules
[first promulgated from Christ Hinself] are contained in
the written books and in the unwritten traditions, which,
received by the Apostles from the nouth of Christ Himself,
or fron the Apostles themselves, the HoIy Ghost dictating,
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having corne down to us, transmitted as it were from hand
to hand. (Ses. IY, Deeretwn de Sez.íptwís),

The Council was, therefore, able to accept and venerate, not

only Scripture, but rr. also the traditions, whether they relate

to faith or to morals, as having been dictated either orally by

Christ or by the Holy Ghost, and preserved in the Catholic Church

in unbroken succession'r (Ses. IY , Decretun de Scriptwí's).

Secondly, the Council established a listing of the canonical

books of the Bible by reaffirning the listing given by the Council

of Florence (4.D. 1442), which agreed exactly with that given in

the Council of Rome (4.D. 382) under Pope St. Damasus L2 It is

judged, they argued, rr. to insert in this decree a list of the

sacred books, lest a doubt might arise in the nind of someone as

to which are the books received by this cotrncil'r (Ses. lY, Deet'etwn

de Seriptw"Ls). It is worth noting, however, that although the de-

cree is explicit, there was considerable debate preceding it. Most

particularly, the authoritative weight which should be accorded to

each b6' the books in the canon was debated. Five books which the

Lutherans had rejected were included on the list. This in itself

is not surprising, but we nust point out that Lutherrs position,

1 R".r. H.J. Schroeder, 0.P., trans., Canons and, Deev'ees of
the CootnciL of Trent (St. Louis, Mo.: B. Herder Book Co., 1941).
All references to the canons and decrees of the Council of Trent
will be fron this translation.

2 Johrr t. Clarkson, S.J., et aL." The Church Ieaehes: Docu'
ments of the Chtpch (St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1955), p. 44
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until the Council of Trent, was one of several accepted Catholic

schools of thought. In the question of the canon, Luther was nerely

a pupil of Erasnus, who followed his beloved Jerome. What is nore,

Cardinal Cajetan himseLf agreed.l Drrtirrg the discussions leading

up to the decree, the general of the Augustinians, Seripando, fierce-

ly defended the position of Erasmus and Cajetan (and coincidentally,

Luther) attenpting to:

. harmonise their views with the Florentine decree on
the ground that the protocanonical books of the 01d Testa-
ment, as rtcanonical and authenticrr, belong to the cØ¿on

fidei, while the deuterocanonica.l ones, as rtcanonical and
ecclesiastical bookstt, belong to the cúLon morum. 

z

Here the Augustinian general follows a pre-Tridentine line of thought

that would not deny the epithet trcanonicalfr to the deuterocanonical

books but would have no reservations about irnposing certain restric-

tions.S The distinction met with little sympathy, however, and the

Florentine listing was reaffirned.

The third point concerned the nany editions of Scripture then

extant and proliferated among the clergy and lay people. The prob-

lern rested with the fact that ntany of these versions were inac-

curate in one way or another. To correct the problern, the Council:

I J"din II, p.

2 Judin II, p.

3 J"din Ir, p.

56.

57.

57.
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. ordains and declares that the old Latin Vulgate
Edition, which, in use,.,for so nany hundred years, has been
dpprsved hy the Church, be used in public lectures, clis-
putations, sermons and expositions held as authentic,
and that no one dare or presune under any pretext what-
soever to reject. (Ses. IY, Deerett¡n de ecl:Ltione)

Finally, the Council established the Church of Rome as the sole

teaching authority of Sacred Scripture and decreed that:

. no one relying on his own judgment shall, in rnatters
of faith and morals pertaining to the edification of
Christian doctrine, distorting the Holy Scriptures in
accordance with his own conceptions, presume to interpret
them contrary to that sense which holy mother Church, to
whon it belongs to judge of their true sense and inter-
pretations, has held and holds, or even contrary to the
unanimous teaching of the Fathers, even though such
interpretations should never at arry time be published.
(Ses. fY, Decnetun de editione)

3, Excursus - Tradition and Scripture

A construct of the neaning of tradition is required at this

point. In a uniquely Christian sense the idea of tradition comprises

two problems: (1) the content of the authoritative revelation of God,

and (2) its transnission in time.l John Headley notes in his defini=

tion of tradition that rr. . a distinction, although not necessarily

a separation, exists between tradition as the means of transnitting

divine revelation and tradition as the content of this revela-

1 John M. Headley, Luthet'ts Vi.qa of Chtneh History (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1963), p. 69.
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. illtl-on .

This understanding is accepted by contemporary Catholic theolo-

gians who argue:

In a broad sense tradition stands for the collective accep-
tance and cornnunication of truths and customs in a commu-

nity; in the specific sense in which the Church documents
speak of tradition, it is the process by which divine
revelation coning from Jesus Christ through the apostles,
is conmunicated and unfolded in the community of the
Church; it nay also be used for the content of the revela-
tion so comnunicated.,

So understood, there is a sense in which tradition, as a dynanic

entity in the church, is the channel through which divine revelation

is manifested. The Catholic perspective can therefore argue; r'.

as Holy Scripture grows from tradition, so it is to be interpreted
7

by it."" In this understanding the content of tradition and Scrip-

ture are identical. The church as bearer and preserver of tradition

is synonymous with tradition itself. It can, therefore, be argued

that Scripture and the church, in a Catholic understanding, both

constitute, together, one absolute. The first element of the Headley

definition of tradition, which refers to the content of the authorita-

I Headley, p. 69

2 l. Neuner, S.J., and J. Dupuis, S.J., eds,, The Chnistùan
Paith: DoetrinnL Doewnents of the CathoLíe Chureh (Westminster,
Md.: Christian Classics, 1975), p. 63,

3 N"rrn"", p. 64.
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tive revelation of God, is therefore affirmed. With church and Scrip-

ture as one absolute, tradition (in the guise of the church) becomes,

or at 1east, is understood as, dognatic revelation. With this under-

standing, Catholic theologians can assert: rrontry the totality of the

Churchrs tradition, universal in time and space, guided by the inspir-

ing presence of the Paraclete, reflected in the consciences of be-

lievers, is adequate to the totality of Scripture'"1

The second element of the Headley definition can also be accepted

by Catholics, as they too are concerned with the transnission and

pïeservation of tradition in History. In this instance tradition

is understood in the disciplinary ot ecclesiastical sense and emerges

in the form of rites, ceremonies, observances and customs as practiced

within the church structure.

The Lutheran understanding of Scripture and tradition takes a

somewhat different tack. Whereas Catholic ernphasis (relative to the

first elenent of the Headley definition) sees Scripture and tradition

(as far as its content is concerned) as hyphenated or synonymous, the

Lutheran view resists any concept of tradition in its understanding

of Scripture. In its stead, Lutheran theotogy will assert a concept

of soLa Scríptwa, which includes the premise that Scripture is self-

explanatory and can be clearly wtderstood. Thus, there is no need

for content, as such, to energe or ¡nanifest in the form of dognatic

revelation. Scripture is understood, therefore, as the only authen-

tic and authenticating Word of God. Tradition, as preserved and borne

1 George H. Tavard, IloLy tl,it o, HoLg Chwch (London: Burns
and Oates, 1959), p. 95.

1l
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by the church, is subordinated to this supposed clear understanding.

The church, therefore, emerges as relative to this absolute. Robert

McNally accurately points out:

Both Catholic and Protestant appealed to the Gospel as
fundanental to their Christian confession; the former
approached the sacred text through the church and her
tradition; the latter approached the church and its tra-
dition in the light of Holy Scripture, bringing them under
its judgement. l

Melanchthon argues in this regard that 'rThe church is a society i

which is relative not to the ordinary succession [of bishops], but

to the Word of God.rr2 Scripture in this sense is the final authority

and the highest judge; it becones the standard by which all traditions

clain their place within the church. Paul Althaus notes:

Its character as the final authority, which is grounded in
and bears witness to itself, precludes the possibility that
the standard of its interpretation could somehow come from
outside itself. It also includes the fact that it inter-
prets itself; and this self-interpretation is therefore
the nost certain, most easy and rnost clear interpretation.,

The Catholic understanding of dognatic revelation is, therefore, out-

rightly denied--any clailns to parity of tradition or church to Scrip-

I In John C. 01in, et aL., Luther,, Erasmus and the Refonma-
tion: A CathoLie-Pxotestant ReappraisaL (New York: Fordham Univer-
sity Press, 1969), p. 8.

)' De EceL., col. 598, as quoted in Tavard, HoLy l,ltit, p. 93.

3 Ûhu TheoLogy of Martin Luther (Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1966), p. 76.
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ture are considered invalid'

The second elenent of the Headley definition of tradition, that

is, the problem of the transmission of tradition through time, is

understood by Lutherans (as by catholics) in terms of rites ' cere-

nonies, observances and custorns' References to traditions ín The

Book of concoyd. are genelally--though not solely--linited to ecclesiast-

lç¿l and disciplinary aspects of the concept' It neither understands

nor is sympathetic with a concept that speaks of dogmatic revelation'

It is not, therefore' an exaggeration to suggest that tradition' as

delineated in The Book of concord, is somewhat lirnited in scope'

George Tavard rightly points out that:

We can surnmarize noting that the Lutheran perspective officially

denied the authority of tradition and, thus, was deemed by Rome to

deny the very legitimacy of tradition itself. 0n the other hand,

the catholic perspective legitimizes the concept of tradition andr'

therefore, was deemed by Lutherans to falsely divinize its own author-

ity.

. to the Catholic ' ' "traditioningil would be iden-

tical with the God-guided understanding of Scripture by

the Church. In the Lutheran mentality' however' the

Churchrs guidance by the Word, far from being presumed'

is to be ascertained at every moment' 
1

1L uoLy wr,ít, p. 93. Tavard is not here denying that the,Lutheran
Church is luided"Uy Cod, but rather, is pointing out the the Lutheran

understanding, wtrich includes the poss-ibility that the church as a

human institution ¡nay err, nust thãrefore constantly weigh its pro-

nouncenents against its interpretation of scripture to ensure side-

tracking does not occur.
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It is apparent that sixteenth century Catholic and Lutheran

understanding (or at least emphasis) of tradition is quite different.

The focus of attention in the Lutheran documents is generally the

rites, ceremonies, practices, and other nanifestations of the estab-

lished community of worship. It is possible, therefore' to emphasize

and criticize the 'rhumanness" of tradition without detriment to the

overall understanding of it

It is not surprising that the Lutheran concern was directed to ec-

clesiástical and disciplinary aspects of tradition either. Certainly

it is here where nisuse and corruption was nost apparent. Jaroslav

Pelikan points out, in this respect, that as far as the reformers

r^¡ere concerned: rrThe Church under the papacy was merely a vehicle

by which to provide divine validation of political intentions."l

Karl Adam, a prominent Catholic theologian, agrees, at least tacitly,

with this criticism:

The spirit of manmon [in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies] had such an ascendancy in the Curia that Pope
Clenent VII, for example, at the very height of the Refor*
nation storm, was trying to make money from [among other
things] the sale of Cardinal's hats. It is against this
background that we nust understand the denunciation of the
great preacher Geiler von Kaiserberg: rrlt is no longer the
Holy Ghost who appoints the rulers of the Church, but the
devil, and for money, for favour and by bribery of the
Cardinals. r',

I )be&Lent RebeLs (New York: Harper and Row, 1964 29

)
one and HoLy (New York: Sheed and Ward, 74
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The Lutherans identified Scripture as the only verifiable

revelation of God (against which all other proclamations, decrees

and practices must be weighed and judged), the catholic approach

understood the content of Scripture and tradition as identical.

John Headley suggests that the position of the Catholic Church clâimed:

lscripture is not sufficient for the life of the Church and that the

Holy Spirit has been entrusted to the Church in order that many

other necessary laws night be taught."1 However, I believe, he is

here attributing a post-Tridentine emphasis of tradition to the pre-

Tridentine church. Gabriel Moran will argue, for instance, that

Catholic theology asserted one source of divine revelation but two

manifestations of that revelation; namely, Scripture as one form

of disclosure and tradition as another. Implicit in the Tridentine

documents, he points out, is an understanding that the revelation

of God uís-a-Uis the Word is a prioy,L to any htritten book or. un-

written custom. In defining the neans of transmission, the Council

of Trent seems to assume that the Word is passed on by double

means: written works (that is, the canonical books of Scripture)
a

and unwritten traditions (that is, orally).' He argues:

The initial wording of the decree seemed to indicate that
the Gospel is divided between two sources . . the final
text was altered to read rrwritten books and unwritten

I Headley, p. 88.

Seriptwe øtd Tradití.on (New York: Herder G Herder, 1965),2

p. 38
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traditions,rr thereby avoiding the parallelism of the
two-source theory. I

What results in such a perspective--as far as authenticating

authority is concerned--is a blurring of the distinction between

the will of God as revealed in Scripture and the will of God as

revealed in tradition. By understanding tradition in terms of

ecclesiastical discipline which must needs be authenticated by

Scripture, the reformersr concept of tradition resisted identifí-

cation with and subjected its content to Scripture. As a result,

the reciprôca1 relationship between Scripture and tradition was not

appreciated. Initially, Scriptule htas not considered as a document

which could be correctly read and understood only in the bounds of

the historical church. The post-Tridentine Catholic understanding

would also create distortions by exaggerating the authority of tra-

dition apart from Scripture. This emphasis was due in part to the

spirit of the tines and the polarizatíon of the issues. Contrariwise,

the Protestants held the untenable position of interpreting Scripture

in the context of a tradition which had previously been denied. Both

the Catholics and the reformers would cone to realize that Scrip-

ture, as the souxce of the churchrs doctrine, could not be separ-

ated from the doctrine itself; outside of tradition, Scripture is

neaningless and outside of Scripture, tradition is idolatrous.

I Moran, p. 38.
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Here then is the problern. Although all the truths of faith

are contained in Scripture, an interpretation of the content is

necessary--an authoritative posture is therefore required by the

church. Rome explicitly acknowledged and legitimized what could

only be tacitly acknowledged and legitirnized by the reformers: the

process of interpretation is equal, in authority, to that which is

being interpreted. Act and agent are co-determinant, standing in

dipolar relationship one to the other. Scripture in and of itself

is not understandable apart from the authoritative interpretation

of the church.

It is worthwhile noting, however, that the Lutheran position

was not totally oblivious to the problen of tradition as a hermeneu-

tical principle. This is nowhere more apparent than in Lutherts

stand on infant baptism. Carl Meyer points out in this regard that

Luther, inasmuch as his approach affirrns that infants may be capable

of faith, indicates rr. a significant index to his affinities

with the exegetical, dogmatic and legal tradition of the Middle
1ages.tt' We can argue with sone measure of success, therefore, that

Luther would never deny the role of tradition as an interpretative

authority. 0n1y the legitirnacy of the earthly or human manifesta-

tions of that interpretation are in question. It is possible fron

a Lutheran perspective to recognize tradition as authoritative, when

such traditions, as part of the hermeneutical process, are not in

1 Carl S. Meyer, ed., Luther fon art EewnenieaL Age: Essags
(St. Louis: Concordia, 1967), p. 205.
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apparent opposition to Scriptural texts. Herein, however , Iays a

serious problem. Although recognizíng Scripture to be the final

authority and highest judge, this approach presupposes that it can

interpret itself. Such a view is conditional on the assumption that

Scripture, in all its parts, has one and the same simple sense. The

concept of self-interpretation would presuppose that Scripture is

clear in itself. In 1521 Luther, in his treatise against Latomus,

insisted that:

Figurative language proves nothing In no writings,
least of all the divine, is it right'in mere whimsy to
grasp at figurative meanings. These ought to be shunned,
and the pwe si,rnpLe, oniginaL sense s?nuld be sought unless
the context or an evident absurdity forces one to recognize
a figurative expression. (LW 32:167. Italics mine.)

It is not without historical precedence that the reforners naintained

this view. George Tavard points out that ThomasAquinas, in the begin-

ning of his Sunrna theoLogùca, had adopted the principle that only the

literal sense of Scripture is acceptable for theological argumenta-

tion (I.q.1.a.8). This, says Prof. Tavard, was a totally new principle.

In this one argument Thomas relegated first, the traditional exposition

of senses of Scripture to the non-theological 1eve1 of religious

imagination, and secondly, the historical investigation of the literal

sense was made the basis of theological argumentation. Continuing, he

notes:

Although Thornas Aquinas did not draw all the logical impii-
cations of this step, he established a premise fron which
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the reforners, had they been familiar with his works,
could have argued cogently in favor of the Set'iptura
soLa principle. For if the literal sense alone is accep-
table in theological argumentation, then no amount of
traditional ecc[esiastical interpretation over and above
this sense, not to say contrary to it, can be recognized
to have any binding force.,

We must point out, however, that establishing a principle from which

to argue, and declaring a truth based on an assumption, "re tto en-

tirely different matters. Thornas does not, subsequent to this prop-

ositionr ârguê for invalidation of traditional authority. Neither

does he assutne that a careful reading of Scripture will render only

one authentic interpretation. Obviously, for good reason, this

assumption was not rnade: even the reformers would find, by the time

The Book of Concot'd was closed, that this view, if not inpossible,

was at best difficult to sustain.

The Lutheran theologians would soon have to reevaluate their

position and although the Roman position that Scripture must be

interpreted by the teaching office of the church was initially

explicitly denied, it was in tine necessary to assume a standard

of authentic teachi-ng. Some degree of authority was, therefore,

asserted in official interpretation--the fornalization of The Book

of Coneord sustains, at least tacílIy, this point of view. For

instance, when official interpretations, as delineated in The Book

of Concozd, were found to be in opposition to the understanding of

1_' George H. Tavard, The Seuenteenth-Centuny Tradi'tíon, in vol.
XVI of Studies ín the Histony of Cfutístian Thought (Leiden, Nether-
lands: E.J. Bril1, 1978), p.2. Let us not be sidetracked here by
Tavardfs assessnent of the reformersf knowledge of Thonas Aquinas:
there is another point to be made.
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an individual, then that individual's interpretation would fa11 to

the hermeneutical process manifest in the authoritative structuïe.

In this sense and in this instance, surely tradition is acting as

a por4/er unto itself and maintains a legitimacy equa1, if not superior

to that of supposed self-interpreting clearly stated passages of

Scripture. It is not relevant whether tradition as a function of

power and authority is recognized or officially legitimized. Function-

ally, ín this instance, tradition clairns primacy. The Lutheran theo-

logian when acting authoritatively, as an interpreting agent on be-

half of the church, is in effect a teaching authoïity. Inasmuch as

an individual or even a conmunity accepts this body as their teach-

ing authority, and inasmuch as they submit to the creeds and doctrines

espoused therein, these peopte are to be identified as Lutheran. The

very process of identification 1eads, therefore, to the legitimiza-

tion of authoritative structures. Thus, the reasoning is both circu-

1ar and unbroken, for surely as soon as a structure is recognized

as legitimate, this same structure in turn legítimizes the practices

of the members. Further, should the nenbers find themselves in opposi-

tion to the legitimate authority, and should they continue to maintain

this opposition, they would surely find themselves persona non grata

or even excommunicated. Inasmuch, therefore, âs individuals and

communities must submit to this authority or find themselves out of

communion (so to speak) with their brethren, to that extent, the

Lutheran ecclesiastical structure was 1itt1e different from that of the

curia. The Lutheran theologians, in The Foy,mula of Concord, specify:
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. we wish to have testified that the present explana-
tion of all the foregoing controverted articles here ex-
plained, and none other, is our teaching, belief and con-
fession. Nor shall we speak or write anything pri-
vately or public1y, contrary to this confession, but we

intend through God's grace to abide by it. (BC 636:40)

This position is strikingly similar to the Council of Trentrs declar-

ation which insisted that no one, relying on his own judgment, shall

in matters of faith and morals, presume to interpïet Scripture--it

is the Church which must judge their true sense and interpretation

(Ses. IY, Dectetwn de edítione).

We are discussing the Headley definition of tradition in terms

of Catholic and Lutheran understanding. Our first conceln has been

the authoritative revelation of God, while the second has been the

transnission of this revelation from one generation to the next.

We have observed, with regard to the Lutheran position, that the

content of revelation can be found in verifiable form only in Scrip-

ture and--whi1e claining legitimate autholity and later sole author-

ity to interpret Scripture--that the vehicle of transmission, that

is tradition, is subject to fallibility. 0n the other hand, the

Ronan See legitinized both the content of authoritative revelation

as found in Scripture and the nethod of transmission, thus crediting

the hermeneutic function of the church with the same divine authority

as Scripture itself. Unlike the Lutherans, Rome formally and offi-

cially clains ultimate authority to interpret this revelation, that

is, both Scripture and the tradition which transmits its contents.

The Catholic model of tradition, therefore, understands both Scrip-
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ture and tradition as two manifestations of one divine source. The

Lutheran mode1, on the other hand, distinguishes between Scripture

and tradition, claiming divine legitirnacy only for the forrner. It

is here where the heart of the Catholic-Lutheran dispute is to be

found.

The very concept of traditiontr. . . seeks to understand how

the authoritative divine revelation in the past can be transnitted

pure and unimpaired to the present."l The Lutheran solution tends

to officially deny the authority (but neither the necessity nor the

concept) of tradition itself while the Catholic perspective legiti-

mizes and divinizes the authority of tradition. There are, however,

problems with both of these understandings. Robert McNallY observes:

The Catholic hermeneutic suffered the risk of developing
into a sheer volunteerism that could substitute the author-
ity of the Church for the authority of the Word. The Pro-
testant position had its own dangers. Its emphasis on the
authority of the Scriptures could lead to a blindness con-
cerning the Churchrs necessary function as interpreter,
and so in fact it did open the way to a disruptive individ-
ualism. With growing irritation Luther witnessed this de-
velopment; for this was a development which unless properly
disciplined could inevitably displace Holy Scripture from
its place of privilege.2

John Headley agrees with Fr. McNallyrs criticismof the Catholic posi-

tion and points out:

1 Headley, p. 69.

In 01in, et aL., p.2
8
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. the mentality which at first preserved the original
tradition eventually perverts it. Since any essential
change or innovation is inadmissible, the traditionalist
outlook becomes in effect an instrument of present author-
íty; ít justifies this authority by assigning antiquity
to existing practices no matter how recent in derivation.l

We can now discern a subtle and significant shift in emphasis.

What was originally a question of definition in the concept of tra-

dition has evolved into a conceln for the church as teaching author-

ity. Where we could originally focus on the apparent dialectic be-

tween sola Scv,iptuna and Scripture and tradition, the problem of

legitimate authority now emerges. John Headley points out:

The assertion of soLa Scriptura as a critical principle
and absolute authority made it impossible to accept indis-
crininatingly the complex of authorities upon which the
medieval Church had stood; it necessitated a complete re-
appraisal of the Church concept of authority.2

Hubert Jedin recognizes this principle as well. In a discussion on

the inner workings of the committees at the Council of Trent, he

argues that when tradition is understood in the sense of handing on

the substance of faith and when this substance is identified with

the church's authority:

Any discussion of the principle of tradition [is] botmd
to lead to a discussion of the Churchrs authority, and

1 Headley, p. 58.

Headley, p. 81.
2
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this all the rnore surely as the fight against the "human
statutesfr in the Church- -an attack based on the principle
of the Scriptures--became more and more fierce.,

Thus, with Robert McNally and ín agreement with John Headley, we can

argue that the central íssue of the Catholic-Lutheran dispute focus-

ed on: ". the true understanding of the Church of Christ, its

origins, its function, its character, and its relation to the Gos-

pel and ministry."2 The Roman See would neither reject nor nodify

its traditional ecclesiology, which was in turn totally rejected by

the reformers, based on their understanding of Scripture. The dis-

pute over the relationship between the church as an authoritative

interpreter and the Gospel divinely revealed, transformed the issue

into a concern over the very meaning of the Gospel itself, its mes-

sage of redemption and the means of salvatior,.3t The true meaning

of Scripture and the real message of the Gospel behind Scripture

becomes the issue: the problem of legitimate authority becomes

the crisis.

4. The Debate - A Problem of Authority

George Tavard has observed that discussions in the sixteenth

century may have been debate but they certainly were not dialogue

1 J"din II, p. s8.

2 I., olin, et aL., p. 4.

3 M"Nully, in OIin , et aL., p.

4 Tuvurd, I?adition, p, 3,

4

7
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Nowhere is the tendentious nature of this debate more apparent than

in the tenacious posture of both Rome and the Lutherans over the

matter of authoritY.

Early in the dispute (1528) Luther had occasion to write: rrWe

on our part confess that there is nuch that is Christian and good un-

der the papacy; indeed everything that is christian and good is to

be found there and has come to us fl.om this sourcerr (LW 40t23I).

Almost ten years later (f537) Philip Melanchthon would concede in

his signatuïe to The SynaLcaLd ArticLes that tt. concerning the

pope I hold that, if he would al1ow the Gospel, we, too, mãY concede

to him that superiority over the bishops which he possesses by hu-

rnan right .r' (BC 316). Likewise, it is a natter of record that

Luther had serious doubts as to the consequence and eventual out-

come of his protest. He would ask, somewhat anguished and in total

seriousness, whethel or not anyone opposing ". the Roman Church

also opposes the church of Christ and Christ himself" (LW 26:66).

Needless to say, this question epitomizes the basis and substance

of the Roman charge against Luther and he himself admits that it is

a rr. blot [that] really strikes home" (LW 24:304). Under the

anguish of such doubt he would confess: rr. rushing into my heart

[came] thoughts like these: novr I see that I am in error. 0h, if

only I had never staïted this and had never preached a word! For

who dares oppose the church, of which we confess in the creed: I

believe in a holy Christian fCatholic] church ." (LW 26:66).

The doubts ulere serious and had to be settled. Luther could

not deny what he constantly recognized: the papacy has God's Word
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and the office of the apostles, and Christendom had received the Holy

Scriptures, Baptism, the Eucharist, and the office of preaching from

it. I Partial resolution came about with the ever increasing tendency

to identify the Roman Catholic Church as the'rChurch of Rome," thus

separating a perceived oligarchy from the Church itself. By so doing,

it was possible for the reformers to deny the dogma of the Curia

(especially as developed since the split with the Greek Church in

1050) while yet naintaining a belief in the rr. . . one holy, Catholic

and apostolic church.t' Luther, certainly himself a politically aware

nationalist, ascribes nationalist motives to the so-cal1ed Romani.sts,

and insists that their intentions are specifically and peculiarly

self-centered. Many of his proofs point to the Greek Church (which

Rorne recognized as a valid Catholic confession), and he reasons that

if the Greeks are authentic Catholics, then so too are the Germans.

His conception of the church universal (in these early days) de-

enphasizes the primacy of Rone and focuses on a mernbership of

believers in the one and only true Catholic faith. Thus the pope

and his supporters, apart from the Catholic Church, can be condenned.

There were, as we1l, practical problems in the rejection of Rome

and its ecclesiastical structure. Not the least of which was found to

be, with the abandonnent of the authoritative ¿dninistrative structuTe

that local parishes hrere thrown into disartay. Luther recognized

ful1 well the practical need for such rnechanisms. Conrad Bergendoff

1 Althaus, p. 336.
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notes in his preface to volume 40 of the Anerican edition of Luthez"s

Works that, with the destruction or abandonment of the 'ecclesiastical

structure, it was necessary to supelvise parishes by superintendents

who would exercise the essential f¡nction of a bishop. Thus, "The

need of the moment as well as the custon of the past led Luther to

depend on secular authorities for bishops in establishing the super-

intendencies and enforcing their regulations" (LW 40:xiii).

How is this possible? How is it possible to reject Rorne, on

one hand, but rnaintain that the whole of the Christian message is

to be found under the papacy? How is it possible to reject the

ecclesiastical structure by outright identification with the anti-

christ, yet in the vacuum left behind, create structules that would

be equally liable to misuses and abuses?

What is apparent in our study of The Book of Coneord is that

there is a distinction made between the church, as a community of

the faithful, and the church nanifest, as an institution of the

papacy itself. Luther argues: rtYou are to distinguish be-

tween faith in God and faith in what is only of nan'r (LW 40:235) .

What emerges is an attack against the doctrine that the church

which Christ established, was conterminous with the institution

that the pope heads.l This approach, as we have already hinted,

allowed the reformers to assert that the function of the church--

i.e., its responsibility as an aùninistrative body interpreting

the Word of God--occupied no special place in relationship to

1 Pe1ikan, RebeLs, 27,
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any other eaïthly authority.l

Based on theír evaluation of The Roman Confutati,on, the

Lutherans understood the papacy to emphasize only the churchfs

institutional nature. Mernbership in the Ronan Catholic Church,

they accused, was merely--regardless of the quality of faith--the

identification of an individual with the ecclesiastical framework.

Hence, both good as well as blatantly evil men, could claim legiti-

nate membership. Contrariwise they argued that mere external asso-

ciation with the ecclesiastical organization is an insufficient re-

quisite for rnembership in the true church.

It is this external rnanifestation which the reformers are attack-

ing. By separating the ecclesiastical structure (the governing body)

from the church menbership (whom it clained to nourish), the nature

of the hidden church energes. In his rrlectures on Genesis't Luther

established the hiddenness of the church in the self-concealment of

God. Through this understanding of the hidden nature of God, the

reformers are able to establish the hidden nature of the church.2

John Headley is now able to point out that I'The sense of opposition

and the nature of the opponent become clearer; there emerges a coun-

ter-church possessing the appearance, power, and above all the nane

of Christ's Church."3

It is the external and superficial membership in the organiza-

I Althaus, p.

Headley, p.

p. 59.

339

62.2

)J
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tion which is being rejected. What was the difference, r"l:re ApoLogy

asks, between the church as understood by the Roman See and the

Israel of old with Íts insistence on rights, cerernonies and obser-

vances. The true church and historical Christendom, the reformers

come to believe, are not necessarily identical. The true church is

hidden, argues Luther. The true church is r'. . not to be identi-

fied with the official church and its history--the official church
1

has not even recognized the true church as church."^ Menbership in

the church of Christ should be determined, not by oners external af-

filiation with the ecclesiastical organízation, but rather, by the

faith of the nenbers themselves: the bounds of the church can only

be defined through a common bond of faith (BC 170:14).

The problern is irnrnense: the continuing presence of the church

faithful must be found amidst an ecclesiastical structure which has

been rejected. This is especially so because, as Paul Althaus poínts

out, an indispensable part of Lutherfs faith included a't. . confi-

dence in the continuity of the church and the uninternrpted leader-

ship of it through the Holy Spirit . ."2 For Luther, the Chris-

tian church was an historical reality that, without detriment to its
7spiritual nature, had existed since the time of the apostles."

Further, it is this historical realíty which had preserved and passed

on both the Biblical substance of faith'and the elernents of

I Lrth"r as in Althaus, p. 342

2 ___p. Jó5.

3 Alahurlr, p. s33.
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1ecclesiastical tradition. Hence, Luther has to argue that the

true church is hidden, not only from the secular authorities, but

from itself as we11. John Headley observes:

In his idea of the twofold Church (dupLeæ EccLesia) he
seeks to express the profound fact that the true Church
is most severely persecuted and nocked not by the authori-
ties of this world nor by external foes but by its own
ostensible members who have the name, the office and all
the trappings of the church but without the Word.,

It is now possible to reject the aûninistrative fulction of

the church--and hence the Ronan Catholic Church itself--whi1e nain-

taining the idea of the church as a single organized community. The

solution is only partial however, because without the church nani-

fest, that is, without the church as an institution, the Word of

God cannot be properly preached. Again it is the perceived oligarchy

which is attacked while the structure, with all its weakness, is not

condemned per. se; the emphasis is on human misuse and abuse. With

the separation of the church faithful from the church structure,

Luther came to believe that the latter was manipulated by satanic

forces.

Luther believed that Scriptural authority substantiated his

view of the church within the church. The corruption of many as-

pects of the church structure is an historical fact. Luther held

1 Althaus, p. 334.

Headley, p. 63.2
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the Bishop of Rome, as pope and head of this structure, respon-

sible for the corruption and increasingly identified him as anti-

christ. The prophecy in 2 Thess. (2:3-I2) was particularly siþnifi-

cant with regard to this identification. It warned, in part, that

Christ would not return until:

. the rebellion comes first, and the man of lawlessness
is revealed [the pope], and that he takes his seat in
the temple of God, proclairning himself to be God.

Having identified this rnan of lawlesstress as the pope, Luther

bélieved and argued that "The Christendom that is now under the pap-

acy has the true Spirit, Gospel, faith, baptism, sacranent,

keys, the office of the ministry, prayer, Holy Scripture, and every-

thing that belongs to Christendon,tr even though it was itself cor-

rupt (LW 40:232). The true and false church necessarily co-exist

one alongside and within the other. It was absolutely and essen-

tially necessary, in the reforrners'understanding , that the antichrist

be seated in the throne of the true church. The identification of

the pope with antichrist, in view of this prophecy, becomes for

Luther, the solution to his personal anguish. As this identifica-

tion was not a natter of logic or a consequence of debate, but

rather, a belief held on the basis of what was understood as clear

Scriptural testimony, no dialogue was possible; no concessions

could be made. To do so would be paramount to dealing with the

devil hinself.
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The identification of the pope with antichrist allows an argu-

rnent for continuity to be sustained. The historical church is

established as the vehicle of the right sacraments and was itself

authenticated by Scripture. It is now possible for the reforners

to absolutely equate the one true church with the historical insti-

tution because it contained the Word properly preached. The Word,

they argued, provides both the continuity and life for the real

church. I The official church is, therefore, identical with the

hidden church only at the point of the Gospel, sacraments, etc.

The reforners can now rej ect that part of the administrative function

of the church which they saw as corrupted, while maintaining a

sense of historical continuity in the new definition. The true

church is held together, not by rites and cerenonies, rules and

regulations, but by the faith of the people and the presence of

the ltrord of God.

I Headley, p. 60
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Chapter2-OriginalSin

1. The Lutheran Position - The Book of Coneord

a The Augsbttz,g Confession (1530)

The declaration of article II in The Augsburg Confession on

original sin is surprisingly bríef (BC 29:1-3). As brief as this

statement is, however, the Confessíon still nanages to firnly estab-

Iish the foundational principles upon which all subsequent Telated

statements ín The Book of Concord are made.

Namely, article II establishes three principles by making two

assertions and one rejection. First, it asserts that all nankind,

since the fall of Adam, is conceived and born in sin. The clari-

fication which follows has a double emphasis: not only that nankind

is concupiscent--that is ful1 of evil lust and inclination--but also

that mankind is without true fear of God.

The seeond assertion refers to the first and establishes that

sin is both an I'inborn sickness" and "hereditaryt' thus establishíng

a principle of natural continuity through tine in history. The

second assertion affirms that this inborn sickness is truly sin and

therefore rr. all those who are not born again through Baptism

and the Holy Spirit . .tr aïe condemned to the 'r. eternal

wrath of God . .ft
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The fdnaL principle of this article is established through a

rejection which is related to the second assertion. primarily, it

criticizes the proposal that original sin is not truly. Sin, thus

allowing the writers to affirm that original sin cannot be overcome

by manrs own ability or power. specifically, it rejects those who

r'. deny that original sin is sin, for they hold that natuïal

man is made righteous by his own powers, thus disparaging the

sufferings and nerit of Christ."

The first assertion and the rejectionseem to be directed

against the scholastics who, as we later read in tlne ApoLogy, il.

mininize original sin . .rr and tr. attribute to hurnan nature

uninpaired power .rr (BC 2:7-8). The second assertion attempts

to refute the view of Zwingli ". who saw in original sin only

an infirmity and not the guilt of sin .,,1

b. The ApoLogA of the Augsbwg Confession (1550, rev. 1551)

The Apology, as we have noted earlier, is a reply to The Roman

Confutatioz (Augus:t 1530) which is itself a reply to The Augsbutg

confession. Iile have, in the ApoLogg, a critical document of consider-

able value. Not only does it serve as a corunentary on The Augsburg

confession, but as wel1, it specifically addresses those aspects of

I Vinr"n, Pfntlr, ,rRecognition of The Augsbtwg Confession by
the catholic church?r' in Joseph A. Burgess, ed. , rhe RoLe of th-e
Augsbung confession ^ cathoLi.Z caú. nutñenan vi.äs (philadelpr,i",
Fortress Press, 1980), p. L2.
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the Confession which are controverted. Thus we are ab1e, first, to

understand how Philip Melanchthon, one of the principle reformers,

interprets the Confession and, secondly, how he interprets the Catho-

lic response to this sane document. The value of this overview lies

in the fact that even with a cursory reading of the Apology and the

Confutation, it becomes obvious over and above divarication of theo-

logical tenets and positions (the significance of which cannot be

overlooked) that there is evidenced some mutual nisunderstanding.

Ironically, both parties tended to assume that their opponent under.

stood their own particular position. As a result, when a partyrs

position came back through the writings of an opponent and that

position was either confused or deviated from the original state-

ment, the differences were generally attributed to sheer malicious-

ness. This was an assumption whích would facilitate both real and

tragic consequences. Errors of understanding by one were deemed as

slander and treachery by the other, l A case in point begins with

the statement in the ApoLogA I

Here at the very outset His Imperial Majesty will see that
the authors of the Confutatíon are lacking not only in
judgement but also in honesty. While we wanted simply to
describe what original sin includes, they viciously rnis=
interpret and distort a statenent that has nothing wrong
in it. (BC 100 : 1)

Later, in the sarne vein, sirnilar suspicions are voiced:

1' To say that the question of original sin can be resolved by
claiming mutual nisunderstanding would be a gross injustice to the
issue--I believe, however. that because of the problem of conmuni-
cation, an already critical situation t{as further aggravated.
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Our opponents know that this is what Luther believes and
teaches; and since they cannot refute the principle, they
twist his words in order by this device to crush an innocent
man. (BC 105:37)

These appeals are directed,to the second article of The Augsbutg

Confession, namely, that since the fall of Adam, all nen ?r. . . are

without fear of God, are without trust in God, and are concupiscentrl

(BC 29:1). The Confutatíon denies that lack of fear and trust in

God were consequences of original sin and asserts instead that such

things are in the realm of actual sin. Specifically, it stipulates:

The assertion in the article that original sin means that
men are born without fear of God and without trust in God
is to be entirely rejected because it is nanifest to every
Christian that to be without fear of God and without trust
in God is the actual guilt of an adult (Pt. I, Art.
2\-.L

In order to refute The Roman Confutation, Melanchthon directs the

reader to the German rendition of the same article in the Confess,Lon:

It is also taught anong us that since the fall of Adarr all
men who are born according to the course o.f nature aÍe con-
ceived and born in sin. That is, all men are full of evil
lust and inclinations from their mothersr wombs and are
unabLe by natuøe to have true fear of God and true faith
in God. (BC 29 zl/G, italics rnine)

The operative phrase here, AS I have emphasized, is rrby nature'r.

I cf. Tappert, p. 100, n. 2
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Melanchthon goes on to clarify that not only is actual fear and

trust in God (the Confutation refers to this as actual guilt) non-

existent, but even the very ability to produce fear and trust is

non-existent; that is, the nature of man himself, prior to Baptism,

is deficient and lacks this capacity. Not only are manrs deeds sin-

ful, but as wel1, even the prior disposition of nan (which he later

describes as the rrinner uncleanliness of human nature," BC I02i12)

is truly and really sinful thus lacking in original righteousness.

He testifies:

. in those who are born according to the flesh we deny
the existence not only of actual fear and trust in God but
also of the possibility and gift to produce it. (BC 101:3)

Thus, he can sumnarize: trWhen we use the term rconcupiscencert we

do not mean only its acts or fruits, but the continual inclination

of nature" (BC 101:3). t?Concupiscence" ¡nust therefore not only be

understood in terms of its consequences (i.e., the very attitude or

posture of the sinner). Both cause and effect must be emphasized

co-equally to achieve proper understanding

Referring to Augustine as the standard for authenticity, he

cites such ancient authorities as Irenaeus, Ambrose and Peter

Lombard, thereby arguing the cause-effect understanding of concupis-

cence is in keeping with the traditional understanding of the loss

of original righteousness (BC 102:1Bff.). Continuing, he points out:

. when the ancient definítion says that sin is lack
of righteousness, it not only denies the obedience of nanrs
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lower powers, but also denies that he has knowledge of
God, trust in God, fear and love of God, or surely the
power to produce these things. (BC L03:23)

Both theevil inclination of nants higher capacities and the corrup-

tion of his phys:ûcal constitution are involved in concupiscence.

Both elements, he continues, are necessarily and correctly expressed,

these being: ". lack of ability to tïust, fear, or love God;

and concupiscence, which pursues carnal ends contrary to the Word

of God" (BC f03226).

The criticism, and therefore the rejection, of the Lutheran

statement by The Roman Confutation was two-fold. The first, as we

have seen, arose out of the definition of the word rrconcupiscence't

focusífrg on both nanr s nature and his subsequent inability to over-

come that nature. The second aspect, which perhaps was the most dev-

astating, dealt with the relational effect of Baptism and concupis-

cence. Specifically, the authors of the Confutatíon argued: rr.

moreover, the statement is also rejected whereby they call the fault

of origin fconcupiscencer; if they mean by this that concupiscence

is a sin which remains in a child even after Baptisrn .rr (Pt. I,
1

Art. II).^ This position was simply in accordance with the papal

bull of Leo X, Eæsurge Domine, June 15, 1520, which had already con-

demned this apparent understanding of the function of Baptism in

regard to original sin as viewed by the Lutherans.

Melanchthon believes, however, tfrat the Roman Catholics have

either misunderstood Luther or, more to the point, have deliberately

slandered him. The confusion is again the result of the two-fold

cf. Tappert, p. 100, n. 2
I
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definition of rtconcupiscence" by the Lutherans. Melanchthon sum-

marizes the problem noting that the Catholic scholars t'. . main-

tain that concupiscence is a penalty and not a sin, while Luther

contends that it is a sin'r (BC 105:38).

The magnitude of original sin and human weakness has been under-

stressed as far as Melanchthon is concerned. In view of the all-

pervasive nature of original sin, the reformers understand that

only the impulses of evil in man are changed--the sin itself re-

mains. Melanchthon writes: rr. The Holy Spirit, given in Bap-

tism, begins to mortify lust and create new impulses in manrr (BC

105:35). The Catholics, Melanchthon accuses, understand concupis-

cence as a penalty on1y, that is, concupiscence is the consequence

of mants first sin.

It is fair to mention that if mutual nisunderstanding antagonized

the firndamental differences between the authors of the Confession and

the Apology and the authors of the Confutation, the fundamental dif-

ferences themselves were no less real. This will become apparent

in our discussion of the Tridentine documents, where such misunder-

standing was overcome by close examination of the Lutheran position.

At the Council, rejection was based on sound understanding of the

Lutheran position and not, as was the case with the authors of the

Confutation, on erroneous views.

c. Ihe Slnalcald At,tieLes (f537)

The S:rnaLeaLd ArtieLes, as noted above, were to serve as a plat-
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form for discussion at the upconing council called for Mantua in

May 1537. The tone, however, is often less than conciliatory and

thus provides several pertinent insights.

Llke The Roman Confutation, its emphasis is not the exposition

of the writerst doctrine, but rather, attempts to refute erroneous

views held by the so-called opponents. seven such errors are delin-

eated. The first deals with the natural powers of nan and denies

that they have somehow remained whole and uncorrupted after the fal1

of Adam. This would mean, they reason, that man, by nature, somehow

It. . . possesses right understanding and a good willr' (BC 302:4).

Rejected also is the belief that man, of his own wil1, can either

refrain fron evil and do good or refrain from good and do evil; that

man is ab1e, by his natural powers, to keep all the conmandments;

that man is able, by his natural powers, to love God and his neighbour

(a direct reference to Mt. 22:37ff.); and, that God will grant man

grace, if only he does what is in his por^rer to do (BC 302:5-8). The

si.xth point relies on the first and refers to manrs nature. Re-

futed is the belief thatrt. . when a man goes to the sacrament

there is no need of a good intention to do what he ought, but it is

enough that he does not have an evil intention to commit sin . .rt

(BC 302:9). Finally, related to good works, the writers refute:

'r. that it cannot be proved from Scriptures that the Holy Spirit

and his gifts are necessary for the performance of a good workfr (¡C

303:10).

The stage is now set. Both the Council of Trent and the writers

of rhe ForTnuLa of concoz,d wilL, in their turn, deal extensively with
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the articles and principles set forth in the Confession, the ApoLogy,

and the Az,tieles.

d. Ihe FormuLa of Coneord (L577)

The Foz,mula ís addressed only to those who are interested in

preserving and maintaining the true Christian doctrine within Lutheran

circles. The threat was not outside of the Protestant sphere, nor

was it specifically outside of the Lutheran sphere. As the contro-

versy was within the ranks of Lutheranisn itself, there was a strong

desire for unification among and consolidation of Lutherans and the
1

Lutheran doctrine.^ The struggle among the Lutherans spanned over

thirty years--fron Lutherrs death C1546) and the military defeat of

the Lutheran princes by imperial forces (L547) to the closing of

The Book of Concoz,d (1580). Completion of and assent to The Foz,muLa

of Coneond in 7577 rnarked the beginning of the end of this turmoil

and, with the publication of The Book of Concord in 1580, it can be

said that the Reformation, at least as far as the German Lutherans

were concerned, was at an end. The writing and approval of the Form-

ula was no small feat: Tappert observes: rrDuring the next three

years 11577-1580], while the Preface went through draft after draft,

8188 theologians, ninisters, and teachers in the participating ter-

I' Although the problem was primarily internal, Tappert notes:
"The desire for unification was abetted by stoong _political .pres-
sures fron both Roman Catholic and Calvinist sidéi." p. 46i.
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ritories signed the solid Declarationrf of The Foz,muLa of concoz,d..r

As with the Council of Trent, the EonmuLa deaIs, not so rnuch

with apologetics, as wi-th definitive doctrinal statements. Likewise,

the concern is ultimately with aberrations. The FonnuLa tends, there-

fore, to focus on specific instances of nisuse, misinterpretation,

or misunderstanding of approved Lutheran doctrine. Its intention

is to present:

A thorough, pure, correct, and final restatement and ex-
planation of a nunber of articles of The Augsbtu,g Confes-
s'ion on which for some time there has been disagreement
among some of the theologians adhering to this Confession,
resolved and reconciled under the guidance of the Word of
God and the comprehensive summary of our Christian teach-
ing. (exordium to the For+nuLa, BC 463)

The purpose of the Foz,mula was to define and to clarify. This

was particularly necessary witl'r the doctrine of original sin. The

question was one which arose out of the conflict with Rome and is

much concerned with the nature of man after the fa1l of Adam. The

concern is, therefore, one which had been debated for almost fifty

years. It finds its beginnings in article II of The Augsbu.z,g Con-

fession. The problem is summarized in the ForrnuLa as follows:

The principal question in this controversy is if, strictly
and without any distinction, original sin is mants corrup-
ted nature, substance, and essence, or indeed the princi-
pal and best part of his being 0r if there is
a distinction, even after the fall, between manrs sub-
stance, nature, essence, body, and soul on the one hand,

p. 464.
1
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and original sin on the other hand, so that manrs nature
is one thing and original sin, which inheres in the cor-
rupted nature and corrupts it, is something else. (BC
466:I)

The problem appears similar to the Manichaean error of identifying

absolutely nan's nature with corruption itself. In other words, is

nanrs nature a thing that has been corrupted after creation, or ís

manr s nature a thing that has been created corrupted. The Epitome

rejects the latter view arguing that the rr. distinction between

our nature and original sin is as great as the difference between

Godfs work and the devilrs work'r (BC 466:2). The reformers under-

stood that the view which would aùnit that manfs nature is corrupted

by creation--that is, the view which admits no distinction between

corrupted human nature and original sin --would be an affront to

the Lutheran understanding of faith. If this understanding were

held to be true, then the doctrines of redemption, sanctification,

and the resurrection of the body, would be negated.

God created, not only the pre-fa11 body and sor¡1 of Adam and

Eve, it argues, but also, the bodies and souls of mankind after the

fal1. The problen identified with the Manichaean view is that if

manrs nature is created corrupted, then it stands that God Himself

created this corruption. This is sirnply not possible. Man alone,

both collectively through Adam and individually through the self,

is responsible for his sins.

This errant view also occasions further complications. When

considering their position on the Word made flesh, the Epitone notes:
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r?The Son of God assumed into the unity of his person this same human

nature, though without sin, and thus took on himself not alien flesh

but our own, and according to our flesh has truly become our btother'l

(BC 466:5). If the Son of God was without sin--and who could argue

otherwise--then it stands that human nature is without sin. So it

is ow naturce which Christ has redeened and sanctified: not original

sin. The destruction of original sin must needs await the general

resurrection (BC 466:4-7).

The reformersr position is further complicated by the rejection

(in The S:rnaLcaLd Ar,tieLes) of the idea that nanrs natural powers

have somehow remained whole and uncorrupted after the fa1l of Adarn,

while, atthe same time, upholding the belief that man!s nature some-

how possesses right understanding and a good will (BC 502:4). While

maintaining that human nature has been corrupted, they also maintained

its essential purity. They argue that a distinction must be nade

between tr. the corrupted nature itself ." and rr. the

corruption which is in the nature. . ." (BC 467:7). The nature and

essence of nan since the fa1l of Adam is so thoroughly devastated

that 'rNo one except God alone can separate the corruption of our

nature from the nature itself (BC 467:10).

Llke The StnaleaLd ArticLes (BC 302:5ff.), the ForTnuZa delineates

this oosition by making a nunber of rejections (BC 467:llff.). The

total extent of manrs corrupted nature is described in detail. The

Epitome provides a sunmary of this statement:
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. original sin is not a sin which man comnits; it in-
heres in the nature, substance, and essence of man in
such a way that even if no evil thought would ever arise
in the heart of corrupted man, no idle word were spoken,
or no wicked act or deed took place, nevertheless mants
nature is corrupted thaough our sinful seed and the source
of all other, actual sins (BC 408:21)

The Sotid Declaration is not so much an extension of the argu-

nents found in the Epitome of The FormuLa of Concord, or for that

matter an extension of any argument in any of the documents discussed

herer but rather, serves more as an explication of previously

stated argrxrents. Aside fron a rather concise definition of original

sin, which itself is useful though perhaps misleading, nothing essen-

tially new is to be found here. Robert C. Schultz remarks in his

essay, rrAccident or Substancerr: rtAs a srrnmary of those earlier con-

fessions, the Formula rnakes no particular contribution either in

terms of content or of clarity."l Thus, not only the Solid Declar-

ation, but also the Epitome, are seen as little more than explication

of previous documents in The Book of Concoz,d,.2 A summary of the

argurnents found in the Solid Declaration are; distinction nust be

maintained between the nature and essence of fallen man, that is,

1 Lewis W. Spitz and Wenzel Lohff, eds., ùLseot,d., Díalogue,
and Concoz.d. Stud.ies in the Lutheran Reforrnation-ta YowrwLa of
Concord (Philadelphia: Fortress Press , L977), p. 39.

2 'th" definition of original sin in the FormuLa affirms that
it is something r'. in manrs nature, in his body, soul, and all
his powers, and that it is an aborninable, deep, and inexpressible
corruption thereof, in the sense that man lacks the righteousness
in which he was originally created, that in spiritual matters he
is dead to that which is good and is turned to everything evi1,
and that, because of this corruption and this inborn sin which
inheres in his nature, all actual sins flow out of his heart"
(BC 508:2).
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rr. between the body and soul, which are Godrs handiwork and crea-

tion in us even after the Fall . I' and original sin itself ".

which is a work of the devil by which manrs nature has becorne cor-

rupted .rr (BC 509:2); restated is the double nature of the

definition'of the word rtconcupiscence" in that both actual sin and

the inherited disease which has corrupted mants nature are to be

co-equally understood by the term; that God is not the author of

sin (actual or original) but rather rr. along with the nature

that God still creates and makes at the present time, original sin

is transmitted through our carnal conception and birth out of sin-

ful seed from our father and motherrr (BC 510:7); and fina11y, it

emphasizes that Teason alone cannot comprehend the extent of the

corruption of human nature caused by original sin but rather that

this extent is sonething which has to be learned in faith from Scrip-

ture. A sunmary of the position in the Apology (cf. BC 100:2-105:50)

is provided to make this final point (BC 510:8-15). As in the Epitome,

a number of false doctrines are rej ected (BC 511:L6-24; BC 512:26-32) .

This rejection is essentially a restatement of the Epitome's position

wherein distinction between manrs nature and original sin is delin-

eated.

2. The Catholic Position - The Council of Trent (sth Ses., 1546)

To say the least, the debate on the problem of original sin at

the Council of Trent was considerable. The Lutheran view, as we

have seen, had stressed, as a consequence of original sin, the ex-
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tent of manrs depravity as well as his subsequent inability to over-

cone this by his own merit. This view is essentially rejected by

the Council. It understands Christrs sacrifice on the cross to have

obtained intrinsic nerit for man. Therefore, by his own post-baptisnal

efforts, it is possible for nan tp obtain still more merit. It is

important to note, however, that not only were the presumed errors

of the Lutheran reformers corrected, but a1so, deviations within the

catholic schools were corrected. For instance, the second câDoû,rro¡

original sin, deals more with the problems raised by Erasmus than it

does with Lutheran errors. In fact, by contradicting the Erasmian

formula--which denied the applicability of Romans 5:I2 to the prob-

lem of original sin--the Council coincidentally confirms a Lutheran

position which upholds such applicability. Hubert Jedin observes:

[The legates] submitted to the general congregation
of 9 June a list of thirteen erroneous views of original
sin which had been put foniard by the Manichaeans, the
Pelagians, by Luther and the Anabaptists. It is . by
this list that we see how the draft of the decree affected
two contemporary theologians in the Catholic camp, narnely
Erasmus who in his paraphrase of the epistle to the Romans
had expressed the opinion that the fifth chapter of that
epistle did not treat of original sin at all, and the
Dutchman Albert Pighius [who] taught that original
sin was not a sin proper to every child of Adam but that
it was due to the imputation of the one original, or first
sin of Adam to all his descendants.,

Likewise, family errors were the concern of canon 3. prof. Jedin

notes I ItThe words of the clause in canon 3 uníeuique pz,opz,tL,m were

1 Jedin II, p. 153.
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aimed at Pighius.rtl In sone respects, we can now understand that

the Council I s decree on original sin had similar functional motiva-

tions as The Foz,mula of Concoz,d ín that it not only addressed the

errors of the so-calIed opponents, but, as well, was concerned with

intra*Catholic disputes anongst the various schools.

The decree on original sin ru¿s five points. The first deals

with Adanrs sin and its effect on Adan hinself. It enphasízes that

when Adam transgressed Godts commandment in paradise, he immediately

lost the holiness and justice in which he had been constituted,

thereby offending God and drawing upon himself God's wrath and his

own death. Such was his action that henceforth he was committed to

captivity by the devil. At the same tine, the extent of his nisdeed

was such that his body and soul were changed for the rotr".2

The second point deals with the transmission of Adamrs sin to

his descendants. It declares that Adanfs sin was harmful not only

to himself, but to his entire offspring. Subsequent losses for Adarn

and mankind not only include death and suffering of the body, but

a1so, the holiness and justíce in which Adam had been originally

constituted. 3

1 Jedin II, p. 153.

2 As such, the Council
cree of the Second Council
p. I28, art. 504.

3 fh" second canon, as with the first, is also a restatement
of a previous declaration of the Second Council of Orange. Here
affirned is the position thatrrlf anyone maintains that the fal1
hanned Adam alonè and not his descendants, or declares that only
bodily death which is the punishment of sin, but not sin itself

of Trent substantially restates the de-
of Orange, A.D. 529. cf. Neuner, et aL,,
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The third article, over and above its concern with Pighius, is

a direct contradiction of a Lutheran view and teaches the renission

of original sin through the passion and death of Christ. This remis-

sion is realized in rnan through the sacranent of Baptism. As with

the Lutheran position, the Council emphasizes that original sin is

transmitted, not by initation, but by propagation.

In the fow,th instance, the Council deals with the necessity

of infant Baptism, quoting essentially the decree of the Sixteenth

Council of Carthage, A.D. 4f8.1 It stipulates that even children

of baptized parents need Baptism for themselves for the remission

of original sin. This article is also, therefore, coincidentally in

agreement with the Lutheran view on the necessity of infant Baptism.

Fì,naLLg, again directly opposing a Lutheran view, the Council

emphasized that original sin is wiped out by Baptism and that,

although concupiscence remains after Baptisrn, it is not sin.

As a final point, and not related to the debate between the

Catholic and Lutheran reformers, the Council notes that the Virgin

Mary is the only exception to the universality of original sin and

that their intention in the declaration is not to prejudice the

doctrine of the Immaculate Conception.

which is the death of the soul was passed on to the whole human
race by one ¡nan, he ascribes injustice to God and contradicts the
words of the apostle: rSin came into the world through one man and
death through sin and so death spread to all men because all men
sinned' (Rom 5:L2)." cf. Neuner, et aL., p. L28, art. 505.

1 .f. Neuner, et aL., p. I27, art. 502.
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3, Actual and Original Sin

In his tract I'Against Latomusrr (152i), Luther succinctly de-

scribes the crux'between Cathotics and Lutherans on original sin:

And so we come to the meaning of this word [sin]. Paul
calls that which remains after baptism, sin; the fathers
call it a weakness and imperfection, rather than sin. Here
we stand at the parting of the ways. (LW 32:220)

Luther goes on to claim that he stands with Paul, whereas Latonus,

who is obviously in error, follows the fathers (with, of course, the

exception of Augustine) .

Wolfhart Pannenberg isolates the problem quite effectively:

In reference to original sin, Article 2 [of the Confessùon]
brackets and thereby leaves open the then debated question
of whether the concupiscence which remains in the baptized
after Baptism is genuinely sin. Artícle 2 simply says
that all the offspring of Adam are condemned by the sin
in which they are born unless they are reborn through
Baptisn and the Holy Spirit.,

This is a pertinent insight as both Catholic and Lutheran scholars

seem to agree on what constitutes sin prior to Baptism. Yinzenz

Pfntlr observes: I'At the religious negotiations in Augsburg in 1530

and in Worms in 1541, unity was achieved on this question by appro-

Î  r?The Confessio Augustana as a Catholic Confession and a Basis
for the Unity of the Churchil in The RoLe of the Augsbutg Confess.Lon,
ed., Joseph A. Burgess (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980), p. 36.
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.priating the Thonist view: the matez,iaLe peeeati [substance of sin]

remains, while the for.maLe peecati [the guilt], is taken away by

I
Baptism."- In the Confession Melanchthon maintains that the refornersl

definition of original sin agrees with the traditional one--the c.ontro-

veïsy is now isolated and the debate must deal with the nature of

sin remaining after Baptisrn (BC 10f:4).

The controversial question of the nature of sin which remaíns

after Baptisn is taken up in the ApoLogA@C 105:36; 106:45) and

later in the FortnuLa (BC 510-511) in such a way that it is doctri-

nally opposed to the decisions of the Council of Trent (Ses. Y, decre-

twn de peecato originaLi, can. 5). We will deal with tlrris question

later in the chapter. Here our concern necessarily must focus on

the nature of sin as understood by each.

Lutherrs anthropology is dominated by an understanding of rnan

as overwhelmed and totally contaninated by sin. The extent of this

corruption is so great that even good works themselves were seen as

mortal sins. This view, he believed, was only a restatement of

Augustiners view. Luther argues: rrAugustine says in his Confes-

sions IX, rWoe unto every hunan life, even the most praiseworthy,

were it to be judged without mercyrrt (Lw 32:85). Luther points

out that Augustine does not onlyrrattribute sin to the good liferr,

but as well, even to the very best life wherein, doubtless, a pro-

1 
"R".ogrrition of the Augsbwg Confessi,on by the Catholic

Church?'r in The RoLe of the Augsbu.r,g Confession, ed. Joseph A.
Burgess (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980), p. lzf.
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fusion of good works are present, condenning it t'. . . as though it
were nothing butmortalsint' (Lw 32:85). Later, in the same volume,

Luther argues at great length that rr. . . every good work is sin'
(LW 32:167-217),

Martin Luther betieved that, unless this concept of man (total1y

overwhelmed by sin) was accepted, no understanding of God or Godrs

forgiveness was possible. However, even acceptance of the fact of

the dominance of sin is not within man's grasp without the word and

the enlightenment of the Holy spirit. paur Althaus points out:

I'By nature [nan] perhaps recognizes certain individuar sins but

not the basic, main, and really mortal sin." He argues, in accor-

dance with Lutherrs understanding, that original sin must be under-

stood essentially as unfaith toward God and His Christ. The inherited

sin of man is a sin against the fiïst commandrnent. 
l

The Lutherans understand original sin in terms which include,

not only the I'works of the flesht', but even the very attitude or

postuïe of man, from which these works emanate. Actual sin isr,there-

fore, the effect of original sin. This position enphasizes that

original sin is the cause of all subsequent sins--if it could be

eliminated, actual sin would cease to exist, This distinction will

be particularly significant in our discussion of the nature and

impact of the sacrament of Baptism. Luther argues that scriptuïe
rrlooks into the hearttr and there finds "unfaith at the bottom of

the heartrt as the rtroots and source of al1 sinr' (LW 55:569). For

P. I4I,1
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Luther, then, 'rThe main and real sin is unfaith, despising God, which

is what takes place when a man does not fear, love, and trust in God

as he certainly should" (LltJ 14:84). This then is the essence of the

first assertion of Article 2 of The Augsbuz,g Confession.

Understanding original sin, from a Lutheran perspective, entails

recognizing that even before a person thinks, speaks, or acts, he is

essentially and actually sinful. Paul Althaus points out:

This is 'rthe real and rnost significant sin; if this were
not present, there would be no real sin. This sin is not
conmitted, as are all other sins; it simply is, it 1ives,
and it conmits all sin. It is the essential sin which
sins not only for an hour or a little while but is present
wherever and as long as a person exi sts'." (WA 10 : 50 8f . ) . 

1

The operative phrase is: ttthis sin is not con¡mùtted as are aLL othez'

sins; it sirnpLy istt. As Luther sees it, the essential, primary,

and requisite sin of mankind is, therefore, not so much actual, as

it is relational. It is neither deed nor act: it is attitude. It

is that which conditions nanrs understanding of God, therefore, it

is that which determines the relational nanífestation of manrs being

with God. Luther can therefore argue: 't. our deficiency does

not lie in our works but in our nature. Our person, nature, and

entire existence are corrupted through Adarnrs fallrl (LW 52:151). It

is, therefore, precisely because mants entire existence is corrupted

that l\uther believed: I'Not a single good work can be in us until

1

I 883-
D. Maytin Luthez,s Wenke, Kritische Gesantausgabe (Weinar,

), as quoted in Althaus, p. 153.
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our nature and personal being are changed and renewed. The tree

is not good; therefore the fruits are evíI'r (LW 52:151).

Thus we have returned to Article 2 of The Augsburg Confession,

and conclude with ltJilhelm Breuning and Bengt Hägglund: rrThis con-

cept of original sin as a concrete corruption of human nature

forms the presupposition for the defínition in CA 2 . "1

4. Excursus - Free Will and Salvation

The debate on free will was one of the earliest points of con-

tention between Catholíc and Lutheran theologians. Erasrnus and Luther

opened the round with their tracts De Libero Arbitz'ì'o and De Setuo

Az,bitnio, respectively. Melanchthon takes up the banner ín The

Augsbu.t,g Confession and later in the Apology. However, the Council

of Trent did not specifically address the matter. One has to assune,

therefore, that the response in the Confutatì'on poses no significant

theological problems.

At the centre of the dispute is the Augustinian paradox which

recognizes that fallen man has free choíces, but only to sin: without

the prevenient grace of God, he cannot choose salvation. In the

early days of the Refornation, Luther believed this point to be the

essence of the argument between himself and Rome. In his reply to

Erasnus, Luther admits: t'. . you alone have attacked the real

1 
"Sin and Original Sin," trans. James L. Schaaf, in Confessirq

One Faith., eds. George Wolfgang Forell and James F. NlcCue (Mi-nneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, L9B2), p. 96.
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issue, the essence of the natter in diEpute . you alone have

seen the position on which everything hinges, and have aimed at the

vital spot .rr (LCC XVII, p. 333).1 ,hi, point is taken up by J.I.

Packer and D.R. Johnston in their introduction to Lutherts Bondage

of the Wì.LL. They suggest:

The doctrine of free justification by faith only, which be-
cane the storm centre of so much controversy during the
Reformation period, is often regarded as the heart of the
Reformersr theology, but this is hardly accurate. The
truth is that their thinking was rea1ly centred on the con-
tention of Paul that the sinnersr entire salvation
is by free and sovereign grace only.,

They argue that this is the deeper and nore profound meaning behind

jusîafication by faith on1y, because: tr. the faith which receives

Christ for justification is itself the free gift of a sovereign God

. .t' The crucial issue, they continue, is ". . whether God

is the author, not merely of justification, but also of faith; wheth-

er Christianity is a religion of utter reliance on God for sal-

vation and all things necessary to it, or of self-reliance and self-

effort. " 
3

1 In Gordon E. Rupp, et aL., eds., Luthen and Erasmus: Fz,ee
Wt,LL artd SaLuation, vo1. XVII of The Libraty of ChrLstian Class¿cs
(Philadelphia: Westmin'ster Press, 1969). ltre Library of Christian
Classics edition of Luther's Works is being used in this excursus as
it provides both Lutherts and Erasmust tracts under one cover. Ref=
erences will be included in the text as 'iLCC XVII, p. r'.

)- Eds., Martin Luther on the Bondnge of the WLLL (New Jersey:
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1957), p. 58.

3 p. s8.
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Erasmust De Libeno is a response to Luther's Assentio )rnniwn

Az'tíeuLoz'um per¿ BuLLqn Dønnatot¡.an (1520). The Assention, as it is

sometimes called, is one of Lutherrs last atternpts at conciliation

with Rome. It is a treatise which espouses, or so Luther thought,

the essence of true Catholic doctrine and, accordingly, is dedicated

to the Bishop of Rome, Pope Leo X. Herein Luther makes at least two

significant points: first, that the will of fallen man apart from

grace is totally íncapable of doing anything for salvation, totally

unfree to do anything that is pleasing to God; and secondly, he

argues for the absolute necessity of all events. It is this second

point, the doctrine of absolute necessity, which Erasmus attacks in

his De Libez,o. Erasmus understands that Lutherts defence is 'r.

one nore example of determinisn or necessitarianisn, to be ranked

alongside the deterministic doctrine of the Manichaeans and the

necessitarian doctrine supposedly held by wyclif."l He contends:

What is the point of praising obedience if in doing good
or evil works we aïe ltre tin¿ of instrument for God that
an ax is to a carpenter? But such a tool are we all if
Wyclif is right. All things before and after grace, good
equally with i11, y€s even things indifferent are done by
sheer^necessity. i^lfricl"t opinion Luther appïoves. (LCC XVII,
p. 63f. )

Erasrnus seens to understand, in Lutherrs teachingr ân iruninent dan-

-I Hurry McS-orley, Luthet,: R¿ght oy Wrong? An EcumenícaL-
Theologieal Study of Luthez,,s M;jo"l" Work, The Bondage of the WíLL
(Toronto: Newman Press, 1969), pl 2g2; "f . t,CC XVII, p. 45.
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ger of negating mants moral responsibilities and an undermining of

Godrs justice and mercy. Erasmus upholds this justice and mercy by

affirming free hunan responsibility. In affirming free human re-

sponsibility, Erasmus is still able to stipulate: r'. . man owes

all his salvation to divine grace. Since the power of free choice

is exceedingly trivial in this regard and this very thing which it

can do is a work of the goáce of God who first created free choice

.rr (LCC XVII, p. 90). Earlier, Erasrnus had defined free choice

as ". a power of the hunan will by which a man can apply hinself

to the things which lead to eternal salvation, or turn away frorn themtl

(LCC XVII, p. 47). Taken together, these two statements s'eem to indi-

cate a negation of nants ability to contribute anything meaningful to

his own salvation. Luther contends, however, that Erasmusf defini-

tion asserts what his illustration of the definition denies: rtThere

is found in your free choice both a Ies and a No, so that you at

once both approve and condenn us, and condemn and approve also your-

self, in one and the sarne dogma and article.r' Luther argues: rr.

the free choice you define is a different thing from the free choice

you defend . .rr (LCC XVII, p. 178).

Thus, Luther brandishes Erasnusr definition of free choice and

accuses him of being worse than the Pelagians. He says: rr. . no

one since the Peiagians has written more correctly about free choice ,

than Erasmuslrr (tiCC XVII, p. I73). He believes that Erasmusr affir-

nation of Godts foreknowledge of rnants actions (an affirmation which

Luther too can nake), does not permit the contingency of manrs free

choice. In the words of Philip Watson: "To say that Godfs foreknow-
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ledge of rnanrs actions leaves roorn for the contingency of manrs free

choice is to make it no knowledge at all" (LCC XVII, p. 2I).

Luther understands the problen of free choice as a question

which deals with manrs ability to make an active contribution to

his own salvation. The possibility is categorically denied. Thus

he can say: r'. God foreknows nothing contingently, but that he

foresees, proposes, and does all things by his immutable, eternal

and infallible will. Here is a thunderbolt by which free choice is

completely prostrated and shattered .r' (LCC XVII, p. lf8).

In his thesis for the Heidelberg Disputation in 1518, Luther

stated in Article 13: tfFree will after the Fall exists only in

name, and as long as a nan rdoes what in him lies,r he is conmit-

ting mortal sinr' (LCC XVI, p. 277).1 In article 14 he argues: 'rThe

free will after the Fall has the power to do good only when it is

in a state of obedience . but in actual fact it is always active

in an evil causerr(LCC XVI, p. 277). In article 15 he states: rrAnd

in the state of innocenee rnan did not exist with the power of doing

good but only that good rnight be done through him much

less had he the power to improver' (LCC XVI, p. 277). In article 16

he goes on: 'rlf rnan thinks that he will come to a state of grace

by doing rwhat in hin liesrr he nerely piles one sin upon another

sin, and is doubly sinful" (LCC XVI,,rp. 277). Thus he can say in

article 25: "The righteous ¡nan is not the man who does very much

I Jur", Atkinson, ed., Luthez,: EarLy TheoLogieaL Woz,ks, vol. XVi
of The Libraz,y of Chz,isti,an Classíes (Philadelphia: Westminster Press,
1962). References will be included in the text as "LCC XVI, p. ".
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in the way of good works, but it is he who apart fron any works be-

lieves very much in Christr' (LCC XVI, p . 278). In the proofs to these

articles, Luther tightens his positlon and offers this clarification:
rr. . . when we are discussing the freedom of the will we nean the

freedon of the will only with respect to its claim to earn rnerit or

denerit. For in the matter of its own lesser concerns I do not deny

that it is freer'(LCC XVI, p. 296). This is little different from

Erasmusr earlier articulation. Unlike Erasmus, however, Luther is

asserting nothing less than the Catholic doctrine that r'. . . nanrs

free will , apart from grace, is unable to please God and is thus

capable only of sin."1 This position is in accord with Canon 4 of

the Second Council of Orange:

If anyone contends that God awaits our will before cleans-
ing us from sin, but does not confess that even the desire
to be cleansed is aroused in us by the infusion and action
of the Holy Spirit, he opposes the Holy Spirit Hinself
speaking through Solomon: rrThe will is prepared by the
Lordrr (Pz,ou. B:35, Septuag.), and the Apostlesr salutary
message: 'tGod is at work in you both to will and to work
for his good pleasurert (Ph¿L, 2:L3).,

Lutherfs concern is: rr. the desire to uphold the absolute

necessity of Godrs grace for every human act that has any relevance

for salvation and to strike down every doctrine which places

I H"tty McSorley,
t\alogue uith Luthez,,
sity Press, 1970), pp.

2 N".rn"r, p. 515.

'tErasmus versus Luther,'t in CathoLíc SchoLav,s
ed., Jared Wicks, S.J. (Chicago: Loyola Univer-
I07-rL7.
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the beginning or the effectiveness of Godts grace in the power of

fallen nanrs free wilI."1 By so stating, Harry Mcsorley admits that

Luther stood on solid theological ground, that is,.on the highest

ideals of Church doctrine. To understand the necessity of Godrs

grace to effect salvation is doctrinally va1id. To understand sez'-

üun arb¿trium as manrs bondage to sin is also doctrinally valid.

However, Fr. McSorley warns, if sez'uum anbitriun is understood as

the negation of free will, then such an assertion is in error be-

cause such a negation, if taken to its logical conclusion, relieves

man of the responsibility of hís sins. Fr. McSorleyrs point is well

taken. Fbwever, there is the fact that Luther is making no such claim:

although it is tTue that nan'can accomplish nothing which is essen-

tíally good without Godts prevenient grace' it is also true that the

comrnission of sin is always the sole responsibility of man himself.

Erasmus, however, understands Lutherts De Set'uo to say otherwise.

For Erasmus,'Lutherrs denial of free will ". . with respect to its

claim to earn rìerit . . t' and his understanding that apart from

grace the will is rr. capable only of sin .'r is suz' Le

tapis. His point of entry into the discussion is a proposition in

Lutherf s Assez,tío, a proposition which is a rendition of a sinilar

article in the Heidelberg Disputation,(cf. Art. 13, LCC XVI, p. 277).

Erasmus notes: "That nobody may suppose me to have invented the

charge, I will cite his own words from his rAssertionsf: fI was

wrong ln saying that free choice is in reality a fiction or a name

1 McSorley, Right oz, Wz,ong, p. 304
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without reality. For none has it in his own power to think a good

or bad thought . everything happens by absolute necessityr,, (LCC

XVII, p. 64). Erasmus argues, if the will is not free, sin cannot

be imputed, for sin ceases to be sin if it is not voluntary (LCC xvII,

p. 50). He continues:

. those who, at the other extrene from Pelagius,
attribute most of all to grace and practicalty nothing
to free choice deny that man can will the good
without peculiar grace, they deny that he can make a
beginning, they deny that he can progress, they deny that
he can reach his goal without the principal and perpetual
aid of divine grace. (LCC XVII, p. 53)

He laments: r'. when I hear that the merit of man is so utterly

worthless that all things, even the works of good by men, are sins,

when I hear that our will does nothing more than clay in the hand

of a potter, when I hear all that we do or will referred to abso-

lute necessity, ny rnind encounters many a stumbling blockrr (LCC XVII,

p. 87).

Melanchthonrs position, in The Augsbutg Confession, is similar

to Lutherrs. He admits that nanfs free will can only be exercised

over rrcivil righteousnessil and for t'the choice of things subject to

reasonr' (BC 39:1). The will does not have rr. the power, without

the Holy Spirit, to attain the righteousness of God . . because

natural man does not perceive the gifts of the Spirit of God .rl

(BC 39:2). Such righteousness, Melanchthon argu"r, I' is wrought

in the heart when the Holy Spirit is received through the Wordr' (BC

59:3). Man is incapable of either beginning or accomplíshing any
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act of nerit pertaining to God without His assistance (BC 39:4).

Indeed, no rtgood actrr can exist tt. without the providence of

God; it is from and through him that all these things come

into being and arerr (BC  0:6).

The writers of Ihe Roman Confutatíon received and approved the

refornersr article ín The Augsbtng Confessiorc on free wi1l. They

concede that the Wittenberg theologians 'r. confess the power

of the Free Will--uiz. that it has the power to work a civil righ-

teousness, but that it has not, without the Holy Ghost, the virtue

to work the righteousness of God.rr rn accepting the reformersr posi-

tion, the catholic theologians note: ttFor it thus becomes catholics

to pursue the niddle hray so as not, with the pelagians, to ascribe

too rnuch to free will, nor, with the godless Manichaeans, to deny

it all liberty; for both are not without fault't (pt. I, Art. 18).1

Thus, the debate between the theologians of the Confession and

the confutatíon, unlike that between Erasmus and Luther, achieves

a surprising degree of concord. However, The ApoLoga of the Augsbuzg

Confession takes exception with the Roman approval. Melanchthon asks:

What is the difference between the Pelagians and our oppo-
nents, since both believe that without the Holy Spirit men
can love God and perform frthe essence of actsrr required by
his comnandnents and that without the Holy Spirit men can
nerit grace and justification by works that reason produces
on its own? (BC 225:2)

He suspects that the catholic theologians are not distinguishing be-

1 cf. Tappert, p. 225, n. 7
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threen civil righteousness and spirituat righteousness, the former

being attributed to free will and the latter to the operation of

the Holy Spirit in the regenerate (BC 226:9). In the background

there is the perceived Erasrnian formulation which allows for the

possibility of rnan nhking (if not the first contribution) some con-

tribution toward his own salvation, albeit, however smal1. The Con-

futation, however, clearly denies this insinuation as Catholic doc-

trine. The position attacked by the reforners is not an official

doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church. In this instance, the idea

is one represented by Gabriel Bíel: namely, that tr. nan by his

own power and without the grace of God was capable of and free to

love God above all things and thus to fu1fi1l the divine 1aw accord-

ing to the substance of the act."1 It is this very position, however,

to which Melanchthon seems to refer, when he confesses:

Although we concede to free will the liberty and ability
to do the outward works of the law, we do not ascribe to
it the spiritual capacity for true fear of God, true faith
in God, true knowledge and trust that God considers, hears,
and forgives us, These aye the z,eaL uork of the finst
tabLe, which the human heart cannot perform without the
Holy Spirit. (BC 225:7. Italics mine)

It is, therefore, the'rreal works of the first table" (i.e. the Ten

Commandnents) which concern Melanchthon. Although he can adnit that

the human will can externally rr. choose to keep the hands frorn

I Vínrun, Pfntlr, 'rRecognition of The Augsbung Confession by
the Catholic Church?", in The RoLe of the Augsbwg Confess'ion, ed
Joseph A. Burgess (Philadelphia: Fortress Prêss, 1980), p. 7.
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nurder, adultery, or theft't (fifth, sixth, and seventh commandments),

the concern is primarily with the first conmandment: ttYou shall

have no other godsrr (BC 342: I/SC) . As explained ín Ihe SmaLL Cate-

chísm, this means to fear, love, and trust in God above alI things.

Genuine fear, love and trust, however, are inpossible to attain with-

out the working of the Holy Spirit. And even with regard to the

works of civil righteousness, Melanchthon has to admit, that even

though the human will ". . . retains a choice in these things .",

the power of concupiscence is so great that rt. . men obey their

evil impulses more often than their sound judgment For

these reasons even civil righteousness is rare among nen .r'

(BC 225:5). Civil righteousness is, however, not the point at issue.

The problem is as stated by Erasnus (LCC XVII, p. 47), Luther (LCC

XVI, p.296), Melanchthon (BC 39/CA Art. XVIII), and sunmarized in

the ForrnuLa:

What powers does man possess in spiritual natters after
the fall of our first parents and before his regenera-
tion? Can man by his own powers, before he is reborn
through the Holy Spirit, dispose and prepare himself for
the grace of God? Can he or can he not accept the grace
of God offered in the Word and the Holy Sacraments? (BC
469:I/FC)

In response to these questions, it is accurate to say that both

Catholics and Lutherans nust needs admit, that the human wil1, r'.

has not, without the Holy Ghost, the virtue to work the righteous-

ness of God'r (Confutatí,on, Pt. I, Art. 18).
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5. The Debate - An lrresolvable Contention

The crux of Luther's objection to the Catholic position on

original sin is identified in his tract 'rAgainst Latomusrr: I'Paul

calls that which remains after Baptism sin [cf. Ron. 7:I4f, the

fathers call it a weakness'r (LW 32:220). Veit Dietrich, in TabLe

IaLk, provides clarification. Noting Lutherrs own words, he observes:

After baptisn original sin is like a wound which has begun
to heal. It is really a wound, yet it is beconing better
and is constantly in the process of healing, although it
is still festering, is painful, etc. So original sin re-
nains in the baptized until their death, although it is
in the process of being rooted out. It is rendered harm-
less, and so it cannot accuse or darnn us. (LW 54:20)

Luther's ethical evaluation of the concupiscs¡çswhich renains

after Baptism, Hubert Jedin points out, was described by the Triden-

tine fathers as: r'. a stone of stunbling against which Luther

was broken. t' In this discussion, the Council faced rr. the very

basis of the Lutheran teaching on justification . ."1 As Lutherrs

view claims support in St. Paul and St. Augustine, it is possible to

argue that his theology is not so nuch original orrrnew"--as his

accusers liked to call it--but developnental; not so much revolu-

tionary as evolutionary, deriving its sources and foundations from

the particular theology of his own orientation, namely, fron the

Augustinians. By far the najor dispute between the Tridentine

1 Jedin II, p, L44,
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fathers was between the Augustinians (whose views, aside from subtle

distinctions, often varied little from the early Luther) and bishops

of the Franciscan order, vlho attempted rt. . to render concupis-

cence innocuous by reducing it to the status of a rnorally indif-

ferent natural power of the soul . . "1 The Augustinian general

contended that r'. concupiscence is the essence of original sin

. .''''2 Likewise, it was the Augustinians who r'. sharply

opposed the undoubted tendency of the number of nominalists to

whittle down the nature of concupiscence which is opposed to the

divine 1aw, to a purely physical phenomenon; that is they opposed

a teaching which Luther had made first and forenost his business

to attack."3

It is necessary to point out, however, that contrary to Lutherfs

and the Lutheran position, there was consensus among Franciscans,

Augustinians, and the conciliar Fathers in general, in their under-

standing that rrguilt or original sí,n is compLeteLg nemoued, by Baptísm."4

They were all generally agreed that although that which survives

Baptism can rightly be called concupiscence, post-baptismal concu-

piscence cannot rightly be cal1ed sin, or if called sin, cannot

rightly be described as sin in the strict sense of the word.5 Bur"d

I J"din
2 J"di'
3 J"di'
A' Jedin

5 J"di'

II, P.

II, P.

II, P.

II, P.

II, P.

L46.

t46.

14s.

745, italics mine.

145 .
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on the presupposition that trthere is therefore noul no condernnation

for those who are in Christ Jesust' Ccf. Rom, 8:1), this opinion

naterializes concretely in canon 5 of the Councilrs decrees:

If anyone denies that by the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ which is conferred in baptisn, the guilt of
original sin is remitted, or says that the whole of
that,which belongs to the essence of sin is not taken
away, but says that it is only canceled or not imputed,
let hin be anatherna. (Ses. Y, peccato oti,gínaLi, can. 5)

The basis of Luthbrrs understanding that concupiscence is

both sin and penalty derived from his b,elief that man was b.oth

carnal and rrsold under sinr'. Contrariwise the Council posited that

I'If in Rom. 7:74, St. Paul designates it fconcupiscence] by the

nane of sin, he does so solely because it stems from, and leads

to sin, that is if we yield to its rnotions.rrl H.J. Schroederls

trans lation specifies ;

This concupiscence, which the Apostle fPaul] sonetimes
calls sin, the holy council declares the Catholic Church
has never understood to be called sin in the sense that
it is truly and properly sin in those born again, but in
the sense that it is of sin and inclines to sin. (Ses. V,
peecato oz,tginali,, can. 5)

The mature Lutheran position, as epitomized ín the Eorrnula,

understands that it is manrs nature--and most certainly not original

sin--which Christ has redeemed and sanctified. 0riginal sin, the

1 Jedin II, p,162,
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FonnuLa argues, will be utterly destroyed only at the general re-

surrection (BC 466:4-7). This is a direct contradiction of canon

5 of the Council of Trent. Catholic theologians would accuse the

Lutherans of nininizing the Passion event--an accusation that was

unhesitatingly hurled in both directions. The guilt of original

sin, and therefore original sin itself, was remitted, the Council

argued, by the grace of God the Son, which grace was given in

Baptism. All that is sin f in a true and ploper sense,rr the fathers

argued, is taken avtay.

The Lutheran assertion was that, wíth Baptism, man oan begin

to resist the effects of original sin, although the sin itself

remains; Catholic understanding would insist that with Baptism,

original sin itself is remitted.

Thus, Lutherts assertion to Latonus that post-baptismal con-

cupiscence is truly sin, if not the stone of stumbling against which

he was'broken, r{as most certainly a block which neiùher Catholic nor

Lutheran theologians were able to circumscribe. This particular

discrepancy will have significant consequences when dealing with

other theological concerns, not the least of which will be the

problen of the sacraments in general, and Confession, the Eucharist,

and Baptism in particular.



Chapter 5 - Justification

1. The Lutheran Position - The Book of Coneord

a Ihe Augsburg Confession (1530)

If Article II of The Augsbung Confessì,on on original sin was con-

sidered concise, then Article IV on tUustificationrr must surely be

conpendious. Three points are made in as few sentences: first,

that before God, nan is not justified by his own merit; secondly,

that man is freely justified through faith when he believes his

sins are forgiven through the Passion of Christ; and thirdly, that

this faith is imputed by God as righteousness. It ís in the German

formulation of tlrre Confession, however, that the now famous and

sornewhat popular epigram, which was to epitomi ze t}re hue and cry

of the Protestant anti-papalists, was formulated, namely: 'r.

we receive forgiveness of sins by grace through faith

. r' (BC 30 :If./G) .

Although the articles dealing with "The Ministry of the Church"

(Art. V), the rrNew Obediencett (Art. VI), and trFaith and Good Works"

(Art. XX), should be read with the article dealing with "Justifica-
tionrf(Art. IV), we must admit that little else is nentioned in the

Confession, generally, of this pivotal formulation of a most criti-

cal and decisive principle. Later, in a discussion on repentance,

the ephemeral nature of mants ability to retain justification is
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addressed in an argunent against the Anabaptists--but this is almost

a passing thought and is only found in the Latin rendition (BC 35:8).1

The fornulation itself appears only three more times in the Confes-

síon. The first is in a discussion of the I'opponentsr I' view of

faith and good works, in which the Confessíonts writers somewhat

begrudgingly adrnit that its adversary counts not only good works,

but faith as well, as a key element in justification (BC 45:13).

The final instance is found in Article XXIV in a discussion on the

rnass where Scriptural foundation for the formulation is clained (BC

59:18) .

Nothrithstanding the specific article deating with this formu-

lation and the four honourable mentions referred to above, the

Confession is surprisingly silent on an issue which brought the

leaders of the Council of Trent themselves to confess: rrThe

significance of this Counriil in the theological sphere lies chiefly

in the article on justification, in fact this is the most ínrpontøtt

item the Council has to deal with."2 Like the article on original

sin, this all too brief--especially when its significance and con-

sequent impact are considered--and succinct article lays the foun-

dation of a principle which will be the topic of heated debate, not

only in the sixteenth century, but right through to and including

the twentieth century.

I

2

There is no Be 35:8 in the German text.

Jedin II, p. I7I. Italics mine.
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b. The ApoLogA of the Augsbuz'g Confession (1550, rev. 1531)

Article IV on I'Justificationt? in The ApoLogg of the Augsbu-t'g

Confession, though not verbose, is certainly pervasive. Here the

escalation of explanation (from three specifications in the CA to

400 in the Apology) certainly indicates not only the seriousness

of the topic, but also, its centralíty to the Lutheran conceïn;

not to flention, of course, th.e conciliar theologians as the length

of discussions at the Council of Trent on this matter amply demon-

strate. Further, it is a matter of record that on this point

Melanchthon himself believed: "In this contToversy the main doc-

trine of Christianity is involved (BC 107:2).

Essentially the ApoLogy is, as we have previously mentioned, a

response to the final draft of The Roman Confutatì.on (August 3, 1530);

itself being a response to The Augsbutg Confessíon. Lutherans under-

stood that Catholic theologians in the Confutatì'on had outrightly

denied and rej ected the principle which they considered to be the

main doctXine of Christianity. The problem arose over the reformersf

understanding that rrMen do not receive forgiveness of sins because

of their own merit but freely for Christfs sake, by faith in him ."

so that fr. . . men receive the forgiveness of sins by faith and by

faith in Christ are justified'r (BC f07:1). Their opponents,

Melanchthon points out, do not properly understand this doctrine

and, as a result, rob the faithful of Christrs consolation.

Melanchthon sees the problem as one of understanding (or mis-

understanding) which he subsequently seeks to overcome in the next
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397 articles. The argwnent assumes a ploper understanding of the

principle of sola Seríptura. Determined adherence to this principle,

however, complicates and sometines obscures the issues involved in

this debate, as any assertion put forward by Catholic theologians

on the supposition of authenticity by the principle of divine revela-

tion through living tradition was utterly rejected. On the other

hand, restriction to the bounds of Holy Scripture without consider-

ation of authentic revelation by way of tradition was seen as a

principle that unnecessarily limited and, therefore, distorted the

Lutheran understanding of grace and faith, that is, their under-

standing of the relationshirp between God and man.

By way of preface the ApoLogy begins by asserting the principle

that the whole of Holy Scripture can be categori zed in terms of two

doctrines: first the law, and secondly, the promise or Gospel. In

this discussion rrlawrr is understood, the þologg explains, as the

commandnents of the Decalogue and wherever they appear in Scripture
'l

BC 108:6).^ frPromiseil was understood when Scripture either:

forgiveness of sins, justification, and eternal life for
his sake, or when in the New Testarnent, the Christ who
came promises forgiveness of sins, justification, and
eternal life. (BC 108:5ff.)

1^ At this point in their discussion the ceremonial and civil
laws of Moses, which rrrere considered hurnan traditions, were not
included.
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The opponents to the Confession tmderstand only the doctrine

of the law, the Apology argues, and therefore imagine that justi-

fication is only possible through the law. Criticizing the per-

ceived Catholic understanding of salvation, the Lutherans point

out that the Decalogue--that is, the very law to which their oppo-

nents adhere--demands not only external works, but requires works

beyond the reach of reason as well (i.e., fear of God, love of

God, prayer, conviction, expectation, and obedience). Focussing

on Bielrs understanding that reason as such, without any assistance

by the Holy Spirit, is able to tTuly love God, it followed that the

so-called t'righteousness of reason't is facilitated. Such a formu-

lation seerned to reinforce the idea that grace is granted and

righteousness is possible through the execution of civil works (BC

1

108: ff. ) '

This view, Melanchthon reasons, has resulted in rnany vicious

eïrors:rr.' . that aïe too numerous to enumeraterr (BC 108 :L2). He

suspects that Catholíq theologians have been too influenced by secu-

lar philospphers anC charges that, in their view, the Catholics do

not distinguish between phitosophical and Christian righteousness.

The ApoLogA accvses the Catholic Church'of maintaining.only a facade of

Christian righteousness. It continues:

In order not to by-pass Christ altogether, our opponents
require a knowledge of the history about Christ and clain

1 thi. view is held by neither Thonas nor the contemporary
Catholic Church.
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that he nerited for us a certain disposition inclining us
to love God more easily. (BC 109:f7)

It is this "certain disposition inclining us to love God rnore

easily" which the reformers attack. It is neaningless because in

the Catholic Church ". the acts of will before the disposition

and those after it are of the salne type" (BC 109:17). The reformers

observe that initial grace (as this disposition is ca11ed) is saíd

to be granted because of pre-emptive acts of the will, without

assistance from the Holy Spirit. Once received, initial grace

supposedly stimulates the will to even moïe such acts. In this

view, the reforrners charge, Christ only assists man in the salvific

process while nan is considered as the initiator. Christ is by-passed

and the works of man are acclaimed beyond their proper place. The

argunent continues, observing that ttnerit of congruityrt and "merit

of condignityil are false distinctions because if God necessarily

gives grace for merit of congruity, it is no longer congruity

but condignity. I'How is one to know,rr the reformers ask, rtwhether

he has nerit of congruity or merit of condignity?" (BC 110:1g).1

This distinction, they point out, serves only to confuse the faith-

ful and abet the pseudo-pious: the latter will alwa.ys assune they

have nerit of worthiness, while the forner, will be cruelly tor-

I wh"t sinful nan does for himself, in so far as he is able,
was defined as nerit of fitness or congruity Qnez,itun congrui).
What a just nan, enabled by divine grace, does for hinself or
others was defined as merit of worthiness or c,ondignity (meritun
con&Lgni). Tappert, p. 109, n. 2.
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mented, always fearing they are stuck at the level of nerit of

fitness. Thus it is clear that Catholics teach merely a righteous-

ness of reason and law because it is presumed that reason and law

nerit justification. However, those who are truly devout know that

it is impossible to keep the law in its entirety and, therefore,

under this system, they are deprived of all hope of justification

and salvation. As it is only the devout who recognize their inad-

equacy, it is only the devout who are reduced to despair (BC 110:

2Off. ) .

The þoLogg counters this position and explains that although

laws are required, their necessity is limited to good order, dis-

cipline, and restraint of the unspiritual. Melanchthon sumnarizes

his position by reieeting: fit'st, rt. by our works we merit the

forgiveness of sinstr; seeond, ". . men are accounted righteous

before God because of the righteousness of reasonrr; third,' t'.

by itself reason can love God above all things, or truly fear,

believe or obey Hin; and firnLLy, that "Men who keep the conmand-

ments of God outside a state of grace do not sinrt (BC 110;25-28) .

The pronise, the ApoLogy argues, ". offers the forgiveness of

sins and justification freelyr' (BC 112:41f.). This is necessarily

so, as it is inpossible to keep all of the law: rr.

promise were conditional upon the merits and the law, which we

never keep, it would follow that the promise is useless" (BC 113:42).

As justification is obtained through r?free promiserr, it follows

that the Gospel proclaims the righteousness of faith in Christ

(BC f13:42). If nerit is obtained by the law, then it is manrs
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vlorks and nants perfection that is required. However, the Gospel

teaches that reconciliation is offered freely for Christrs sake by

faith alone and not by works. It is faith, not the merits of rnan,

which bring hin to trust in God:

Therefore, when a man believes that his sins are forgiven
because of Christ and that God is reconciled and favorably
disposed to hin because of Christ, this personal faith
obtains the forgiveness of sins and justifies us. (BC LI3:46)

Faith, not works, is the first condition of salvation. And faith,

as understood in the ApoLogA, was itself a free gift of Christ.

The Foy,muLa of Concond (1577)c

The ForrnuLa of Concozd deals with four controverted issues

related to the doctrine of justification: fírst, the question of

the righteousness of faith before God (BC 472-475; 539-551); second,

problems arising fron the stptus and role of good works (BC 475-477;

551-558) ; thírd, nisconceptions are corrected and delineation

nade with regard to the doctrine of law and Gospel (BC 477-479;

.558-563); and finalLy, problens arising out of the third function

of the law (BC 479-481; 563-568).

Article III of the ForrnuLa, "The Righteous of Faith before Godti,

begins by re-affirming the doctrine of justification by faith alone

which was initiated in the Confessdon and explicated in the ApoLogy:
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It is the unanimous confession of our churches according
to the Word of God and the content of The Attgsbutg Confession
that we poor sinners are justified before God and saved
solely by faith in Christ, so that Christ alone is our
righteousness. (BC 472:1, Epitone)

The problem addressed in the third article is, generally speaking,

not contested by Catholic theologians. It deals with the two natures

of Christ by asking: rr. according to which nature is Christ

our righteousness?" (BC 472:I). The dispute arises out of the asser-

tion by some that rt. Christ is our righteousness only according

to his Godheadrr while others held that ". Christ is our righteous-

ness only according to the human naturerr (BC 473:2). Quite

naturally, both views were deemeC erroneous and the following

afflrnation is nade:

. we believe, teach, and confess unaninously that Christ
is our righteousness neither according to the divine nature
alone nor according to the human nature alone. 0n the
contrary, the entire Christ according to both natures is
our righteousness (BC 47323)

Our interest lies not in the question itself, but rather in its

defence which contains a nature explanation of the original propo-

sitions, in the Confessíon, dealing with justification by faith

alone.

First of all, it is affirned that by righteousness it must be

understood: "God forgives us our sins purely by his grace, without

any preceding, present or subsequent work, nerit, or hrorthiness

(BC 47324). Further, faith r!. is the only means and instrunent

tt
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whereby we accept Christ add in Christ obtain . righteousness

." (BC 473:5). Faith, they arguê, ". is not a Inere knowledge

of the stories about Christ .r'but rather is thefr. kind of

gift of God by which in the Word of the Gospel we recognize Christ

aright as our redeemer and trust in hin . r' $C a7326) . The

Epitome continues:', acoording to Scripture, the word 'rjustifyil means

'rto absolver" or to pronounce free fron sin (BC 473:7). It is their

belief, therefore, that rr. genuinely believing and truly regener-

ated persons have no reason to doubt either the righteousness

which is reckoned to then through faith or the salvation of their

souls " (BC 474:9). Accordingly: rrThe contrition that precedes

justification and the good works that follow it do not belong in the

article of justification before Godr' (BC 474:11). One must add,

however, that both contrition and good works are integräl elements

of Lutheran soteriology.

The concurrent affirnation that good works are manifest in the

redeemed and the denial of soteriological necessity of good works,

resulted in a number of nisconceptions sorne of which are: (1) that

faith is a kind of trust which can exist in a person without outward

signs or evidence; (2) that good works are necessary for salvation;

(3) that good wo-rks are detrimental to salvation; (4) that when

speaking of the need for good works the word "necessaryrr should not

be used as this indicates sonething that is required, thus lending

itself to facilitate the second error; and finally, (5) again in

terns of the word "necessaryrr therein is indicated a bound duty of

all the I'newly regenerated" (BC 475:1-4; cf. 475:17 ' 19ff.). By way
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of summary the theologians note

Especially in these last times, it is just as necessary
to exhort people to Christian discipline and good works,
and to remind them how necessary it is that they exercise
thenselves in good works as an evidence of their faith
and their gratitude toward God, as it is to warn against
ningling good works in the article of justification. (BC

477:I8)

The fifth articl e in The FonnuLa of Coneond deals solely with a

principle put forth in The ApoLogy of the Augsburg Confession. Our

discussion of the ApoLogy indicated that an understanding of the

Lutheran doctrine of justification hinged on a correct understanding

of the henneneutic principle of law and Gospel. This was no less

true for the Lutheran theologians themselves and subsequent misunder-

standing by some, here necessitated specific delineation of this

principle.

In delineating law and Gospel the FormuLa stipulates: ".

the law is a divine doctrine which teaches what is right and God-

pleasing and which condenns everything that is sinful and contrary

to Godrs will'r (BC 478:3). It concludes,that in Scripture ". .

everything which condemns sin is and belongs to the proclamation

of the lawfr (BC 474:4\.

The Gospel, on the other hand, rr. teaches what a man who

has not kept the law and is condemned by it should believe . ."

This belief must specifically affirn that rr. Christ has satisfied

and paid for all guilt and without nanrs merit has obtained and won

for him the forgiveness of sins, the righteousness that avails before
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God, and eternal lifer' (BC 474:5). The word "Gospel" is not, there-

fore, used in the single sense of designating particular books of

Holy Scripture as such, but rather, means rr. the entire doctrine

of Christ which he proclaimed personally in his teaching ninistry

and which his apostles also set forth . .r' In,contrast to the

law the Gospel is rr. a oomforting and joyful ¡nessage which

comforts consciences that are frightened by the law . . I' Its

purpose is to direct the tolmented conscience to fr. the nerit

of Christ, and raise them [the consciences] up again by the delight-

ful proclamation of God's grace and favor acquired through the merits

of Christ" (BC 478:7).

A true and proper understanding of Scripture will necessarily

entail first, the teaching of the 1aw through which sin is disclosed,

and secondly, the proclamation of the Gospel wherein this sin is

oveïcone through the death and resurrection of Christ whereby nen

will be comforted and nade alive through the preaching of grace.

The concept of law and Gospel is central to the Lutheran

herrneneutic and witl therefore be a particular topic in an excursus

later in this chapter.

The sixth article in The Forrn¿La of Concond deals specifically

with the third function of the 1a*.1 It is of particular interest

as it coinci"dentally deals with the Catholic accusation that the

1* The 1aw, it is argued, has been given to men for three reasons:
(1) to maintain external discipline against unruly and disobedient
nen; (2) to lead nen to a knowledge of their sin; and (3) after they
are reborn, and although the flesh sti1l inheres in them, to give
them on that account a definite rule according to which they should
pattern and regulate their entire life. BC 479:1.
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Lutheran theologians account good works as nothing. The accusation

was, however, nisconceived. In the doctrine of law and Gospel, the

necessity of works is clearly stipulated. Catholic and Lutheran

understanding of the function of works is, however, quite different.

The ForrnuLa dictatesz

. both for penitent and inpenitent, the law
is and remains one and the same law, nanely, the unchange-
able will of God. The difference . . . rests exclusively
with man, for the unregenerated nan does what is
demanded of hin by the law under coercion and unwi11ing1y.
But the believer without any coercion and with a willing
spirit does what no threat of the law could ever
have wrung out of him. (BC 481:7)

Lutheran soteriology thus maintains the necessity of good works

while at the sarne tine denying their salvific applicability.

2. The Catholic Position - The Council of Trent (6th Session)

The decree on fUustificationrr at the sixth session of the

Conncil of Trent hras promulgated January 13, 1547. The discussions

and debates leading up to the promulgation were long and arduous,

bringing out both the best and the worst of the conciliar theolo-

gians. From beard pulling, to accusations of heresy, to threats

of sanction at their worst, to conciliation, commiseration, and in

sone instances, sheer genius, when at their best, the conciliar

Fathers struggldd through the threat of war, the threat of plague,

papal and inperial political intrigue, not to mention diseases,
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total exhaustion and depression. I

The decree on justification was the result of no less than

five major working drafts, three of which received ful1 discussion

¿r¡nongst both the theologians and the general congregation. The

first full draft became known as the July Draft as it was presented

to the Council in JuIy L546. In general terms, it begins by pro-

claining the gratuitousness of justification through the appropria-

tion of Christrs merits (not unlike the Lutheran affirmation). In

eighteen canons the errors which had arisen in both Protestant and

Catholic circles are denounced. Although this initial draft was

subject to revision, rewriting, and clarification, the foundation

fron which the final draft would evolve is restablished through the

articulation of a number of significant points. The July Draft

begins with the affirmation that justification ". . . does not

consist exclusively in the imputation of the rnerits of Christ but

in the bestowal of justice, that is, in the gift of an inherent,

1 Hubert Jedin cites a number of occasions where the emotions
of sone of the Fathers seem to have got the better of then. The
incident of beard pulling referred to above came about in the
general congregation of JuIy L7, during which the Bishop of La Cava,
Tommaso Sanfelice, the papal conciliar commissary, had delivered
a sonewhat harmless speech. The Bishop of Chironissa and Melopotamos,
Dionisio de Zanettini, OFM, (known comnonly as Grechetto), accused
Sanfelice in a conversation with some fellow bishops, of being
tteither a knave or a fool.tt Jedin reports: t'Sanfelice, the proud
scion of a noble Neapolitan family, had overheard the Greek's words
though they were spoken in an undertone. Approaching hin he asked:
tWhat are you saying?r Grechetto repeated his rernark aloud and
without any attenpt to soften it: rYes, t he said, ryou are either
a knave or a fool.r Instead of any answer the infuriated prelate
seized the offender by his beard and shook,him so violently that a

wisp of hair renained in his hand.fr The action, of course, was not
condoned and eventually resulted in Sanfelicers disnissal from
the Council. Jedin II, pp. 191ff.
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sanctifying grace.'r1 Continuing, "It then affirms the gratuitous-

ness of justification and the necessity of manrs co-operation

in the acceptance of grace and in the preparatory act of faith."2

Their understanding of the doctrine of sola fide is thoroughly

refuted and a defence of the Catholic understanding of merit is
1posited.' Concerned with a particular Lutheran understanding, the

draft stipulates: 'rFor the preselvation of justification man needs

the grace of perseverance; the grace of justification may be

forfeited without faith being 1ost."4 Still with regard to their

understanding of a Lutheran position, the draft affirms: "The doc-

trine that we can be certain of possessing grace and being saved is

described as erroneous."5 The doctrine of the necessity of faith

in onefs personal justification is rejected and the process of

justification in the conversion of the believing sinner is outlined.ó

The final canon dealt ". with the effects of the sacrarnont of

Penance."T We have here, pretty wel1, the extent of Jedinrs des-

cription of the July Draft. His delineation of its specific con-

tent is somewhat sketchy (especially with regard to Catholic articu-

1
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lation of cans. L2-I5 and 16-21) . þwever, the position of the July

Draft will become clearer in our discussion of the successive drafts

and the final decree itself.

The next two drafts, Prelininary Draft rAr and Preliminary

Draft I Br , were prinarily the work of the Augustinian general

Seripando. Neither draft would be laid before the general Counci1..

however, a look at Prelininary Draft rBf will be useful in our

discussion. First, canon nine of the July Draft (which affirmed

the possibility of nerit previous to the advent of grace) is amended

to read that 'rGood works done without faith and prevenient gïace

[do] . not in any h¡ay contribute to justification."l The state-

ments in canons ten and eleven of the Juty Draft (concerning manfs

freedon) are reduced to a concise formulation which states that

justification nust be preceded by 'ractive preparationr', which it-

self must necessarily proceed from the cooperation of grace and the

human witl. Inasmuch as the July Draft affirmed that justification

does not consist in a declaratòon of manfs justness, but in his

being made just by faith and sacraments, so also affirns Preliminary

Draft rBr. Emphasizing that the content of justificatíon consists

of the remission of sin through the merits of Christ, it states

that faith justifies in conjunction with hope and charity. Affirma-

tion is also made that justifying grace can be forfeited, not only

by infidelity, but by any grievous sin. The Lutheran argument, of

course, would reason that actual sin was the consequence of infidelity

I Jedin II, p. 24I.
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(the breaking of the First Commandment) and, therefore, appears to

contradict this article. Draft fBr goes on to affirm that those who

persevere in grace are able to fulfill Godts corunandments. Canon

fifteen declares the reward of nerit to be eternal life, and, finally,

eternal life is described as a favour pronised and a reward due to

man. Topics thoroughly dealt with include sola fide, imputation,

anð, fid.es fíduciaLis.L

Hubert Jedin concludes his discussion of this draft noting:

The whole draft breathed the spirit of the Bible and St.
Augustine and was formulated in their words. Not one
specifically scholastic terrn h/as used, nor was any rnention
made of the doctrinal opinions on concupiscence and faith
which were peculiar to Seripando; only the title of the
eighth chapter rtOn a twofold justice't, touched on a doc-
trine which the Augustinian had at heart.,

The September Draft, created for the nost part independently

of Preliminary Draft I Br , can be better understood as a revision

of t.he July Draft and rr. . was destined to remain the foundation

on which all further work 'rested."3 Here an overt attenpt is made

to delineate Catholic and Lutheran concepts of faith. Also, the

contribution of the human factor (unlike Prelininary Draft 'Br and

like the July Draft) is favorably assessed in terms of its role with

respect to salvation. Merit, in the proper sense of the word, pre-

vious to the reception of assisting grace, is considered non-'

I R fr.rtl discussion of this draft can be found in Jedin II,
p. 24rff.

2 J"din II, p . 24r.

3 J"din Ir, p. z4L
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contributory. The Lutheran concern over the First Conmandment is

alnost shuffled into obscurity. Yet it is noted that repentance

springing from fear is considered useful and obedience to God is

accepted as a possibility, even previous to justification. Faith--

in this instance understood as the act of a trustful holding--ìs

assigned to the pïeparatory stage in the process of salvation.

At the same tirne, justifying grace is seen as a form inherent in

nan. This particularly Scotist view is in contrast to Seripandots

views and affirms ". the one justice through Jesus Christ

renders man truly just before God.r' As with Prelininary Draft tBt,

the Septenber Draft asserts that "Christts justice is inparted to

us 4.s ¿f í,t zl)ere ouy outntt, however, this statement is nade ".

without explanation whether the bestowal or imputûtion was identícal

or not with the bestowal of the grace of justification.,,l The

Lutheran doctrine of identifying ". . . sola fide justification

with the certainty of oners personal justification and belief in

personal predestinationrf is condemned because rr. by reason of

personal frailty and inadequate dispositions not every one that

confidently trusts that his sins have been forgiven, and in this way

sets his nind at rest, can be sure that his sins are actually for-
')given."- Hence, through this particularly anti-Lutheran formulation,

all divergences between the particular theological schools extant

in July 1546 were effectively overcone and forced to conforrn to this
7

one teaching. "

t- Jedin II, p. 243.
)- Jedin II, p. 244.

" Jedin II, p. 24Iff.
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There is one further working paper of the decree, known as the

November Draft. With the November Draft, the whole of the position

as attained in the Septenber Draft was re-evaluated. Seripandors

two-fold justice was again discussed, the controversy about the

certitude of grace re-energed, and the whole relationship between

authentic Catholic doctrine and the perceived understanding of

soLa fide justification was again reassessed. Discussion of the

Nove¡nber draft was the occasion for the formulation of the final

decree.

In the formulation of the decree on justification the practi-se

of previous Councils, wherein conmon errors were sinply stated and

refuted.. was nodified. In this decree, for the fj.rst tine, the

condemnatory canons ale preceded by an explication of catholic doc-

1trine.^ Thus, the doctrinal content of the decree was detached fron

the main body of the canons and surnmed up in the prefatory doctrinal

chapters, separating the positive exposition of doctrine fron condem-

nation of canons. Jedin notes:

The dogmatic chapters ulere meant to put an end to the
doctrinal uncertainty from which the Church had suffered
so long and to replace the preachers t instructions with
which the faithful had had to be satisfied, by an official,
systematic teaching supported by the authority of the
General Council.,

1 ff,i, approach was an innovation which first appeared in
Seripandors Prelininary Draft rrBr'. Jedin II, p. 240.

2 J"din II, p. z4o.
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The structure of the decree shows a triple gradation (fir.st,

chapters 1-9; seeond, chapters 10-13; and thi.Td., chapters 14-16).

In the first part, it exposes the sinnerrs incapacity to save him-

self by his own efforts and proclains the utter gratuitousness of

the first justification.l Ch"pa"r I est.ablishes that all men, Jews

and gentiles alike, arerr. the servants of sin and under the

power of the devil and of death .rr in such a hray that even with

absolute adherence to frthe law of Moses'r they are not able to be

liberated (Ses. VI, dogma, ch. 1,.cf. can. Ð.2 Chapter 2 estab-

lishes that Christ came, as promised ". . before the law and

during the time of the law . .rras redeener and propitiator,

available to rnankindrr. through faith in his blood for our sj.nst'

(Ses. VI, dogma, ch. 2). Chapter 3 argues that although "He died

for all .'r not everyone receives the benefit of his death (cf.

II Cor. 5:15). Only those to whom ". the nerit of His passion

is communicatedil will receive salvation. This salvation i.s receive<l

by justifying grace through the merit of Christrs Passion (Ses. VI,

dogma, ch. 3, cf. can. 1). Chapter 4 argues that the justification

of man, that is, the transition of being a child of the fir.st Adam

to therr. adoption of the sons of Go<1 through the second Adanr',

is not possible except through the "laver of regenerati on or its

1^ Jedin II, p. 307.

2 8".".rr" of the new practice of positive exposition prior to
the condennatory canons, each session now publishes at least two
decrees (one dogmatic and one reform), the content of each being
sequentially numbered beginning with chapter 1. The terns rrdognail

and "reformrrwill be used in all future references to distinguish
between the decrees of each session.
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desirer', that is, through the sacrament of Baptisn, as it is

written in John 3:5 (Ses. VI, dogna, ch. 4).

The decree also r''. . affirms the necessity of a preparation

on the part of nan and the co-operation of his free-will. "1 To

accomplish this, Chapter 5 establishes three principles: (1) rfthe

beginning of justification must proceed from the predisposing grace

of God through Jesus Christ without any nerit on [nan's] part

. "; (2) that through His "helping grace" man may be disposed

to concert hinself to his own justification by co-operating with

that grace; and (3) nan thus participates in his own salvation, how-

ever, without initial grace, man cannot rt. . . move hinself to jus-

tice in Hìs sight (Ses. VI, dogna, ch. 5, cf. can. 3). Thus,

the Council undeniably affirns the necessity of grace to possess

or rnerit ultimate salvation.

Chapter 6 describes the nature of the 'rdisposition'r when

aroused and aided by clivine grace, havin-g faith in revelation,

acknowledgnent of sin, fear, hope, initial charity and finally the

resolve to receive Baptism and to begin a new life.2 ,h" formulation

has similarities with the Lutheran understandì.ng--in receiving faith

through the preaching and hearing of the Word, rnan is aided by divine

grace and, therefore, predisposed to obtaining justification. Men

are therefore justified, fírst, through their belief that I'The sin-

ner is justified by God by his grace, through the redemption that

I Jedin II, p. 307.

Jedin II, p . 307 .
2
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is in Christr'; and seeondLg, by understanding themselves as sinners

and, therefore, being under judgnent of Godfs wrath. Nevertheless,

hy turning ". . themselves from the fear of divine justice . .

to consider the m@rcy of God . I' they are raj-sed by faith in

hope that Christ is propitious for then; thirdl.y, by beginning to

love Hin, they are noved against sin prior to tbe so-called ?tlaver

of regenerationr'r that is. "by the repentance that must be perforned

before baptisnrr; arrd fina'l.Ly" having resolved to receive baptism,

rr. begin a new life and keep the commandments of God . . ."

(Ses. VI, dogna, ch. 6).

The formal cause of nanfs salvation is rrcodrs justice--not

indeed the justice whereby he himself is just, but the justice by

which he justifies usr', when rrthe love of God is poured into the

hearts of the ju-stified by the Holy Ghost and becomes their o$rn."1

Chapter 7 estahlishes that the posit-ive "disposition't of man is

followed by ju-<tification which is here understood, not only as a

remission of sins, but also, as rr. the sanctj.fication and

renewal of the inward man through the voluntary recçption of

grace . . .'r (Ses. IV, dogna, ch. 7). I'Voluntary" is the operative

word as this "beginning grace' can be refused. Five causes of justi-

fication are enurnerated as follows: (1) the final cause: rrthe Glory

of God and of Chri-st and life everlasting'r; (2) the efficient cause:

rrthe merciful God who washes and sànctifies g:ratuitóusly .t';

(3) the neritorious caì.rse: Christ the Lord whotfneritecl for us justi-

I Jedin II, p. 307f.
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fication by His most holy passion [nakingl satisfaction for

us to God the Fatherr?; (4) the instrunental cause: here referrins

to the sacrament of Baptism (understood also as the sacrament of

faith), 'r. . without which no nan is ever justified"; and (5)

the sinple formal cause: "the justice of God with which we

being endowed by hirn are renehred in the spirit of our mind

[such that] not only are we reputed but we are truly called and

ate just . .tt In conclusion, the chapter professes, when

-iustification is received throrrgh Jesus Christ, faith, hope, and

charity become infused at the same time (Ses. VI, dogma, ch. 7, cf.

cans. 9, 10) .

Chapter 8 affirms ". the Pauline formula that man is ,:

gratuitously saved by faith ., understood as the Catholic Church

has always understood it, in the sense that faith is the

beginning of manf s salvation, the root and fotrndation of the whole

justification.rr Thus we are said to be justified 'r. . by grace

because none of the things that precede justification, neither faith

nor works, rnerit the grace that justifies."l Here it is established

how justification by faith is to be understood: nankind is freely

justified by faith because r'. faith is the beginning of human

salvation .'r without which it would be impossible to please God.

Thus it is affirmed that ¡nan is saved by grace, not works nor fajth

(Ses. VI, dogma, ch. 8, cf. can. 9).

The Protestant concept of the certitude of salvation is condenned

I Jedin II, p. 308.
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in the ninth chapter. In its place, the broad principle that no

one nay doubt Godrs mercy, the merits of Christ and the efficacy

of the sacraments is asserted. Yet, they naintain, no one is in a

position to know rr. with the certitude of faith which cannot be

subject to error't that he has received Godt, gt".".1 The Fathers

affirm: rr. it must not be said that sins are forgiven or have

been forgiven to anyone who boasts of his confidence and certainty

of the renission of his sins .rr The following propositjons are

therefore rejected: that nen are jr.rstified if they but have faith;

without faith absolution of sins does not take place; and that

justification and absolution take place by faith alone. Using the

Lutheran argument--which stipulates that no one can knou¡ for certain

whether his works are pleasing to God , as well as the observation

that everyone knows the i-npossibility of keeping the works of the

law to the letter--the Council argues that rr. . . no one can know

with the certainty of faith, which cannot be subject to error,. that

he has obtained the grace of God'r primarily because of htunan weakness

and jndisposition (Ses. VI, dogma, ch.9, cf. cans.9, L2, 13,14).

We noted in the beginning of our discussion that this decree

has a three-part structure (cf. supvd., p. 115). The second tier of

the gradation tleats the so-called rtsec.ond justificationt', that is,

the increase of ìustifying grace through the fulfilment of Godrs

comnandments. Fulfilling Godts commandments is here understood

as a dtrty laid upon mankind by God, and not nerely a token of the

1
"Tedin II, p. 308.
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fact that man is justified. This stipulation is in direct contra-

diction to the Lutheran proposition which understands good works

as the outflowing of the Holy Spiritrs activity in the justified man.

The just man, the decree states, cannot be certain that he is predes-

tined to eternal salvation. He remains liable to sin and is bound

to work out his salvation in fear and trembling.l In addition,

Chapter 10 argues that the justi-fication which is received can be

increased by hunan endeavor, advancing as it were from virtue to

virtue through the means of faith cooperating with good works. Thus,

increase in justice is received, which in turn facilitates and effects

further justification (Ses. VI, dogna, ch. 10, cf. can. 24).

Chapter 11 establishes that no one should consider himself exempt

from the comnandments however justified they may see themselves.

Necessity of the works of the law is re-confimed and condernned are

those fr. . . who maintain that. the just nan sins, venially at least,

in every good work . ," (Ses. VI, dogma, ch. 11, cf. cans. 18, 25,

31).

Chapter 12 estabLishes that no person, on the basis of their

understanding of the mystery of divine predestination, can ¿55r-rÍts

to be one of the chosen few. The Counci 1 concluded this chapter by

arguing that it cannot possibly be known, except by special revela-

tion, whom God has chosen to Himself (Ses. VI, dogma, ch. L2, cf.

can. 15).

Chapter 13 admonishes all the faithful to perseverance in their

I Jedin II, p. 308
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good works so that each may, rr. with fear and trembling, work

out their salvation in labors .rr (Ses VI, dogrna, ch. 13, cf.

cans. L6, 22).

The third part of the prefatory chapters on Catholic doctrine

affirns that justifying grace is forfeited by any grievous sin, not

merely by infidelity. The Lutheran understanding emphasizes that

any grievous sin would be the consequence of infidelity. Thus the

two viewpoints agree. Nevertheless, the Council also affinned that

justification can be recovered through the sacrament of Penance.

It goes on to affirm that the union of the justified with Chri.st i-s

the basis of the neritoriousness of rnan's works,l

Chapter 14 establishes that those who have once been justified,

though they nay fall, can be justified again through the sacrament

of Penance, so that the grace which was lost is re-obtained. Llnder-

stood here is that t-he nature of a fallen Christianrs repentance is

entirely different from the repentance of a person a-bout to be

baptized. In the instance of those who have fallen, there must be,

not only a determination to avoid sins, as is the case with an adult

about to be baptized, but such determination must be joined with

either sacramental confession or the desire for sacramental confes-

sion, along with sacrarnental absohrticn and satisfaction (Ses. VI,

dogma, ch. 14, cf. cans. 23, 29).

Chapter 15 argues that jr.rstifying grace is lost, not only by

infidelity, but a1so, by any other nortal sin. Thus, not only

1 Jedin II, p. 308
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unbelievers, but the faithful as well, can be excluded from the

kingdon of God. In contrast, the Lutheran definition of faith

precludes the possibility of exclusion fron the kingdon of the

faithful. For the conciliar Fathers, however, faith and sin can

co-exist one side-by-side with the other, that is, the faithful can

and indeed do sin (Ses. VI, dogna, ch. 15, cf. can. 27).

Chapter 16 affirms that good works indeed merit justification:

rrHence, to those who work well unto the end and trust in God, eternal

1i-fe is to be offered, both as a grace mercifully promised to the

sons of God through Christ Jesus, and as a rehlard promised by God

Himself, to be faithfully given to their good wotks and merits" (Ses.

VI, dogna, ch. 16, cf. can. 26).

The dogmatic chapters of the decree on justification, that is,

the chapters explicating Catholic doctrine, ate followed by thirty-

three canons of condemnation. Eighteen are directly related to the

previous dognatic decree, thus, positive affirmation of the negative

condennation is clearly stated. l Si* of the renaining fifteen canons

are specifically anti-Lutheran.2 eign" deal with errors not speci-

fically understood as Lutheran,S while the remaining one serves to

legitimize the previous thirty-two canons and sixteen rlogmatic

chapters.4 Or" primary concern will be to deal specifically with

I Cro* reference to the appropriate canons has been provided
in our discussion of the prefatory chapters.

2 Namely, cans. 4, 5, 7, 28, 30, 32.

3-." Namely, cans,. 2, 6, 8, 11, 17, 19, 20, 2I .

4 Namely, can. 35.
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the anti-Lutheran canons while at the same time reserving reference

to those renaining for later discussion if needed.

The canons directed against Lutheran doctrine establish: : that

a sinner actively participates in obtaining the grace of justifica-

tion through personal preparation; that by the power of his own will a

sinner can refuse to accept such grace (can. Ð; that nanrs free

will was not lost or destroyed after the fall of Adam (can. 5); that

works accomplished prior to justification are not necessarily evil

nor do they incur the hatred of God (can. 7); that loss of grace

does not necessarily mean loss of faith (can. 28); that punishnent..

either temporally or in purgatory, is required to effect salvation

even after receiving justifying grace (can. 30); and finally,

that good works after justification do indeed nerit more grace (can.

32). The final canon of the decree entrenches the-se positions and

establishes:

If anyone says that the Catholic doctrine of justification
as set forth by the holy council in the present decree,
derogates in sone respect fron the glory of God or the
nerits of our Lord Jesus Christ, and does not rather illus-
trate the truth of our faith and no less the glory of God
and of Christ Jesus, 1et him be anathema.

3. Excursus - Law and Gospel

In our discussion of the ApoLogy it was noted that Melanchthon

initiated and founded his criticism of The Roman Confutation on tt,e

hermenetrtical principle of r'1aw and promiseil or, if you wil1, r'Iaw
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and Gospelfr. He says: I'411 Scripture should be divided into these

two chief doctrines, the law and the promises'r (BC 108:5). With the

briefest of explanations of the distinction between these two doc-

trines, he accuses current Catholic understanding of being concerned

only with the law: r?of these two doctrines our opponents select the

law . .f' (BC 108:7).

Understanding the distinction between law and Gospel, as far

as the Lutheran theologians were concerned, h¡as a necessary pre-

requisite to properly understanding faith, grace, and justification.

That the correct understanding of this doctrine is paranount, as well

as a prerequisite, is aptly demonstrated by the forefront position

of the discussion that law and Gospel ís given in Article IV of the

Apology. Later, in the Solid Declaration, the importance of this

distinction is enhanced: "The distinction between law and Gospel

is an especially brilliant light which serves the purpose that the

Word of God may be rightly divided and the writings of the holy

prophets and apostles nay be explained and understood correctly"

(BC 558:f). Paul Althaus argues that it is in the twofold form of

law and Gospel that the word of God comes to man. Further, he notes:

'rAccording to Luther, the preservation of pure doctrine absolutely

depends on the accurate theological stàtement of the nature and

neaning of both law and gospel . .,,1 That this herrneneutic is

the portal through which proper understanding of Lutheran soter-

iology must be approached becones self-evident vrith even a cursory

1 Althaus , p. 25L.
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reading of the ApoLogy and EorrnuLa. Our concern here, however, will

not be so much to deal with the developnent of the doctrine fron its
generic seedbed (along with the equally inportant doctrine of ,,faith

and works"), but rather, will tend more to delineate the doctrine

per se.

The first consideration will be the concept of therflaw" as

r¡rderstood by Luther. In this regard Paut Althaus points out that

the law must,be recognized as a doctrine with two distinctive facets.

First, 't. seen only as a sutnnary of the distinctive will of God

. [the law] has one set of inplications." However, he notes,

that in the seeond instance,'", the law which confronts the

sinner . . has a quite different significance.,,l Restating his

position he argues: r'. we rnust distinguish the content of God's

law from the form in which this content confronts the sinner.',2 Thus,

there seems to be a distinction made bethreen the nessage or content

itself and the vehicle by which it is revealed; : both aspects are,

however, referred to as rrlarùrr. Prof . A1 thaus explains that in terms

of its content, the lah¡rr. . . iq the eternal will of God . .r,and

for man, salvation lies in fulfilling this law. He continues:

[The law] . says only that man should let his God and
Lord be precisely that which God offers to be for man, that
is, mants gracious God. To that extent the law expresses
Godrs love and gives a man a share in the life of that love.

3

I

2

3

Althaus, p.

Althaus, p.

Althaus, p.

252.

252.

2s2.
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0nly the man who upholds the law and grasps at Godts gracious offer,

albeit imperfectly, is the man who is saved. In this sense the law

has always been with nan, even before Moses, even before the fall.

Thus, it is the content of the law that shows what man was before

the fall. However, the law also shows what nan shall be in the

future. Thus, as Prof. Althaus points out on behalf of Lutheran

understanding, ". it has both protoloþical and eschatological
I

meanÍng.rr* Continuing, he observes:

Before the fall nan could fulfill it [the taw]; and he
did fu1fill it joyfully and was totally conmitted to it'
The law made him glad . Through Adan's fall how-
ever, we have fallen from our original condition and the
life to come is not yet lnete.,

The content of the law, or as we have called it, the message of

the law, is accordingly Godts eternal will which'remains the sane

in tine through history. However, the vehicle by which the law is

transmitted to man, that is, the form in which rnan is confronted by

this law, has changed since the time of Adan and the 01d Testanent

prophets. This is true because the fall itself ". changed the

very basis of the lawfs relationship to man as Godrs eternal will."3

The change between man and the law is a relational change which

appears, from the vantage point of nan, to alter the very function

I Arrh"ur, p.

2 Alth"ur, p.

3 Alah"rr, p.

253,

253.

253.
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of the law itself. The inner relationship between man and Iaw,

wherein the law was joyfully fulfilled by nan, has been destroyed

through the fall. As a result, rrGodrs eternal will for man, has

become rlawr in its specific sense for the sinner."l Manrs exper-

ience of the law, in view of the faII, can-only be one that encounters

Godrs wrath and condemnation as the law can no longer be fulfilled.

Fulfillment of the law, therefore, remains manfs burden and ever

elusive ideal, which because of his weakness, can never be attained

by hin alone. The previous inner relationship between nan and the

law before the fal1 can now only be restored rr. to us through

his Holy Spirit and will be ful1y restored only in the life to cone."2

The Solid Declaration observes that the law has three functions:

First, r'. to naintain external discipline and decency against

dissolute and disobedient people'r (BC 565:1), that is, to hinder

gross tlansglessions and crimes in this world and preserve public

peace.' This is the civil and moral understanding of the law which

has been established for the sake of unbelievers that there might

be good order and discipline in the present world. Seeond, r'.

to bring people to a knowledge of this sin through the 1aw" (BC 563;1).

Thus manfs sinfulness, that is, the extent to which he fails to meet

the purposes of Godrs eternal will, is revealed to him. FinaLLy'

the third function of the law, which for the nost part PauI Althaus

discusses as the second function and meaning of the law, is directed

I Alahu.rr, p .

2 Alah"rr, p.

3 Alahurrr, p.

25s.

253.

253.
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to those who have been born anew through the HoIy Spirit. This is

of particular import in our discussion, as it addresses the Catholic

apprehension that Lutherans have entirely done away with the need

for good works. It stresses that those ". who have been converted

to the Lord and fron whon the veil of Moses has been taken away, [wi11]

learn fron the law to live and walk in the law (BC 563:1). Here, the

law is understood not only in its political sense, as in the first

instance, but in its spiritual sense as we|l, which' algues Prof.

Althaus, is its true and genuine meaning. In the Ser¡non on the Mount,

Jesus showed that the 1aw had been radically sharpened in its denands:

it ". demands a pure heart, perfect obedience, perfect fear and

love of God. "1 No longer can man content hinself with fulfillnent

of the lawrs obligation to effect salvation (even if this were possible)

by fulfillnent of the letter; it is now the spirit od tn" law, it

is the heart of divine law itself, which nust joyfully manifest it-

self in the regenerated sinner. The law, therefore, is understood

not as the cause of justification, but rather as its effect, and can

no nore be separated from its cause than can light fron fire. In

this sense the works of the law become the proof by which righteous-

ness can be discerned. Works of the law are not propitiation by

which God is appoased and, although works are absolutely necessaly,

this necessity is in the sense only that these works must necessarily

follow faith (Bc 134 z2oL-L36:2r5).

The concept of law is, however, only one of two simultaneous

I Althaus, p. 254
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integrated herneneutical thrusts. Godt s Word has a twofold character

which includes both law and Gospel. Whereas the forner is understood

as itGod in his naturerr the latter t'. comes from God as revealed

in Jesus Christ.',l The law is not God's sole word; for it is the

Gospel which contains Godrs promise of salvati,on in Christ and there-

fore stands alongside it. rtlt proclains that all the lawr.s denands

have been met in Jesus Christ, that is, it preaches the forgiveness

of sins.,,2 The proper definition of the Gospel is, as Luther points

out, r'. the promise of christ, which frees us from the terrors

of the law, sin and death and brings grace, forgiveness of sins,

righteousness and eternal life."3 Thus, the law which always condenns

can be understood as the ministry of death, while the Gospel is under-

stood as the ministry of life, or as Paul Althaus notes, the ministry
L-of the Spirit.'

It is the law that demands a pure heart and complete obedience,

therefore, it is the law that demonstrates to nan how short he falls

of attaining God's will. It is the Gospel that bridges the gap

between Godfs eternal will and nanrs poignant attempts at fulfilling

it; it is the Gospel that abrogates the lawts power and, therefore,

it is the Gospel through which Christ repeals Godfs condemnation of

nan: f'The gospel proclains that the sinner and the unclean man are

1

2

3

4

Althaus, p. 256.

Althaus, p. 256.

y¡¡I,., ++l ps quoted in Althaus, P. 256, n. 38.

Althaus, p. 256,
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accepted for Christrs sake.rf I

Law and Gospel are inseparably related; one cannot be taught

without the other. Paul Althaus points out:

The gospel is directly related to the law. The
proclanation of the law is the indispensable and necessary
presupposition for the preaching of the gospel. Without
the law a man would not recognize his own sickness but
would renain secure and proud of his moral capacity as he
thinks of it. 0nly the 1aw teaches us to recognize our
actual sinful condition and places us under condennation,
tmder Godrs wrath and judgment, and thereby prepares us
for the gospel.,

The law by itself, however, does not have the power of salvation--it

only condemns. Man under the law experiences only the wrath of God.

In order to effect the possibility of salvation it is necessary,

through the 1aw, to recognize the extent of oners personal faiting.

Thus the law always precedes the Gospel and the acceptance of the

Gospel in faith through grace precedes the works of the law.

While the law both denands righteousness and reveals the extent

of manrs sin, the Gospel overcomes this sin and through grace works

salvation. If the law without Gospel is simply the frenzied aotivity

of the pseudo-pious, then Gospel without law is hollow and without

substance. In fact, Gospel without law is not Gospel at all. The

law anticipates the Gospel while the Gospel fulfills the law.

The obvious question to arise is therefore, wherein are law and

I Althaus, p. 256.

Althaus, p.258.2
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Gospel to be fou¡rd. While the obvious and sinplistic tendency would

be to associate the law with the Old Testament and the Gospel with

the New as the lawrs fulfillnent, this approach is entirely rejected.

Thus, John R. Wilch can observe:

Luther rejected in principle the simplistic characterization
of the 0T as r'law" and the NT asrrgospel.r' He found ample
evidence of both aspects of Scripture in both Testaments:
rrThere is no book in the Bible that does not contain both.
God teaches through the law what there is to do,
through the pronise whence it should be taken.
Where there are pronises, that is a Gospel book; where
there are conmandrnents, that is a Law book.rr,

Further, it is noted that not only can both law and Gospel be found

in the two Testaments, but law and Gospel can also be found co-extant

even in the same passage. Gospel in this instance is understood as

Wenzel Lohff has observed:

It is the promise that God receives into communion sinners
who have faith for Christrs sake through that faith
The gospel, therefore, is not a depository of doctrinal
propositions, but rather the event which takes place in
proclamation and in the administration of the sacraments

' '2

I 
"Luther as rnterpreter: Christ and the 01d Testament,r'

rurpublished paper presented for The Division of Theology, Lutheran
Council in Canada, Villa Maria Retreat Centre, Winnipeg, Novenber 8,
L982. Quotation from Lutherrs Works, WAfI: 2, 159.

.,
' "The Significance of The Augsbut'g Confessíon for the Lutheran

Church and Its Relationship to the Roman Catholic Church,r' trans.
Joan Mau, ín Confessing One Fa¿th, eds., George Wolfgang Forell
and James F. McCue (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1982),
p. 24.
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The distinction between law and Gospel is, therefore, an empirical

distinction which can be made only in terms of its relative function

to nan. Also, it is a distinction which is applied as an hermeneu-

tical principle. This principle--that is, where the ltlord of God

reveals and conderurs nanrs sin as law, and where this sane Word

reveals the pronise of salvation as Gospel--is the pupil through

which all Scripture is interpreted and the maxim to which all doctrine

is subjected.

4. The Debate - The Problen of Justification

The doctrine of justification through grace by faith vras not

simply just one tenet of faith anong many others, nor can it be

considered the first doctrine in an hierarchy of doctrines, for

indeed, as Luther and his fellow theologians declare, it is the

basic and chief article of faith with which the church stands or

falls and on which the entire Lutheran doctrine depends (BC 292:5).

Paul Althaus points out, in reference to this formula, that rr. .

faith exactly corresponds to the essential content of the doctrine

of justification."l Thus justification not only depends on faith

in Christ, but is also constituted by faith and nust be understood

as the forn in which justification is manifested.2 Justification

does not begin, nor can it be restricted to, a simple accusation

or imputation of sin-. but must also be understood in terms of for-

I Althaus, p.

Althaus, p.2

224.

226.
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giveness of sin as well. This is the Gospel message:- what is

inputed is not sin but righteousness; the righteousness of Christ

is imputed to the sinner. There is absolutely nothing that man

can do for himself in the process of salvation--it is only possible

for him to permit such inputation to be granted. In the process

itself, man is conpletely passive; there is nothing he can do to

effect or contribute to effect salvation. He has ncithing to offer

God that is not already given to him, for indeed, in the words of

the hymnwriter Willian W. How: "We give thee but thine own, Whaterer

the gift may be; AII that we have is thine alone, A trust, O Lord,

from thee."l Paul Althaus affirms: rr. . . we can only let it

happen to us, without being actively involved in it in any way."

Thus, he concludes, I'The righteousness of the sinner is, accordingly,

not an tactivef righteousness but rather a rpassiver righteousness

which he can only suffer and receive.,,2

Hubert Jedin points out that the problem of justification was

not itself new. What was new was the Lutheran solution to the

problen. In all fairness, hre nust hastily add that a definitive

doctrine related to the problem of justification, as was the case

with the problem of soLa Ser,íptzæa and original sin, had as yet

not been specifically delineated by the church fathers or its

councils. Luther was breaking new growrd.

As we have said, the Lutheran understanding of justification

I
House 

-.

2

Lutheran Book of Worshíp (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing
1978), Hymn 420.

Althaus, p. 228



involves the nonimputation of sin.l îhe Council of Trent, in its

definition of justification, did not stop with a concept of non-

imputation, but rather, understood justification itself as a pro-

cess in rvhich faith is seen as just the begirming of that plocess

Hubert Jedin points out:

[The process of justification]
the forgiveness or the nonimputation
trary it produces something positive
he is nade pleasing to God, innocent
anew and justified.,

r34

is not exhausted by
of sin; on the con-
in man himself whereby
and holy, is created

For the Lutherans, inasmuch as faith remains the source and

foundation of rrgood works'? and faith is "the beginning of a new

righteousness which a man has because he is actually righteous",S

there is a development of action by man which leads from sin to

salvation. In view of Jedints understanding that man is created

new and justified in the process of justification itse1f,4 there

appears to be similarities in understanding. In this instance, how-

eveï, similitude does not necessarily nean agreenent. As for the

Tridentine Fathers, it was unanimously maintained that nan must

somehow take part in the act of justification. As Prof. Jedin

points out, contrary to Lutheran understanding, ttOnly four theo-

logians [of which two htere Augustinians] gave it as theil opinion

I

2

3

4

cf. Althaus, p. 227.

Jedin II, p. I77.

Althaus; p. 234.

Jedin II,_ p. I77.
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that the relation of the human will to grace was a purely passive

one .

Whet seens to energe is a question of beginnings. For the

Lutheran theologian, faith cannot be understood as a beginning but

rather enbodies in itself the whole content of the salvific process.

Max Lackmann points out:

Justifying faith is solely . trusting faith
It is not a faith which is active in love--even though,
according to the teaching of the Churct¡ a living faith
that is awakened by the Holy Spirit is never without
works! But- the works of faith follow the justification
of one who has shared in the righteousness of Christ by
faith. They share in no way as a cause of the reception
of justification . 

z

It is at one and the same time, in the act of faith, that sin is

imputed, forgiven, and nan declared righteous. 0n1y then does man

participate, as it were, in his salvation. Though works nay and

nust follow faith, these are understood as the outflowing of the

Holy Spirit. Of course, t^rorks cannot effect salvation, but rather

serve only to. demonstrate that salvation has been effected. Luther

succinctly expresses this point:

First of all there is Godrs l,{ord. After it follows faith;
after faith, love; then love does every good work, for it
does no wrong, indeed, it is the fulfilling of the 1aw. In

1 J"din II, p . r77.

2 M^* Lackmann, The Augsbung Confession and CathoLie UnLty
(New York: Herder and Herder, 1963), p. 90.
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no other way can ¡nan come to God or deal with hin than
through faith. That is to say, that the author of
salvation is not man, by any works of his own, but God,
through his pronise; and that all things depend on, and
are upheld and preserved by, the word of his power,
through which he brought us forth, to be a kind of first
fruits of his creatures. (LW 36:39)

This again leads into our argument that there is a developnent of

action by which man is led from sin to salvation. In this regard

Paul Althaus points out: rrThe condition of being righteous in our-

selves can be described in the present tense only as having begun,

but its eompLetion Lies in the futw,e: we are only beconing
1

righteous .rt^

For the Catholic theologian, faith is not seen as the conceptual

epitome of the whole of soteriological doctrine, but rather, the

beginning of the process of justification, and hence, of salvation

itself. The act of faith is understood as part and parcel of a

preparatory phase in which this sane act is understood as an effect

of grace. So understood, faith is defined as än rrassent [by man]

to revealed truth, [which] does not justify by itself alone but only

does so in association with charity . ."2 The Lutherans, however,

did not understand faith so expressed. They too will admit that

faith ". does not justify by itself but only because Christ

makes himself present in us through it.rr As such, faith is under-

stood as ". significant only as the means or the instrument by

1 Althaus, p. 236.

Jedin II, p. L77.
2

Italics mine.

cf. Ses. VI, cans. 9, 11.
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which we receive."l However, it rnust also be understood that only

in faith is nan able to fulfill the First Corunandment.2 Thus, one

and the same faith in Christ gives both forgiveness of sins and

triumph over sj.n.

There are other differences too. The ForTnuLa argues 'rThe

contrition that prededes justification and the good works that

follow it do not belong in the article of justification before God"

(.BC 474:11). In the Lutheran definition of iustification per se,

neither contrition nor good works are included, although it can

be affirmed that only aftertra petson has been justified by faith'r,

can he become active through love. There are some similarities

between this and the Catholic understanding that admit to a process

through which nan is lead to his salvation. In this process there

even exists a similarity of steps to be taken. The pr.ocess, however,

is understood as a process of righteousness by Lutherans and one of

justification by Catholics. Righteousness, for the Lutherans, begins

with gracefs bestowal of f'aith, which itself justifies and only then

leads to hope and charity. For the Catholic however, although the

process begins with the bestowal of faith by grace, it is only

through works that justification can be realized.

The differences from the Catholic perspective seem to lie on

three fronts. As the conciliar Bishop of Fano noted, these are:

firsttybecause hope and charity are excluded, the concept of soLa

1 Althaus, p.232.

Althaus, p. 233.
)
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fidesis too narrow; secondly, faith in and of itself does not con-

tain personal justification; and thirdly, good works are not mere

tokens of justification but rather are an essential element of it.1

Hubert Jedin continues his discussion noting that r'. . the

dividing line which narked off Lutherrs teaching lay in the new,

gratuitously bestowed justification."2 In contrast to Luther, the

Catholic position understood :

. the faith spoken of by St. Paul was an act of i

faith resulting from the co-operati.on of gîace and freedom;
that, together with repentance and purpose, it was an e1e-
nent of the preparatory disposition that the infused vir-
tue of faith accompanied the viitues of hope and charity
which are bestowed in the act of justification itself.s

Thus, faith understood as a cooperation between grace and freedom

in the act of justification, presupposes an element in manrs will

which is able, after an infusion of grace, either to accept or to

reject that which is truly good. Therefore, as we have previously

stated, grace 'rproduces something positive in man hinself whereby he

is made pleasing to God, innocent and holy, is created anew and

Ljustified."- This understanding of freedom is, however, in contra-

dictjon to the Lutheran understanding of freedon. The reforners

1
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Jedin II, p.
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believe that manrs freedom of choice is only freedon to sin, there-

fore, no such cooperation is possible. In this regard it appears

that, if justification through grace by faith alone can be under-

stood as the I'centre and boundary of the Reformation confession in
I

generalrr,' then surely Lutherrs understanding of the all-pervasiveness

of sin (i.e. the total depravity of nan) can be understood as this

centerrs rnilieu, that is, as the means through which these boundaries

can be delineated. As Wilhelm Breuning and Bengt Hägglund have

pointed out, the inclination toward sin was, for Luther, really sin.

Luther understands this inclination not just simply as the root of

all sin, but based on his own study of Scripture, he clains that

this inclination is what Scripture primarily cal1s sin. As noted

in the previous chapter, since this sin remains, even after Baptism,

the self-accusation (accusatio sui) is always the presupposition of

justification itself. Hence man is justified by pure grace and,

therefore, the definition of the just nan in this life is the fol-

lowing: 'rThe just man is first one who accuses himself, so that

Christian justice is self-accusation. As soon as self-accusation

ceases, justice also recedes."2 Here is a basic element of one of

the Reformationrs fundamental insights. This purification from sin

which begins through the working of the Holy Spirit ". does not

change the fact that the person justified by grace remains a sinner

I Lohff, p.

2 
wa. zz42o,

98.

2r.

and argument as found in Breuning and Hägglund,
p
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.", therefore, a Christian remains in need of forgiveness his

whole life.l Bre,rning and Hagglund continue: ". the formula

often used by Luther as sirm,LL iustus et peeeator't not only means

that "the reÍìnants of sin are present with a Christian along with

the beginning new life,'t but also that I'the concupiscence that

remains [in man after Baptism] places its irnprint on the entire

person, so that in our judgment of ourselves before God we stand

as sinners."2 Catholic understanding that grace and freedon can

cooperate is not acceptable to Lutheran theologians. God and man

cannot be partners for if such were the case, God would not be

God. An aùnission of cooperation is an adnission which was seen

to undermine the omnipotence of God himself.

It is for two reasons that grace and freedon cannot cooperate.

firstly since the faIl there exists no true freedom (except the

freedon to sin), and secondly, man and God cannot cooperate to the

extent that man can offer anything essential to God to effect his

own Salvation. After all, man can only offer that which has

previously been given to him by God--it is impossible to offer

to God what is already His in the first place.

The Catholic understanding sees faith, along with hope and

charity, as infused preparatory dispositions, whereas the Lutheran

conceptualization of faith understands the whole of the salvific process

upon which follows hope and charity. Even though faith has commenced

Breuning and Hagglund, p. 98.

Breuning and Hagglund, p. 100

1

2
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and salvation is yet to be granted, the Catholic perspective will

understand hope and charity as essential to the salvific ac.complish-

nent.

In Article IV of ttre Apology (r'Justificationr'), Melanchthon

notes: I'In the fourth, fifth, and sixth articles, and later in the

twentieth, they condenn us for teaching that nen do not receive the

forgiveness of sins because of their own merits, but freely for

Christrs sake by faith in him" (BC 107:1). He is here referring to

the Roman Confutation which, at this point, is worth consi.dering in

order to further clarify Catholic and Lutheran divergences.

The rebuttal in Article IV of the Confutation agrees with the

Lutheran argunent that merit in andof itself, without assistance

fron divine grace, is not merit at all and, therefore, does not

work for salvation.l The fear of the Catholic theologians seems to

be that, with the Lutheran understanding, works will be entirely

onitted. The fear is not without foundation as mainline Lutheran

theologians have to fight the same argument, against contrary views,

anongst their own brethren later in the PorïnuLa. However, it can

not be overemphasized that Lutheran orthodoxy has and always will

include works in its salvific program.

In its critique of Article V'of The Augsburg Confession, the

Confutation accepts tt. the statement that the Holy Ghost is

Î  Tappert seems to oversimplify the issue by presenting only
the controverted itens in his quotation fron the Confutation (P. I07,
n. 8). This is of course in support of the reformersf apologetics,
however, this emphasis tends to mask what agreement there is.
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given by the Word and sacraments' as instruments .t', to be

authentic Catholic understanding. Howevef, this acceptance is

qualified and they note: "The mention of faith is approved

so far as not faith alone, which some incorrectly teach, but faith

which worketh by love" (Confutation, Pt. I, Art. V). They continue

their argument: 'r. in baptism there is an infusion, not of

faith alone, but also, at the same time, of hope and love '"

(Pt. I, Art. V). Thus-. the real point of contention seems to be

one which has developed from our previous chapter and which relates

to the nature of sin after Baptism. Both parties seem to affirm

that salvation can begin only with the work of the Holy 5pitit

(understood in terms of the active realrn of grace) . Thus, the

Lutheran forrnula is: ". by faith through grace.'r Nothing can

be accomplíshed without the assistance of the Holy Spirit. The

Catholic assumption is--as asserted by the Confutation and the

Council of Trent--that without assistance frorn divine grace, nerit

is not genuine (Confutation, Pt. I, Art. IV). The difference

between the two positions does not lie in regard to the ability of

man to effect his own salvation by personal means a1one. Indeed,

Uoth Cattrolics and Lutherans condemn those 'r. who thought that

man can merit eternal life by his own pov¡ers without the grace of

God (confutati,on, Pt. I, Art. IV). The difference in convic.tion

seems to be based on the understanding of the role which grace plays

1 cf. Council of Trent, Ses.VI, can. 1; for the Lutheran
declaration refer to BC 30:l/CA Art. IV
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in Baptiism and its power to overco'n" 'in'l
Both catholics and Lutherans agree to the necessity of good

works. The authors of the confutation, in quoting The Augsbwg

Confessi.on, also understand that r'. fàùth should bring forth

good fruitsrr and, therefore, the concept is rracceptable and valid'r

(Pt. I, Art. IV). However, the Confutation goes on to say that

,r. their ascription of justification to faith alone is dia-

netrically opposite the truth of the Gospel '" for, as theCatholic

theologians understood, the Lutherans believed that works are excluded

by the Gospel. But although both Catholics and Lutherans understood

and agreed that works were not excluded, in the Lutheran perspective

works were viewed as the nanifestation and proof that a man is

justified; for the catholic however, works $tere part of the working

out of the justification. Since justification pertains to grace and

love, the formulation of the Lutherans--justification by faith alone

--cannot be admitted (confutation, Pt. I, Art. vI). This is another

hint as to the basis of controversy. For the catholics, love and

charity aÎe the fruits of an infusion of grace. Thus faith, love,

and charity, follow such an infusion. For Luther, concurrently

with grace co¡nes faith and subsequently, justification, and only

then, not as effective elenents, but as evidence of justification,

do hope and charity emerge. The Lutheran theologians aÏ.e arguing

that before it is possible for man to love his fellow man, he

1 thi, particular point will be demonstrated in our chapter
dealing with the sacrament.s in general '
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nust first have faith in Godrs saving graciousness. The catholic

theologians are arguing that it is through Godfs love that we learn

to love each other. One is led to suspect, therefore, that in this
particular aspect of the debate, the catholic theologians are con-

cerned with the love by which God loves man, while the Lutheran

theologians are concerned with the love by which man loves God. For

the Lutherans, knowing that man is incapable of actual or perfect

love without the grace of God (and hence without faith), it is

grace itself, iin the form of faith, that nust be prevenj.ent. The

Catholics, however, understand that since God loves man first, grace

ítself is a forn of love which is infused to rnan.

In Art. XX the Confutatí,on again reaffir¡ns the Catholic

position that good worksrr. do not nerit the remission of sins

. (Pt. I, Art. XX). Good works nust be understood as works

which follow the infusion of grace. It continues: rr. by this

we [do not] reject Christrs merit, but we know that our works are

nothing and of no merit unless by virtue of Christts passion. We

know that Christ is'rthe way, the truth and the life ." et. I,

Art. XX).

If the Catholic theologian understood the l,utherans to believe

that solafides excluded works, then he was hrrong. Just as mistaken

'- vlere the Lutheran theologians if they understood the Catholic con-

cept of salvation in terms of meritorious works without prior infu-

sion of grace.



Chapter 4 - The Sacraments

1. The Lutheran Position - Ihe Book of Concord

a The Augsbwg Confession (1550)

A discussion of the Lutheran concept of the sacraments in

general night weLl begin with the rudimentary statement in .A.rticle

XIII of The Augsbutg Confession which argues: rt. the sacraments

were instituted to be signs and testinonies of the will of God

toward us . . .'r (BC 35:1). The intention of the sacramentsis then

understood to ". . awaken and confirm faith in those who use themt'

(BC BC 35:11). Ttre Roman Confutation agreed in principle with this

article: rrThe thirteenth article gives no offence, but is accepted

.r' (Pt. I, Art. XIII), Nevertheless, suspicious of the Lutheran

understanding of the Catholic doctrine of seven sacraments (j-.e.

Baptism, Eucharist, Confession, Confirmation, Marriage, Ordination,

and Extrene Unction) the authors add the following: r'. . . we must

request them that what they here ascribe to the sacranents in

general they confess also specifically concerning the se.¡en sacra-

ments of the Church .r' (Pt. I, Art. XIII).1 Although the

septenary nature of the sacraments is not specifically addressed in

the Confession, the Catholic suspici<bn was founded in terms of

I cf. Tappert, p.2II, n.2
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specific and general discussions elsewhere in the Augsburg Confession

and particular discussions by Luther hinself in previous writings.

Sorne prelininary observations can be nade on examination of the

Confession: Baptisrn and the Eucharist are accepted as genuine

sacranents, Confession is accepted provisionally, Marriage can be

understood to be rej ected as a sacrament fron the discussions on

sacerdotal narriage and hunan traditions, 0rdination is rejected

outright, while Confirmation and Extreme Unction can be understood

as rejected in view of the discussion dealing with human traditions

(although later rej ection would be based on the absence of divine

promise and institution of sign). Notwithstanding the irenj.c nature

of the 1530 Confession, it is sinply a matter of record that Luther

had himself previously denied divine institution of seven sacranents.

This is clearly apparent in the BabgLonian Captiuity (1520) where

his repudiation is based on principles deriving fronn sola Scrt)ptwa,

sola fides, and the absence of New Testanent substantiation of divine

promise and divinely instituted signs. He testifies: 'r. I rnust

deny that there are seven sacraments, and for the present maintain

that there are but three: Baptism, Penance, and the Bread ."

(LW 36:19) .

Although Ihe BabyLonian Captiuity is not necessarily seen by

contemporary theologians as expressing the definitive or even unani -

mous Lutheran position, the observation of the distinguished Luther

scholar, Roland H. Bainton, is inportant:
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The no.st radical lof Lutherrs writings between 1518
and 1520] in the eyes of contenporaries was the one dealing
r{ith the sacraments, entitled The BabyLonian captiuitg,
with reference to the enslavernent of the sacraments by the
Church. This assault on Catholic teaching r{as more devas-
tating than anything that had preceded; and when Erasmus
read the tract, he ejaculated, I'The breach is irreparab1"."1

Also, it was one of the few docunents of Lutherfs own writings which

the Tridentine Fathers had at their disposal for the fornulation of

the decrees on the sacraments. Hubert Jedin notes:

The thirty-five errors about the sacraments in general which
were read out in the general congregation of 17 .Ianuary . .

were for the nost part accompanied by an indication of their
sources. They had been extracted, though not in every case
textually, fron Lutherrs book De eaptiuitate babyLonica,
from his Disputations and a number of his other writings;
fron the Confessì,o Augustana and its defence; from
Melanchthonts Loci conrntrnes and the so-ca11ed "Cologne
Reformationil that is, a reform tract by the Archbishop of
Cologne, Hermann von Wied, but mainly composed by Bucer.,

In view of this disclosure, along with The Augsbutg Confession
L

and its ApoLogy, The Babylonian Captiuity constitutes one of the

primary documents upon which Catholic reaction at the Council was

formulated. 3

105.

370.

3 Ort use here of the Captí.uitg is, therefore, on the basis that
it contains several rudimentary insights not found ín The Book of
Coneord. Moreover, the Captiuity also demonstrates both thc occasional
development of thought and the occasional change of position. At the
sane time, our discussion will be prinarily concerned with The Book of
Concozd while the Captiuity, or any other source, will be considered
secondary in terms of the enphasis of this thesis

1 p.

2 p.
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In Article IX, on Baptism, the Confession affírms: rrOur

churches teach that Baptism is necessary for salvation . . " (BC

33:1). Article X, on the Eucharist, confesses: rrOur churches teach

that the body and blood of Christ are truly present .'r (8C34:1).

With regard to these two articles the Roman Confutatì,on acknowledges:

rrThe ninth article concerning Baptisn is approved and accepted

. The tenth article gíves no offense in its words . rr

(Pt. I, Arts. IX, X).1

The acceptance of Confession as a sacrament in The Atqsbuz.g

Confessí,on Nas provisional. Although the reformers taught that

rr. private aboolution should be retained in the churchesrr, it

was also tmderstood that tt. an enumerati.on of all sins is .rr

neither necessary nor possible (BC 34:ff.). Here was the first cause

for Catholic objection to the reformers' position. Hence, the

Confutation stípulates that the churches of the Gernan princes should

obselve Confession, at least annually, and the faithful are exhorted

to rr. nake an entire confession of their offences .rt Of

course, its writers are aware that in Confession it nay not be

possibte to state all sins individually (Pt. I, Art. IV).2

A nore severe Catholic objection is raised in regard to the

article on Repentance. To be sure, agreement is possible with

regards to the opening statement as both Catholícs and Lutherans

understand 'r. those who have fallen after Baptism can receive

cf. Tappert, p.

cf. Tappert, p.

I

2

178, n.

180, n.

1 and p. 179, n. 2

9.
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forgiveness of sins [and] the church ought to inpart absolution

to those who return to repentancefr (BC 34:1f.).1 However the reform-

ersr understanding of repentance itself is utterly rejected. The

Confessíon argues that repentance consists of two elenents: contri-

tion (or the terror tha.t smites rr. the conscience with a know-

ledge of sin") and faith (effected in absolution through which con-

fort is found)(BC 34:3ff.). Good works do not fa1l within the pararn-

eters of the definition but rather. are considered to be the fruits

of repentance. This assertion means, aS far as the reformers are

concerned, that sati.sfactions will not be a part of this definition,

but rather, are to be understood to be outside of the definition

pey se. Even the tern rrsatisfactionil will be later rejected as it

implies an imposition by a second party--the reforrners understand

good works not so nuch as acts of contrition imposed, as they are

acts willing1y and spontaneously performed in consequence of the

outpouring of the Holy Spirit through the recipient of the sacranent.

This specific understanding will be the target of a particular canon

at the Council of Trent. In the meantine, the definition is rejected

by the Confutation and the view then extant amongst Catholic theo-

logians is upheld; nanely, that penance consists of three palts:

contrition, confession, and satisfaction. Faith is not rejected,

but rather, is seen as a prerequisite to the process and thus fal1s

outside the parameters of this definition (Confutation, Pt. I, Art. XIi).2

XII; Tappert, D. I82, n, 71

2

cf.

cf.

Confutation, Pt.

Tappert, p. L82,

I, Art

n. 7.
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There seems to be agreenent, at least in principle, between Catholics

and Lutherans at this juncture: that is, both admit to a soterio-

logical process which includes faith, contrition, confession, and

satisfaction. For the Lutheran, however, contrition falls outside

of the formal definitiorL pe? se (although it is not denied that it

is an integral elenent of the whole process itself), while the

catholic fornulation will exclude faith (not because its necessity

is rejected but rather because faith is a given prerequisite and

therefore precedes the formal definition). However, mutual mistrust

and an unwillingness to admit validity in each otherrs position will

nake the issue one of much graver consequences.

Ordination, as r^¡e have said, was anong the rites rejected as

sacramental. Repudiation is developed theologically fron the

point of view that in the New Testament, neither pronise nor sign

ís attached to the appointment of ninisters. Sacramental efficacy

was therefore considered to be a contrivance of the institutional

church which later added the rite of ortdination. Objection to

sacramental ordination in the Confession takes the forn of a lengthy

discourse against the abuses of the ordained who belong to nonastic

orders (BC 70-80). The reforners understood monastic vor^/s as super-

fluous--the one great preceding vow in Baptisn superseded and nul-

lified any and all subsequent vows. The Catholic understanding that

grace is nerited by praying the office, performing the nass, and

conpleting satisfactions, is also rejected. Cause for rejection is

also fr'ound on a moral level. In this regard, the annulment of valid

narriages for persons seeking ordination is the focus of a tirade
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of criticism (BC 51-56). Preclusion is developed from the view that

enforced continence is an abomination. Rules enforcing celibacy

are seen as the occasion for abuses in the forn of imnoral behavior.

The problem was recognized by both catholics and Lutherans alike.

The respective solutions wete, however, quite different. Whereas

the reformers will seek to abolish vows of continence and regulations

concerning then, the council of Trent will respond by issuing a num-

ber of reform decrees prohibiting specific practises extant. The

new reform decrees carried the threat of removal from office for

violators.

sacramental Marriage was not a specific topic of discussion in

the confession. Nevertheless, as we have indicated, its excrusion

was well documented in rhe BabyLoniøt captiuity and other writings.

There is evidence in the Confess.Lon, however, of the high regard in

which marriage is held, irrespective of sacramental denial. The

chapter dealing with "The Marriage of Priestsrr is the occasion for

affirmation of its privileged status (CA Art. XXIII), while relega-

tion, ín The Book of Coneoz,d, is first found in the Apology (BC

2I3:I4 et passim). Both denial of its sacramental nature and

acclamation of its divine institution will be the cause of specific

discourse in the Confutatì,on and at the Council of Trent.

In the neantime, the attack in the Captiui,ty, along with the

passages in the Confession concerning human traditions--utterly

rejected is the possibilíty of the establishnent of any sacrament

by divine revelation through the mediun of tradition--certainly

predisposes the writers of the confutation to the view that in this
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instance, omission was not so nuch oversight as it was contenpt.

As our discussion progfesses it will become apparent that a

foundational definition of sacrament in accord with the doctrine

of soLa Senipttæa will be the prirnary reason for the rejection of

septenary sacramental doctrine. SoLa fides will then be the prin-

ciple through which an understanding of sacranental efficacy will

emerge. Herein the two opponents will part company.

b. The þoLogA of the Augsburg Confession (1530, rev. 1531)

Article XIII of the ApoLogy, "The Number and Use of the Sac-

raments," reiterates its corresponding article in the Augsbung Con-

fession (BC 35:1f.) and states: ". the sacranents are no mere

rnarks of profession among nen but are rather signs and testi-

nonies of Godts will toward us, through which he noves menrs hearts

to believer' (BC 211:1). Sharpening this explanation, Melanchthon

continues: rflf we define sacraments as frites which have the com-

nand of God and to which the promise of grace has been added,' we

can easily deterrnine which are sacr¿ilnents in the strict senselr (BC

2Il:2). In many respects, as far as the reformers are concerned,

debate on the nurnber of the sacraments was pointless as even tt.

the Fathers did not always use the sarne enumerationr' (BC zLI:2).

It is of course the doctrine of soLa Seriptura which applies here.

The reforners were well aware, as Theodore Tappert points out:
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In the ancient church the term rrsacranent'was applied
loosely to a great variety of sacred teachings or acts.
The enumeration of seven sacraments, proposed by Peter
Lombard in the twetfth century prevailed in the late
¡nedieval church.,

As tradition--when understood as divine revelation through

the medium of the Church--was rej ected, the institution of seven

sacraments was also rejected, because such innovations were

comnands not of God, but of man. As we pointed out in our

discussion of the Confession, abuses in the system only served

to reinforce aversion to Roman sacramental doctrine while adherence

to the principle of specific Scriptural proofs provided the

authority for establishment of what were considered the authentic

sacraments.

The reformers argued that ". signs instituted without

Godts conmand [and by this theymeantas demonstrated in Scripture]

are not sure signs of grace (BC 211:5). Thus the sacraments

which were rejected hrere considered, at best, useful only to

It. instruct or adnonish the simple (BC 211:3), and at worst,

as an 'r. ungodly and wicked notion .r' (BC 213:18).

Even in terns of the renaining accepted sacraments, the

operative principle of soLa Scz'iptwa, through which these were

understood as authentic, leads to an assertion which will create

differences between Lutheran and Catholic understanding:

1 Tappert, p. 2IL, n. 2
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The Word and the rite have the same effect, as Augustine
said so well when he called the sacranent I'the visible
Word,'r for the rite is received by the eyes and is a
sort of picture of the Word, signifying the same thing
as the Word. Therefore both have the same effect.
(BC 212:5)

Ever looming behind this assertion is Lutherrs predication that
r'. if I were to speak according to the usage of Scriptures,

I should have only one sirnple sacrament, but with three sacramental

signs . tr (Captiuity, LW 36:18) .

Contrary to Hubert Jedinrs view that 'r. in the Confessio

Augustana wotd and sacranent were placed on the same level . " 1

Lutherr s idea of I'one simple sacramentrr insures that although the

effect may be the same, sacrament and Vrlord are not equally significant.

Luther had taught: ?r. in every pronise of God two things are

presented to us, the word and the sign .rr (Captùuíty, LW 36:44).

The word of promise is understood as rrtestament" while the sign is

the sacrament. Thus, Luther argued, just tr. . as there is greater

power in the testament than in the sign, so there is greater power

in the testament apart from the sign or sacramentt' (Captiuity, LW

36:44). The testament is far more inportant than the sign: ".
in every sacranent the sign as such is incomparably less than the

thing signifiedl' (Captiuity, LW 36:23). If the Word is the proc-

lamation of God, then, that which is signified in the sign is God

Himself. Further, we nust note, that although t'Man can have and

I Jedin II, p. 372.
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use the word apart from the sign . .", the reverse is not

true: man is not able to have the sacranent without the Word,

which, incidentally, is one of the reasons for prohibiting the

distribution of the Host without proclamation of the Word. As we

have stated in an earlier chapter, there is both a priority and a

progression of events: first there is the preaching of Godt s Word

and only after that can faith follow.1 Hence:

. the beginning of our salvation is a faith which
clings to the Word of the promising God, who, without
any effort on our part, in free and unrernitted mercy
takes the initiative and offers us the word of his
promise. (Captiuity, LW 56:39)

Thus, ". in no other way can man corne to God or deal with him

than through faith" (Captiuity, LW 36:39).

This argument leads us from the reformersr doctrine of soLa

Sctiptuna as the main reason for the reduction of the number of

sacraments into a discussion of soLa fides as the principle for

understanding the very nature of sacramental efficacy itself.

In this regard Roland H. Baintonfs observations about the mass

well apply to the sacraments in general. He suggests that the

sacranent of the mass was not so nuch the performance of a rite

as it was the experience of a prur"n.".2 He argues:

I cf Chapter 3, supra, p. 136f.

L07 .
2 p.
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. God has chosen to declare himself unto nankind
at three loci of revelation. The first is Christ, in
whom the Word was nade flesh. The second is Scripture,
where the Word uttered is recorded. The third is the
sacrament, in which the Word is manifest in food and
drink. -I

Christ is understood not so rnuch to be invoked through the sacramental

rite itself as revealed where he truly is, namelY, in his all-

enconpassing and ever-present onnipotence. That is, the sacrament

reveals Christrs presence--it does not cause it. The sacramental

efficacy is here radically contrary to the Catholic understanding.

Instead of asserting that grace is conferred eæ opere operato, the

assertion is made: tt. in using the sacraments there must be a

faith which believes these pronises and accepts that which is

promised and offered in the sacrament'r (BC 213:19). In this way

the principle of sola fides leads us back into the discussion on

law and pronise: rr. the comrnunicant should be certain that the

free forgiveness of sins, promised in the New Testament, is being

offered to him'r (BC 2L3:20). Thus faith provides the condition in

which real presence is experienced. However, weaknesses--for priest

or layman alike--can in no way impede the grace which is conferred

in the sacranent. We should note at this point, albeit prematurely,

that the ability to exercise the grace which is conferred is itself

solely dependent on the faith of the recipient.

We have here attempted to provide the framework for under-

1 Bainton, p. 108
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standing the sacranents in general in the Confession and ttre

þology. Further references to the sacraments in these two docu-

ments--or for that matter in the remainder of The Book of Coneord

--tend to deal with each sacrament individually. In the discussions

a number of critical issues are addressed. A delineation of these,

however, will be better undertaken in the section entitled I'The

Debate - The Naûure and Manner of the Sacraments."

2. The Catholic Position - The Council of Trent

The Seventh Session of the Council of Trent published its decree

on the sacranents on March 3, 1547. Therein were contained thirty
canons: thirteen of which dealt with the sacraments in general

(hereafter designated with tl're letter rtArr); fourteen which dealt

with Baptism (hereafter designated h¡ith the letter ,8,,); and three

which dealt with Confirmation (hereafter designated with the letter

'rct'). Here our concern will focus prinarily on the sacraments in
general. Those canons dealing with Baptisn and confirmation will

be dealt with specifically in the following section.

0f those canons dealing with the sacraments in general twelve

directly contradict Lutheran teaching. The remaining one, can. Al2,

is in accord with the Lutheran understanding only in regard to the

following issne:

If anyone says that a ninister who is in mortal sin,
though he observes all the essentials that pertain to
the effecting or conferring of a sacrament, neither
effects nor confers a sacrament, let him be anatherna.
(Ses. VII, can. 412)
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Inasnuch as The Large Cateehism acknowledges that f'Even though a

knave should receive or adninister it [in this instance the sacra-

nent of the Eucharist], it is the true sacrament just as truly as

when one uses it most worthily. For it is not founded on the

holiness of nen but on the Word of God'r (BC a48:16). It is possible

then for the Lutheran theologian to accept that ". . even though

a minister is in mortal sin .rt the sacrament pe" s¿ is

still efficacious. The problem, of course, is not so much whether

the sacrament is or is not efficacious, for surely both agree

that it is, but rather the way in which efficaciousness is conferred

or effected. The difference in perspective will becone apparent

in the following discussion of the remaining canons,

As decreed by the Tridentine Fathers, canons A5 to A8 specifi-

ca1ly counteract Lutheran positions. Canon A5 condenns the idea that

sacraments are established for the nourishment of faith a1one, even

though, as discussion at the Council indicates, a nourishment of

faith can take place.

Canon A6 clarifies this position by noting that the sacraments

confer grace in and of themselves irrespective of the faith of the

individual.

Canon A7 continues the argument noting that grace is conferred

at aLl tines to all men (as far as Godts part is concerned), not

just to some men at sone times. With regards to these last two

canons, inasmuch as grace is an act of God, both Catholics and

Lutherans agree. The disagreement arises in regard to the effect

of the,:grahé which is being conferred. For the Lutherans, the
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matter of faith determine5 whether or not the recipient can turn

away fron sin. For the catholics, the effect of grace will differ

from sacranent to sacranent. In Baptism, for instance, original

sin is completely obliterated.

Canon A8 stipulates that grace is conferred not by faith alone

(this is an apparent misunderstanding of the Lutheran position in

the doctrine of sola fídes), but rather eæ opere opez,ato. This, of

course, is a direct contradiction of Articles IX and XIII of the

ApoLogy, which stipulate that, in the first instance, the sacraments

cannot bestow the Holy Spirit without the proper attitude in the

recipient (BC 115:63), and in the second instance, underscores

that rr we condenn [those tvho teach] that unless there is

some obstacle, the sacranents confer grace eæ opere operato, without

a good disposition in the one using them't (BC 213:18). Unbelíef

for the Lutherans,is not so much an obstacle as it is an,,indication

of the absence of the gift of grace. We must point out, too, that

if the Lutheran position of sola fides was misunderstood, so was

the Catholic understanding of eæ opeye openato. Ih a later session

of the Council, the Tridentine Fathers affirm that with regard to

Penance:

Falsely . do some accuse Catholic writers, as if they
naintain that the sacranent of penance confers grace with-
out any pious exertion on the part of those receiving it,
something that the Church of God has never taught or ever
accepted. (Ses. XIV, dogna, Ch. IV).

Canon A1 stipulates that all seven sacranents are of the New
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Law and all were instituted by Christ. Canon A2 establishes that

the sacranents of the rrNew Law" are essentiaLly and truly different

fron the sacranents of the 't01d Lawr'. Canon A3 admits to a dífference

of degree or excellence between the seven sacraments while canon A4

stipulates that although sacraments are necessary for salvation and

all seven are efficacious, not all sacraments are necessary for

everyone. canon A9 stipulates that in Baptisn, confirnation, and

Qrdination, an indelible mark is imprinted on the soul of the

recipient which can never be taken away. Hence the sacrament cannot

ever be repeated. Finally, canon 413 establishes that rites cannot

be changed, onitted, desp,i,sed or added to without incurring sin. The

intention here is not a prohibition against future reform within the

church structure when approved by papal authority, but rather, the

anathema is directed against those who would institute change in

the name of the Christian church without such approval.

3. The Debate - The Manner and Nature of the Sacraments

In terms of The Book of Concond and the canons and decrees of

the Council of Trent, it becomes obvious that Luther! s book, The

BabyLonían Captiuíty of the Chuz'eh, is the source of both Lutheran

apologetics and Catholic reaction with regard to sacramental doctrine.

Here Hubert Jedin agrees with our earlier reference to Roland Bainton

and acknowledges:
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It was no accident that in the indications of sources
Lutherfs De eaptiuitate LnbyLoniea and the Disputations
of the critical year 1520 Tecur so frequently, for in that
year Luther had openly and finally thrown overboard the
concept of the sacraments as elaborated by the early
scholastics . . t'l

We have then our agenda for discussion and wil1, therefore, deal with

the seven sacraments in the order in which they appear in this work,

nanely: BaptiSn, the Eucharist, Confession, Confirmation, Marriage,

Ordination, and Extreme Unction.

a. Baptism

- The reforrnersr understanding of Baptism is epitomized in the

Lange Cateehism and emphasizes the divine promise as found in Mark

16:16: rfHe who believes and is baptized will be saved'r (BC 437:3,5).

It then affirns: tr. these words contain Godrs conmandment and

ordinance.rr It cannot be doubted by men, they argue, that rtBaptism

is of divine origin ." (BC 437:6), for indeed:

We know that wherever there is a divine promise, there
faith is required, and that these two are so necessary
to each other that neither can be effective apart fron
the other. [Hence where promise and faith neet]
they give a most real and certain efficacy to the sac-
raments. 

2

I Jedin II, p. 37L.

Captiuity, LW 36:67.
2
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Furthernore, they also understand: rr. it is solennly and strictly

connanded that we nust be baptized or we shall not be saved" (BC

437 t6). This does not differ significantly from canon 85 of the

Council which stipulates: 'rlf anyone says that baptism is optional,

that is, not necessary for salvation, let hin be anathemar? (Ses. VII,

can. 85). In this regard the Lutheran position is not far removed

from Catholic theology. With the reformers, to be baptized in the

tr:i.rune name of Father, Son and Holy Spirit was to be baptized by

God Himself, even though men perfonned the rite (BC 437:10). Thus

Luther affirmed: rrBaptism truly saves if only it is aùninis-

tered not in the name of man, but in the name of the Lordrr (Captíuity"

LW 36:63) .

Nevertheless, in the explication of how God Himself actually

baptizes, Catholics and Lutherans will differ. The issue is sorne-

what confusing: what sone Protestant sects professed, others were

charged of naintaining. In this instance, Catholic theologians

seemed to think that Lutheran theology naintained that faith alone

saves. This however is contradicted by Luther himself ín The Laz'ge

Catechism. He argues that Zwinglians and Anabaptists are wrong when

they 'r. . . assent that faith alone saves and that works and external

things contribute nothing to this endr' (BC 440:28). This statenent

seems almost in accord with canon 87 which stipulates: rrlf anyone

says that those baptized.are by baptism nade debtors only to faith

alone, but not the observance of the whole 1aw of Christ, let him

be anathemarr (Ses. VII, can. B7).
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The natter of faith has a nunber of implications. For instance,

the sacredness of the baptismal water is upheld by Lutherans in such

a way that catholics must needs disagree. For the Lutherans, the

rrrater, or sign, is made sacred through its joining with the word:

rr. .these two, the Word and the water nust by no neans be separ-

ated fron each other. For where the Word is separated from the water,

the water is no different from that which the maid cooks .il (BC

439:22). ltlord and pronise, as we argued above, are rerated to each

other in such a way that their effectiveness is contingent on faith.,,1

clearly, The Book of coneozd makes a distinction between what is

conferred and the effectiveness of that which is conferred. That is,
although it is,rpossible to say that the effectiveness of word and

sign is contingent on faith, faith itself does not confer grace but

rather only exercises it. The absence of faith does not obliterate

grace but only means that grace cannot be used. with Lutherrs state-

rnent that rr. in every promise of God two things are presented to

us, the word and the sign .rr (tW 36i44), we can now understand

that the word and sign are the physical nanifestations of grace

through which the faithful are 1ed to believe in the promise.

That is, by the sign, which is both a gift and a command of the

word, the faithful are reminded of the promise of christ and thereby

their faith is strengthened (BC tS6:210).

The Large catechism builds on this understanding and affirns:
r'. faith must have something to believe--something to which

cf. ch. 3, sttpra, p. 136f.
I
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it nay cling and upon which it nay stand. Thus faith clings to the

water. . ." (BC 440:29). We must recall, however, thatrr. the

sign as such is inconparably less than the thing signified" (LW 36:25).

Nevertheless The Large Cateehyism can still affirm:

Thus faith clings to the water and believes it to be
Baptism in which there is sheer salvation in life, not
through the water, as we have sufficiently stated but
through its incorporation with Godts ltrord and ordinance
and the joining of his nane to it. When I believe this,
what else is it but believing in God (BC 440:29)

Here again u¡e see that the rrwords thernselvesil are in apparent accord

with Catholic understanding (that is rrOur churches teach that Baptism

is necessary for salvationrr and that 'rthe grace of God is offered

through Baptisn . 't IBc 33:lf. ] ) , but the rationalizàtion -of' these

words is cause 6'or controversy. The explanation of the necessity of

Baptism leads back to justification by faith through grace as indeed,

r'. the power of baptisn depends not so much on the faith or use

of the one who confers it as on the faith or use of the one who

receives'r (Cøptì,,uity, Ll4' 36 :64) . In other words, the Lutheran con-

ception of Baptisn is:

. not simply conmon water, but water conprehended in
Godfs Word and corunandnent and sanctified by them. It is
nothing else than a divine water, not that the water it-
self is nobler than othei water but that Godts Word and
com¡nandnent are added to it. (BC 438:14)

Grace conferred eæ opere opez,ato in the rite of Baptism,

that matter, any sacïamental rite, is rejected, because fr.

or for

if the
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sacrarnent confers grace on me because I receive it, then indeed I

receive grace by virtue of my work, and not by faith; and I gain

not the promise in the sacrament but only the sign instituted and

conmanded by God't (Captiuity, LW 36 267). This understanding is con-

ttary to canon A9 wherein, as we have said, it is affirmed that in
rr. baptism, confirmation and order, there is inprinted on

the soul . a certain spiritual and indelible mark , . . " (Ses.

VII, can. A9). Here the idea of an "indelible markrr is altogether

rejected by the Lutherans as all sacrarnents are understood to derive

their nature from the Word. This neans: rr. that when the word

is added to the element or natural substance [i.e. water, bread or

wine], it becones a sacrament, that is, a holy, divine thing and

signt' (BC 458:18). It is not possible from the reformerst stand-

point to admit that the sacrarnental rite contains a power effica-,

cious for justification or that an indelible nark is imprinted.

Ultirnately, they must conclucle: frAll such things are held to the

detrinent of faith, and out of ignorance of the divine prorniserl

(Captiuítg, LW 36:66).

b, The Eucharist

The discussion in the article of the þoLogy on the Holy Supper

is as surprisingly brief as it was in the Confession, In isolation

and without consideration for the numerous qualifications which are

found elsewhere in the Confession, it constitutes an affirmation of

faith which is found to be non-objectionable to Catholic theologians.
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Thus the Roman Confutation can acknowledge that this affirmation

". gives no offence in its words .fr (Pt. I, Art. X).1 In

the ApoLogy thís confessional statement is reaffirmed:

. in the Lordrs Supper the body and blood of drfist are
truly and substantially present and are truly offered with
those things that are seen, bread and wine. (BC L79:4, cf.
34tL)

Nevertheless, although the words themselves give no offense, delinea-

tion of these words (as found elsewhere in the ApoLogg and other

writings) is the cause for ultinate rejection of the Lutheran posi-

tion by Catholic theologians. No small wonder, since sone of the

provisæs affirm previously condemned articles found ín The Ninety-

fiue Thesís. A1so, without specifically so stating, the Apology

upholds the thesis of The Babylonì,an Captiudty. It is here where

Luther delineated the captivity of the sacrament of the rnass by

the Roman Church, namely: 1. the withholding of the chalice fron

the laity; 2. the doctrine of transubstantiation, and 5. the

mass as conferring grace eû opere operato and as sacrifice. Each

of these will be specifically explored in the next chapter. As

our discussion of Baptisrn applies equally in principle to the

Eucharist, our introductory discussion of the Apologg here, on the

sacraments in general and Baptisn, will serve as the point dtapput)

from which our posit:ilon in the next chapter will follow.

cf. Tappert, p. L79, n. 2
I
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c. Confession

Over and above the differences between the Catholic and the

Lutheran understanding of the soteriological process in Confession

enumerated earlier in our discussion of the Confession and the

ApoLogy, there is another point to be nade. A further qualification

by the reformers will have the effect of denying Confession its status

as a sacrament. The result will be that ultinately the sacramental

nature of Confession will be absorbed into the definition of Baptism.

That is, the sacramental nature of Penance is upheld, but only inasmuch

as its association with Baptisrn is maintained. In The Large Catechism

we find the adnission that:

. Baptism, both by its power and by its signification,
comprehends also the third sacranent, formerly called
Penance, which is really nothing else than Baptism.
(BC 44s:74)

This aùnission can be traced back to the reformersr understanding

of original sin and the power of Baptism which overcomes it. Inasmuch

as original sin still remains with the recipient after Baptism, the

power of this sacranent is understood in terns of the continuous strug-

gle of the faithful to turn away from this bondage to sin in an

attenpt to uphold the first commandrnent. The struggling faithful

acquire strength in this battle by way of Confession through the act

of absolution. Thus, rrRepentance . is nothing else than a return

and approach to Baptism, to resune and practice what had earlier been
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abandoned" (BC 446279), so that living in repentance is nothing else

than an earnest attack on the sin inherited fron Adam. To live in

repentance, the reformers algue, is nothing other than continually

walking in Baptism (BC 445:75).

The reaction of the Tridentine Fathers to the reformers I concep-

tion of the sacrament of Confession and Penance was as pervasive as

it was conplete. They deny that penance is in actuality the sacrament

of Baptism. As ¡nan continues to sin, even after Baptism, the sacra-

rnent of Penance is independently required rr. in order to obtain

grace and justice . ." (Ses. XIV, dogma, ch. 1).

The reforrners note with regret that Catholic theology makes no

distinction between the 01d Law and the New Law. The priest is under-

stood to be teaching that merit is acquired through adherence to the

precepts of the law. Although this topic was already covered in our

chapter onJustification, there are unique applications of this under-

standing in terms of the sacraments. The ApoLogA arglresi

our opponents do not interpret the priesthood in reference
to thè ministry of the Word or the administration of the
sacraments to others, but in reference to sacrifice, as

though the ner,v covenant needed a priesthood like the
l,eviiicat to offer sacrifices and merit forgiveness of sins
for the people [However], priests are not called
to make saciifices that merit forgiveness of sins for the
people, as in the 01d Testament (BC 212:7,9)

The refor¡ners had understood the Catholic Church to be bound by the

requirements of the 01d Law, even though these had been overcorne by

the sacrifice of Christ. They also believed that the rites of the
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Roman Church l4rere attempts to rejuvenate the precepts of the Old Law

without reference to faith or the promise contained in the New Law.

The seventh session of the council expre-ssly countered this charge

and stated:

If anyone says that these sacraments of the New Law [i.e.
the seven sacraments] do not differ fron the sacranents
of the 01d Law, except that the ceremonies are different
and the external rites are different, let him be anathema.
(Ses. VII, can. 2)

With particular reference to Penance the Council was able to affirm

that it was not a sacrament prior to the coming of christ. Neither

is it a sacranent in the case of the unbaptized. Thus the council

affirms: rr. neither before the coning of Christ was penance a

sacrament nor is it such since His coning to anyone before baptisn"

(ses. xIV, dogna, ch. 1). Penance is seen as specifically instituted

by the Lord: t'. the Lord especially instituted the sacra-

ment of penance when after being risen fron the dead He breathed

upon his disciples and said: tReceive ye the Holy Ghost, whose sins

ye shall forgive, they are forgiven them, and whose sins ye shalL

retain, they are retainedr .rr (Ses. XIV, dogma, ch. 1).

Notwithstanding the special gifts acquired by those ordained

and the pou¡er exercised by them in the administration of the sacraments,

the Fathers further understood that there exists a fundamental dif-
ference between the sacraments of Baptisn and Confession in terns of

the effect they have on the recipient. As is the case with the

reformers, the formulation of these differences will point to
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the sacranent of Baptisrn as containing the power to overcome original

sin. At the monent of Baptism the baptízed acquires the original

righteousness of Adam prior to the fall. penance can be understood,

therefore, as a sacrament which is concerned with the problem of

actual sin. This is, of course, in opposition to the reformers who

understand that rr. faith is conceived and confirmed through

absolution, through the hearing of the Gospel, so that it nay not

succumb in its struggles against the terrors of [original] sin and

deathfr (BC 187 242). For the reforrners then, penance is a continua-

tion of the fight against inherited sin. The Catholic articulation

is very sirnilar to the reformersr. However, as we can see, the rnain

presupposition is entirely different. The Fathers affir¡n that in
Baptisn we are nade in christ an entirely new creature in that we

receive full and conplete renission of all sins. However, in the

case of Penance, we arrive at the sacranent only after rmany tears

and laborsrr on our part. The sacranent of penance, they argue:

rr. is for those who have fallen after baptism .il (Ses. XIV,

dogna, ch. 2). Thus they assert that the fruits or benefits of the

sacranents of Baptis¡n and confession, that is, the actual gift which

the recipient acquires through the administration of these sacraments,

are entirely different: in Baptisn original sin is conpletely

negated, while in Penance, it is the effect of daily sins, or actual

sins after Baptism, which is overconie.

A further difference is found in the actual administration of
the sacranents thenselves. The Catholic theologians argue, in the case

of Baptism that the ninister need not be a judge, since the church
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does not exercise judgenent over those who are baptized. In the

case of Penance, however, it is otherwise, as it is a sacrament for

those who have defiled thenselves after Baptism. This, of course,

is contrary to the affirnation in the ApoLogy which states: I'hlhen

someone objects that a judge must hear a case before pronouncing

sentence, that is irrelevant because the ninistry of absolution is

in the area of blessing or grace, not of judgment or lawr' (BC 197:103).

For the Catholic theologian Penance is, however, a sacrament of judge-

rnent. It was instituted for those who have fallen after Baptism and

have defiled thenselves by actual sin.

The Council found that the efficacy of the sacrament of Penance

rests, firstly,in the words of the priests: rrl absolve thee, etc.rrr

and, secondly, in the acts of the penitent hinself: namely, contri-

tion, confession, and satisfaction (Ses XIV, dogma, ch. 3). Satisfac-

tions are included within the parameters of the definition and, there-

fore, as hre have discussed, the definition is contrary to the reformersl

understanding.

Further, the refornersf understanding of contrition is also

refuted. In this regard tbe ApoLogy stipuLates:

We elininate from contrition those useless and endless
discussions as to when we are sorry because we love God
and when because we fear punishment. We say that
contrition is the genuine terror of a conscience that
feels Godrs wrath against sin and is sorry that it has
sinned. This contrition takes place when the Word of
God denounces sin. (BC 185:29)

The Council ". condenns the opinion of those who naintain that
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faith and the terrøs that agitate conscience are parts of Penancerr

(Ses. XIV, dogma, ch. 3). Thus the argunent of the Confutatíon ís

upheld in that faith is considered a prerequisite to the sacrament

of Penance and, therefore, precedes, or falls outside, the actual

definition itself,

Having rejected the reformerst understanding of contrition,

the Fathers understand it to be rt. a sorrow of mind and a

detestation for sins comnitted with the purpose of not sinning in

the futurerr (Sex. XIV, dogma, ch. 4), Such sorrow is necessary

for the forgiveness of sins. It is further understood that although

reconciliation with God may be achieved sometj.mes even before the

sacrament is actually received, such reconciliation is not to be

ascribed to contrition itself without the desire for the sacrament.

Thus, desire or attitude on the part of the recipient is a necessary

element of this sacrament. Here then is refuted the reformersl

accusation that the Roman Catholic Church maintains that the sacra-

ment is conferred without reference to the exertion of those receiving

ir.
The Fathers continue their attack against the Lutheran theolo-

gians in Chapter 5 and argue that a general confession of sins will

not effect this reconciliation. In order to properly inpose penalties,

priests must have specific knowledge of particular sins. Otherwise

justice will not be seryed. The Lutheran reformers have previously

argued to the contrary:
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As for the enu¡neration of sins in confession, we have
said earlier that we do not believe that it is necessary
by divine right The ministers of the Church
have the command to forgive sins; they do not have the
connand to investigate secret sins. (BC 1972102, f04)

The Fathers deny that individual enuneration of sins in Confession

is a burden to the conscience or a danger to personal faith. The

sacranent depends on diligent self-exanination. To effectively

exercise the power of the keys, specific knowledge of particular

sins is required. An enumeration of all the nortal sins which the

recipient can remember is therefore necessary. Those sins which

are not confessed, by chance, by ignorance, or by faulty nenory,

are still understood to be forgiven. Those who conscientiously

partake of the sacranent can therefore have confidence that it effects

that !\rhich is promised. They need not fear that oversight or ignor-

ance will exclude them from its benefits (Ses, XIV., dogma, ch. 5).

Chapter VI of the dogmatic decrees of the Council of Trent opens

with a unequivocal denial that the pov¡er of the keys is extended to

nen other than bishops and priests. Here the Fathers establish that

it is not through the faith of the priest, but in virtue of his

Ordination that the power of the Holy Spirit is conferred. The

reformers objected to the idea that the priest acts as the medium

through which grace is granted. Both reformers and Council agree,

however, that a priestrs state of graciousness is not consequential

to the effectiveness of the sacrament.
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d. Confir¡nation

Confirnation, understood as a sacrament, is utterly rejected

by the reformers. In The Book of Concord, there is no specific

discussion of this sacrament and mention of it is reduced to passing

con¡nents only. For instance, in the Treatise on the Pouer

and PrimacA of the Pope, consideration is circumvented by the

affirnation that it is sirnply not necessary to speak about Confir-

nation (BC 332:73). 0f course, the rejection of sacramental Confir-

nation is ultinately based on the reformersr own ¿sfinition of

sacrament. Since they saw neither pronise nor sign attached to it,

they regarded any further consideration as altogether superfluous.

The Council of Trent seems to have spent as little time upholding

the sacrament as did the refonners in denying it. Aside from the

general affirnation of the septenary number of the sacranents and

the assertion that Confirmation is one of three sacraments wherein

an indelible mark is imprinted (Ses. VII, dogma, can.41, A9), there

follow only three canons which are specifically concerned with it.

In opposition to those who understand Confirmation sinply as an

affirmation of faith, the first canon establishes that it is a

valid and authentic sacrament. The second canon decrees that the

Holy Spirit is by no means insulted by either the institution or use

of this sacrament. The third canon stipulates that only bishops can

confer Confirnation (Ses. VII, cans. Cl,to C3).

What seems apparent is that Confirmation is not so much a point

of contention between the opposing parties as it is a victim of each
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otherts fundamental soteriological convictions and principles

e Marriage

TvJo questions necessarily arise in a Lutheran consideration of

Marriage. The first is in regard to sacerdotal celibacy and Marriage

while the second rnust deal with the sacranental nature of Marriage.

With regard to the first question, in their defence of the Marriage

of priests, the esteen, reyerence, and honour in which the institu-

tion of Marriage is held becones apparent. There is no question

that Marriage is a divinely instituted state commanded by God. In

fact it is this commandment which serves as the principle obstacle

preventing affirmation of enforced continency (BC 239-249). However

it is the second question which is of prirnary concem in a discussion

of the sacraments.

Essentiall¡ the reformers argue that as the necessary elements

of a sacrament of the New Law (i.e. divinely instituted sign by Christ

conjoined with the promise of salvation) are not Scripturally

verifiable, there is no guarantee that grace is conferred in the

rite of Marriage. Marriage cannot be considered, strictly speaking,

a sacranent of the New Law. In their view:

Matrinony was first instituted not in the New Testament
but in the very beginning, at the creation of the human
race. It has the conmandment of God and also certain.
promises, but these apply to physical life and not
strictly to the New Testament. If anybody therefore hrants
to call it a sacrament, he should distinguish it from the
preceding ones [Eucharist, Baptisn, and Confession] which
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are, in the strict sense, rrsigns of the New Testament,rr
testimonies of grace and of the forgiveness of sins.
(BC 215:14)

As this position is not defended ín Íhe Book of Concord we nust

once again refer to The BabgLonian Captitsity (IW 36:92-L06). The

najor portion of the Captì,uí,ty is devoted to enunerating the abuses

comrnitted against the institution of Marriage within the Catholic

Church. However, there is discussion of the sacramental nature of

Marriage per se.

Luther reaffirms his understanding of a sacrament (sign con-

joined with prornise). He begins his argument by noting that r'. .

in every sacrament there is a word of divine promise, to be believed

by whoever receives the sign, and that the sign alone cannot be a

sacrament" (LW 36292). He reasons that nowhere in Scripture is there

evidence that Marriage confers grace. This allegation negates the

element of promise. He observes; ". . . nor do we read anywhere

that marriage was instituted by God to be a sign of anythingrt (LW

36:92). Both elernents of the definition of a sacranent are there-

fore denied. Luther also points to the distinction between the 01d

and the New Law. 0n1y those signs instituted personally by Christ

in the New Testament can be considered sacranental. As |tarriage

was an estate since the beginning of mankind, it is understood as a

juridical comnand rather than a sacramental gift, The institution

of t-larriage existed before the .Word was made flesh. Substantiation

of sacra¡nental Marriage fron the analogy of Christ the bridegroom

married to the church is also denied. Luther argues:
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Christ and the church . are a mystery, that is, a
great and secret thing which can and ought to be repre-
sented in terms of narriage as a kind of outward allegory.
But marriage ought not for that reason be called a sacra-
ment. (LW 36:95)

Although he can admit that 'r. . . narriage is a figure of Christ

and the church .tt, he nust also confess: rr. yet it is not

a divinely instituted sacrament, but invented by men in the church

who are carried away by their ignorance of both the word and the

thingr? (LW 36:95f.).

Ten of the twelve canons on the sacrament of Marriage at the

Council of Trent are concerned with errors extant in regard to the

polrrer of the church to dissolve the union (-Ses. XXIV, cans. 3-L2),

while one canon deals with a prohibition against polygamy (Ses. XXIV,

can. 2). 0n1y one canon in this session addresses the sacranental

question and this is merely an affirmation that Marriage is one of

the seven divinely instituted sacraments of Christ (Ses. XXIV, can. 1;

cf. Ses. VII, cans. Af-44).

Preceding the twelve canons, however, there is a statement of

doctrine which is directly applicable to our discussion. Here it

is admitted that the nuptial bond was first expressed by the parents

of the whole hunan race, but that this bond only constituted a simple

union. Yet the nature of this simple union has been altered. With

the stipulation in the New Testanerit that f'two shall become one" and

the warning that rfWhat therefore God has joined together, let no man

put asunderrr(Mt. 19:5f.; cf. Mk. 10:8f.), the union is understood

to have been elevated fro¡n its juridical status to that of sacranental

narriage. They reason that as the New Law surpasses in grace the
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precepts of the 01d Law, rr. . . our holy Fathers, the councils, and

the tradition of the universal church, have with good reason always

taught that it is to be numbered among the sacrarnents ."¡Ses.

XXIV, Doetrina de Sacz,amento Matyimoni)

f. Ordination

The reformers I rej ection of Ordination as a sacranent is based

prinarily on the understanding that in the New Testament there is

no promise of grace attached to the appointment of rninisters.

That is, repudiation of the sacramental element of Ordination is

derived from the first premise of their definition of a sacrament

pe? se. In the captíuí.ty the discussion of ordination begins with

a denial of the presence of the promise: ,Not only is there nowhere

any promise of grace attached to it [Ordination], but there is not

a single word said about it in the whole New Testarnentfr (LW g6:106).

Their argunents go beyond sirnple denial of sign and promiserhowever,

and challenge the vested power of priests and bishops, the linita-

tions of the jurisdiction of bishops, and the nature of a genuine

rrcalling. rr

In the Treatise the reforners argue that the power and jurisdic-

tion of bishops has been derived only through historical developnent

(BC 330-532). It¡hile naintaining thê necessity of ecclesiastical

order and discipline, they dispute that such order is of divine

origin. The keys, they argue, do not belong to the person or office
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of an individual, but rather, were given to the church in general.

For this reason it is the church which possesses , the right of

vocation (BC 324:24).

It is within the context of the church--which is fr. the

assembly of saints in which the sacraments are aùninistered rightly"

(BC 32:1; 33:1)--therefore, that a calling derives its meaning and

authority. Arguing from the principle of soLa Seriptwa, they

maintain that the church has no power of its own but derives its
power fron the authority of Siripture and nust, therefore, uphold

Scripture. The church was born, they argued, 'f. by the word of

promise through faith and by this word it is nourished and preserved.rl

Hence the Scripture which creates the church is the churchrs only

authority. Put another wây, ". . it is the promises of God that

nake the church and not the church that nakes the pronise of God'?

(LW 36:107) .

It is from this understanding that the sacranental nature of

Ordination is attacked. As Scripture is superior to the institù-
tional church, it can neither decree nor create: r?For who begets

his own parents! Who first brings forth his own naker?'r The church

can only distinguish the Word of God fro¡n the words of nen. It
cannot make promises of gracer T.herefore, the church cannot claim

Ordination as sacramentalJ.y efficacious (IW 36:107). The pronise

of grace renains in the real¡n of God as it is not possible for the

church to institute a sacrament (36:108). Ordination is thus under-

stood as a churchly rite, a ceremony of men, without power or grace
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of its own.

For the Lutherans, the problen is one of establishing and

¡naintaining the authenticity of a genuine cal1. The reforners

distinguish two ways in which God calls a person into the ninistry.

The first is an inner, direct call which is not, necessarily, confined

to those in the ninistry. The second is the outer, indirect call

which comes to the minister through the people of the church: rrlt

takes place when others request an individual to preach, that is,

to accept the office."1 The Augsbutg Confession affirms: 'rOur

churches teach that nobody should preach publicly in the church or

administer the sacranents unless he is regularly called" (BC 36:1).

For the reformers, it is critically important that the community has

the authority to choose and to call its servants of the Word.

As it stands, this statement is accepted by the Confutation,,

however, the reformersr understanding of a calling is brought into

question. The Confutatíon argues: rr. he is rightly called who

is ca1led in accordance with the ecclesiastical ordinances and decrees

hitherto observed everywhere in the Christian world .r' (Pt. I,
a

Art. 14).'

The reformers maintain that all who are baptized can be priests.

That is, all who are baptized can be the vehicle through which Godfs

will is worked. 0n1y the office of the ministry-=the office of

teaching and preaching the Word and the administration of the

I Althaus, p.

Tappert, p.

329.

2L4, n. 3
2
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sacraments--can be held as sornething not available to all and apart

from this priesthood. The ninisters are those who are chosen from

among the congregations, by the congregations themselves, to

teach, preach, and administer the sacraments. All that is
done in the name of ministry is done on the authority of the calling

or appointnent from the congregation. The priesthood, they insist,
is nothing but a ministry (LW36 rL2f.), That which distinguishes

the pastor from the priest is the preaching of the word and the

administration of the sacranents, Further, although this is done

on the authority of a congregational appointnent, the appointment

itself is not sufficient to confer or sustain the office. Along

with the appointment nust also be the opportunity to exercise the

requirements of the office. where there is no regular teaching,

preaching, and administration of the sacrament, there is no pastor.

All are equally priests who are christian in that all have the

sane power in respect to the word and sacraments. However, they

also point out:

. no one nay make use of this power except by the con-
sent of the community or by the call of a superior. . ,
therefore this sacrament of Ordination . is nothing
else than a certain rite whereby one is called to the
ministry of the church. Furthermore, the priesthood is
properly nothing but the ministry of the Word--the Word,
I say; not the law, but the gospel. (LW g6:116)

Thus the sole difference between a priest and a minister in Lutheran

ter¡ns (or a layman and a priest in catholic terms) is the ministry
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itself, the exercise of the office in response to a congregational

appointment.

The reformers understood Catholic doctrine to define the

priesthood rt. in reference to sacrifice .rr (BC 212:7). They

believed that the Catholic Church taught thattr. . the new covenant

needed a priesthood like the Levitical . rr (BC 212;7)-, The reformers

were quite correct as to the first observation. The opening chapter

of the twenty-third session of the Council of Trent stipulates:

'rsacrifice and priesthood are by the ordinance of God so united that

both have existed in every law" (Ses. XXiII, dogma, ch. 1). Just as

Christ has left his church a new visilble sacrifice in the form of

the Eucharist, the Catholic theologians understood the church had

also received a new, visible, and external priesthood. The new

priesthood had been translated from the old. It is not the laws

of Leviticus that prevail but rather the grace of the Lord who

granted to the Apostles and their successors r!. the power of

consecrating, offering and administering His body and blood, and

also of forgiving and retaining sins ." (Ses. XXIII, dogma,

ch. 1). This understanding, the Fathers argue, is demonstrated in

Scripture and taught by tradition. One is chosen for the priesthood

not by a nere election from among the faithful but rather by the

sacred rite of ordination which confers grace. They stipulate r'.

in the ordination of bishops, priests or other orders, the consent,

call or authority, whether of the people or of any civil power or

magistrate, is not required .1r (Ses. XXIII, dogma, ch. 4).
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Addressing the Lutheran position specifically, the Council

declared that all those who are called only by the people are not

ninisters of the church, but rather, sonething altogether different

(Ses. XXIII, dogna, ch. 4).

g. Extre¡ne Unction

There is no discussion on Extrene Unction in The Book of Concord.

It is in the Captiuity that the delineation of its rejection is to be

found, based again on the allegation that in the New Testament neither

sign nor pronise is to be found. Lutherfs opponents claimed that he

h,as hrrong as both sign and promise h¡ere provided in the Epistle of

James. Luther did not completely disagree--the relevant passages

seemed quite clear--both sign and promise were therein contained:

Is any anong you sick? Let hin call for the elders of the
church, and let them pray over hin, anointing hin with oil
in the name of the Lord; and the prayer of faith will save
the sick nan, and the Lord will raise him up; and if he
has connitted sins, he will be forgiven. (Jas. 5:14f.)

Yet Luther still held to his rejection. Repudiation followed two

lines of thought: fiz.st, James, as an apostle, has no authority to

institute ¡neans .and signs of grace; and seeond, the words of the

passage itself do not establish that such neans and signs in and of

thenselves confer grace. With regard to the first argument Luther

notes: r'. . . no apostle has the right by his own authority to

institute a sacrament, that is, to give a divine pronise with a
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sign attached . .'f (Ll^¡ g6:118). The institution of a sacrament is
Christfs realm alone.

The second argunent is more detailed. Here Luther notes that

a sacranent nust be an effective sign of what it signifies and

pronises and the pronise of James, he reasons, is one of restored

health. As those who receive this sacrament are sôldom restored,

how can it be argued that the pronise is fulfilled? He contends:

rr. if it is extrene unction it does not heal, but gives way to

disease; but if it heals it cannot be extreme unctionrr (LW S6:LZ0).

Furthsr, Janes expressly states that it is the prayer of faith which

restores health but sacrarnents (as in the case of Baptism and the

Eucharist) are not dependent on the faith of others. Extreme

unction is therefore not so much a sacranent as it is the cotrnsel

of James (L}t, 36:LZr). Thus, although forgiveness and peace may be

given in Extreme unction, they are granted only because 'r. he

who receives it believes that these blessings are granted to hirn,

(LW 36:I22).

The council of Trent upheld the efficacy of the sacrament and

argued that its necessity and function is one which meets the demands

of that especial weakness of those who are ill and believe that their
life is threatened. They reason not fron James (as did the reformers),

but from Mark (6:13) and find therein the basis for anointing the i11:
r'. they cast out ¡nany demons, and anointed with oil many that v¡ere

sick and healed them.rr James, they argue, is nerely interpreting this
passage. It is the Markan passage, however, that establishes the

natter, form, proper administration, and effect of this sacranent.
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The sacrament came not fron the Apostle alone, but rather, was

handed down through sacred tradition fron Christ to the Apostle and

to the present-day church. The inference is that the church has

merely naned that which was already long established by Christ as

a true and proper sacrament of the New Law (Ses. XIV, dogma, ch. 1).

The Fathers believed that the purpose of this sacranent was

not solely restricted to the healing of the sick. It is intended,

rather, to take away the sins of the individual, and raise his

soul up through the working of the Holy Spirit (Ses, XIV, dogma,

ch. 2). They arguedthat although the sacrament is administered to

the sick, it is especially significant to those whose life is in

apparent danger. Without ruling out that Extreme Unction can be

a remedy for illness, its applicability is extended beyond conferring

healing grace. They explain:

. the thing signified is the grace of the Holy Ghost
whose anointing takes away the sins if there be any still
to be expiated, and also the remains of sin and raises up
and strengthens the soul of the sick person by exciting
in him great confidence in the divine nercy, supported by
which the sick one bears more lightly the niseries and.
pains of his illness and resists more easily the tempta-
tions of the devil who lies in wait for hís heel; and at
the times when expedient for the welfare of the soul
restores bodily health. (Ses. XIV, dogma, ch. 2)

Healing of bodily illnesses is, therefore, a matter of expediency,

secondary to the healing of the soul. In conclusion, the Fathers

affirm thatrr. . in reference to those things that constitute the

substance of this sacranent, the Ronan Church does not
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observe anything in administering this unction that has not been

prescribed by the blessed Jamestr (Ses. XIV, dogna, ch. 3).



Chapter 5 - The Eucharist

1. The Lutheran Position - The Book of Coneord

a Ihe Augsboug Confession (1530)

With regard to presence in the Eucharist, The Augsburg Confessíon

does little else than simply affirn that ". the body and blood of

Christ are truly present and a.re distributed to those who eat in the

Supper of the Lordfr(BC 34:1). Nothing is said of the controverted

issue which would eventually separate the Lutheran reformers from

both the Catholic position (in regard to presence and sacrifice) and

the Sacranentalist position (in regard to synbol and presence).

There is, however, later in the Confession, an indication of

the controversy that is yet to rage (Art. XXII). It is argued here

that in the Eucharist both kinds (that is both bread and wine)_ are

to be given to the laymen (BC 49:1) , although the reformers admit;

ItIt is not knom when or by whon . rf the practise of distribution

of both kinds was changed to distribution of one kind only (BC 50:4).

Yet they were sure that the custom of distribution in one kind only

had been adopted in defiance and contradiction of the Scriptures,

the ancient canons, and the example of the church.

Another indication of the controversy is found in Article XXIV

of the confession which deals with the abuses of the mass. Here the

writers observe: r'. it is evident that for a long time
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nasses were being shamefully profaned and applied to purposes of

gainr' (BC 57:10). They argue: rr. this abuse extends in all
the churches, by what manner of men Masses are celebrated only for
revenue or stipends .fr (BC 57:11). Because of this abuse they

believed it was necessary to discontinue the private masses alto-
gether: ". as hardly any private Masses were held except for

the sake of gain!rr (58:21).

The reformers charged the catholic church with maintaining

that ". . Christ had by his passion made satisfaction for original

sin and had instituted the Mass in which an oblation should be made

for daily sins, mortal and venial't (BC 58:2I).I This opinion, the

confession accuses, is emoneous as any form of oblation is only the

work of men. Man can offer nothing essentially good to God that is
not already His. The formula eæ opeye opez.ato is wholly repudiated

because justification cannot be effected by the works of rnan. The

problem stens from Lutherrs understanding of original sin. rn an

earlier chapter we pointed out that original sin is not overcome or

negated by Baptisrn. The reformeri understood, rather, that the

recipient was given only the power to turn away fron sin. This

understanding has significant ramifications with regard to the

Eucharist. As daily sins are the consequence of the one originating

sin, it is original sin which isthe pbstacle to salvation. The

Eucharist, therefore, is food for those in need of consolation who,

I thi, is an 
-apparent nisunderstanding of the catholic position

which is later refured by the Confutation, cf. infra p. l9S-.
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by Baptisn and through the Word, in fear and trepidation, have

come to understand the pervasiveness of their unworthiness. The

Eucharist serves, therefore, to strengthen and renew faith. The

partaking of spiritual food in the Eucharist thus provides the

comnunicant with increased will to turn ahray from sin and with con-

solation for his troubled and fearful heart.

b. The ApoLogA of the Augsburg Confession (f530, rev. 1531)

The Roman Confutatíon found that Article X (r'Lord's Supperr')

of The Augsbtng Confession gave tt. . no offense in its words

.rr (Pt. I, Art. 10).1 In concurrence, the ApoLogy declares:

rr. we defend the doctrine received in the whole church--that in

the Lordts Supper the body and blood of Christ are truly and sub-

stantially present and are truly offered with those things that

are seen, bread and winerr (BC 179:4).

There was, however, a problen with the article in the Confession

which dealt with the adninistration of the Eucharist in both kinds.

It was true, as the Confutation readily admitted, that distribution

of both kinds hras practised by both the early and ancient church.

Nevertheless, according to present customs, sanctions, and statutes,

it was r'. an abuse and disobedience to administer to laymen both

formsrr at that time (Pt. I, Art. 1). This position is argued

from both Scripture and tradition and is sanctioned by the canons of

cf. Tappert, p. 179, n. 2
I
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the Church. Notwithstanding the Scriptural references, tradition

is emphasized in terms of authentic divine revelation: it is the

legitimate right of the Church to inpose regulatory stipulations

in accordance with its understanding of revealed truth in tradition.

They reason, furthermore, that as the whole of Christ is distributed

under either form, distribution of one forn is as effective as

distribution of both. They argue thàt, among other reasons, the

practise of distribution under one form was instituted to demonstrate

this point against heresies which maintained both bread and wine

v¡ere necessary in order to receive the whole of Christ. As we1l,

the old, the weak, and the sick, must be considered. In this instance

distribution of one form was seen as a means to prevent accidental

nishandling of the wine and hence accidental profanation of Christ

Hinself.

In referring to Scri-ptural authority, the concern is to demon-

strate that distribution of one kind is not contrary to Scripture--

the ernphasis is not, as the reforners seem to have thought, to demon-

strate that distribution of one kind is the only possible interpre-

tation of Scripture. Nor does Scripture demonstraüe that distribu-

tion in both kinds is the only possible interpretation. As

Scripture does not clearly prohibit distribution in one kind, it

is the legitinate right of the Church, under the divine guidance of

the Holy Spirit revealed in tradition, to restrict use to one kind.

Inasmuch as distribution had been restricted to one kind, and inas-

much as this legitimate stipulation was being ignored, the reforrners

hlere seen as contravening a lawful edict of the church. The
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reformers are therefore condemned, not so much because there is no

Scriptural evidence of distribution of both kinds--for indeed

scriptural de¡nonstration of both kinds is not denied--but rather,

they are condemned because their insistence on both kinds is con-

trary to legitinately instituted statutes of the Roman Catholic

Church (Confutatì,on, Pt. I I , Art. f 0) .

Contrariwise the reforners maintàined that no part of the

sacrament nay be intentionally withheld fron the 1aity. They

understood that the rr. . entire sacrament was instituted for

the whole churcht' (BC 236:4). The reformers suspected that behind

the denial of the Roman authorities to distribute bothi kinds was the

intention to rr. elevate the position of the clergy by a

religious riterr (BC 257;9J. They argued that the catholic rationale

was erroneous: rrEven if we grant the freedom to use one kind or

both, how can they make the withholding of one kind nandatory?"

(BC 23S:15). Here, the reforrners make a distinction between the

church and the writers who defend the church. They point out that

it is not the church that has failed but rather the error is with:
rr. the writers who defend the legitirnacy of withholding both

kinds in the sacranent and who even excomrnunicate and violently

persecute anyone that uses the entire sacranentil (BC 2SB;16).

Innovations which have resulted fron the reformerst understanding

of the mass are criticized at great length in the confutation. One

such criticisrn arose over the natter of language The catholic theo-

logians observe: rr. it is displeasing that, in opposition to
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the usage of the entire Roman Church, they [the reformers] perform

ecclesiastical rites not in the Ro¡nan but in the German language'r

(Pt. II, Art. 3).1 The argunent is based on an understanding that

the universal Church should have one universal language. The

writers of the Confutatíon point out: ". since the priest is

a person belonging to the entire Church, and not only to his sur-

roundings, is it not wonderful that the priest celebrates the mass

in the Latin Íanguage in a Latin Church,'(pt. II, Art.2). This

position admits no inpediment to the faithful who participate in

ignorance of the language. The personal ignorance of an individual

cannot negate the nystery of the presence offered in the Eucharist.

The purpose, not the action of the ¡nass, must be conprehended.

They argue: rr. it is celebrated in order that the Eucharist

. be offered in ¡nemory of Christrs passion . [thus it] is

better to tmderstand and attend to its end't (pt. II, Art. S).2 Th.

Lutheran response in the þoLogy is unconpromising. They reason

that the purpose of observing ceremonies is to teach Scripture,

so that r'. those who have been touched by the word may receive

faith and fear . .rr (BC 250:3). No one, they point out, has ever

written or suggested that men benefit fron hearing lessons they do

not understand or from cerenonies that do not teach or admonish

(BC 250:5) .

The Confutatíon also disputes the reduction of the nunber of

I cf. Tappert, p.

cf. Tappert, p.2

249, n. 3.

249f , n. 3
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nasses and the abolition of the private mass. The reformers see

nonetary gain in the private mass as a primary motivational factor

of Roman insistence. Gontrarily, the Confutatíon argues: ".
worthy of censure , is the discontinuance of the private mass

. as though those having'fixed and prescribed returns are sought

not less than the public masses on account of gain" (Pt II, Art. g).

Later in the sarne article the Catholic theologians reason: rr.

if they regard one mass advantageous, how nuch more advantageous

would be a nunber of nasses, of which they nevertheless have unjustly

disapproved'r (Pt. II, Art. 3).

Another crlticism finds objection with the reformers! under-

standing of the Catholic position as described in Article XXIV of

the Confession, Here the reformers argue that the Catholics teach:

". Christ had by his passion made satisfaction for original sin

and had instituted the Mass in which an oblation would be made for

daily sins, nortal and venialr' (BC 58:2L). This, the Confutatíon

points out, rr. . has never been heard by Catholicsr' (pt. II, Art.

3). The writers of the Confutation reaffirn that r'. . the mass

does not abolish sins, but abolishes the punishnent due sins . .rt

This, however, is not its sole purpose for the nass also provides

satisfactiirons, confers increase of grace and salutary protection of

the living, and brings the hope of divine consolation and aid to all
wants and necessities (Pt. II, Art. 3). Thus, in contradiction to

the opinion in the Confession that the Catholic rr. Mass takes

away the sins of the living and the dead .r? (BC 59;2g), the
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Confutation asserts that only the punishment of sins, not sin itself,

is renoved.

By far the nost serious disparity,between Catholics and

Lutherans was to arise over the sacrificial understanding of the

mass. The question itself was not broached in The Augsbutg Confessíon.

In fact the Apology admits: rt. . we purposely avoided this term

because of its ambiguitytt (BC 25L:I4). The Confutatíon does take

up the point however. What is dealt hrith is the Lutheran rrinsinua-

tionrr, and what is repudiated is, rt. that in the mass Christ is

not offered :" The Confutation rejects this position as

condenned of old and excluded by the faithful (Pt. II, Art. 3). The

catholic theologians maintain that rr. . . no pure offering has al'ready

been offered to God in every placa, except in the sacrifice of the

aLtar of the nost pure Eucharistt' (Pt. II, Art. g).

The whole of the Catholic argument ¡naintaining the iíass as

sacrifice is abrogated in the þoLogy. Authorities derived fron the

Fathers and Scriptural exegeses to sustain the point are summarily

dismissed and rr. . . silenced by the fact that the nass does not

confer grace eû opere operato . , ., (BC 250:9). In its own defence,

the ApoLogy aðníts to only two types of sacrifice: r'. one is

the propitiatory sacrifice .t'; and the other is the r'.

eucharistic sacrifice . .r' (BC 252:19). In the case of the forner

it is understood as: rt. a work of satisfaction for guilt and

punishment that reconciles God or placates his wrath or ¡nerits the

forgiveness of sins for others't (BC 252:19), while the latter form

of sacrifice tr. . . does not merit the forgiveness of sins or rêcoî=
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ciliation .t', it does provide the neans through which those who

have been reconciled can r'. give thanks or show their gratitude

for the forgiveness of sins and other blessings receivedrr (BC 251:19).

This distinction allows the reforners to naintain that there has

been really only one propitiatory sacrifice and that is the death

of christ (BC 252:22). They argue fr. christ became a sacrificial

victi¡n or trespass offering to reconcile God by his merits instead of

ours the death of Christ is the only real propitiatory sacrifice'l

(BC 253:23), The emphasis is one which understands that man can do

nothing to effect his own salvation , aLI nerit and glory are due

exclusively to Christ and His one suprene sacrifice. The only

sacrifice in whictr man can participate is, therefore, the Eucharistic

sacrifice, that is, the sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving (BC

253:25). The offering of ¡nan can in no way be understood in terms

of satisfactions or nerit, as the ultimate satisfaction was obtained

once and for all in the Passion of our Lord. Further, if no merit

is gaíned, then no ¡nerit can be transferred, either to the living

or the dead. 'The New Testanent annurs juridical rites and worship

and for the reformers, teaches faith, prayer, thanksgiùing, confes-

sion, and proclamation of the GospBl (BC 255:30; cf. 254:27).

The Lutheran reformers are able to adnit the mass as a daily

sacrifice--but only in terms of their definition of the Eucharistic

sacrifice. Hence, to understand the mass as a daily sacrifice, the

whole of the ritual, from procession to recession, nust be enacted.

That is, not only must the cerenony of institution be performed, but

it nust be acconpanied by the proclamation of the Gospel in a language
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understood by those attending, by faith, by ptayer, and by thanks-

giving (BC 256:35). The real meaning of ceremonies is then spiritual

worship and daily sacrifice of the heart (BC 257:39).

There is a twofold effect of the Eucharistic sacrifice in the

reformersr position: first, there is comfort for the conscience

and second, there is thanksgiving and praise. Comfort of the con-

science belongs to the nature of the sacrament while thanksgiving

and prai.se belong to the nature of the Eucharistic sacrifice (BC

263:75). Sins are forgiven by the sacramental nature of the

Eucharist--a nature that equally applies to the sacrament of Baptism

--when received in faith, while the sacrificial elernent is understood

in terms of thanksgiving and praise. The mass, therefore, is not a

satisfaction; it is a promise and a sacrament which requires faith

to be completely effective (BC 266: g0) . 
I Merit and forgiveness are

therefore exclusively restricted to the realm of God while thanks-

giving and pr¡ige are in the realm of rnan.

c. The SYnaLcaLd Ay,tieLes (1537)

By L537 the reformersr official position had none of the irenic

or conciliatory overtones that were so much a part of the 1530

Confessíon. The second part of Ihe SrnaLeaLd fu,ticLes was solely

I Thu"u is no suggestion that without faith the true body and
blood of Christ are not offered or received; presence is undoubtedly
a constant, with or without faith. Faith is, rather, the vehicle or
neans by which the power of the sacrament becomes effective or is
exercised.
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concerned with r'. . the office and work of Jesus christ, oï to ouï

redemptionrr (BC 292, sú uerbo). The first article of the second

part of the Articles dears with "christ and Faith' and stipulates:
rr. it is clear and certain that faith alone justifies us

.rr (BC 29224). The discussion of the mass, which immediately

follows this declaration of faith, begins with a rhetorical denial

of catholic practise: frThe Mass in the papacy must be regarded as

the greatest and nost horrible abomination because it runs into

direct and violent conflict with this fundamental articlen (BC 2gS:t).1

It is apparent that Lutheran theologians understood that Catholic

teaching contradicted their own fundamental position on the primacy

of faith. consequently the perceived catholic position--the work or

perfornance of the rite justified in itself--is necessarily and

categorically rejected. Further, as hre suggested in our discussion

of the Apology" the transfer of merit, either to the living or the

dead, is also rejected and the validity of the private nass is

seriously questioned. The problem of the private nass, hov,rever,

is not a question of theology as much as it is a criticism of the

abuses manifest in the practise of the private nass. The reformers

believed that the integrity of the rite had been conpromised. To

ensure cessation of deviation and to establish restoration of the

rite, the presence and participation of the congregation hras seen

as requisite. It is not correct, they argued, for anyone to use

what is the comnon possession of the church to meet private needs;

i.e. Article 1, lrChrist and Faith.tt
I
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whether these needs be personal (i.e. personal salvation) or corpo-

rate (i.e. raising of funds). They argue:

To cornmune by himself is uncertain and unnecessary, and
he does not know what he is doing because he follows a
false hunan opinion and imagination without the sanction
of Godrs Word. Nor is it right for anyone to use
the sacrament, which is the cornnon possession of the
church, to meet his own private need (BC 294:.8f,)

Such use, the reformers believed, was trifling with the sacrament

according to oners own pleasure apart from the fellowship of the

church.

This criticis¡n is the rudimentary position from which five

centuries of dispute would ensue, for indeed, at least for the

reformers: rrThis article concerning the Mass will be the decisive

issue in the council [of Trent]r' (BC 294:10). The caudex of this

position, once again, derives from their understanding (or misunder-

standing) of eæ opeye operato, In this regard, Luther confesses:

So by Godrs help I would suffer nyself to be burned to
ashes before I would a1low a celebrant of the Mass and
what he does to be considered equal or superior to my
Saviour, Jesus Christ. Accordingly we are and rernain
eternally divided and opposed the one to the other.
(BC 294:10)"

I

1- Although it is perhaps premature, it is nevertheless worth
noting that that which Luther here rej ects is not the sane as that
which the Catholic Church affirms. His perception, at least in
this instance, is inaccurate.
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The reformers felt that a nunber of errors had arisen through

an inproper understanding of the mass. One such was related to

the doctrine of purgatory. Here, through various neans and

developments, they believed the mass had come to be concerned only

with the dead. This contradicted their position that the sacrament

was instituted by Christ for the living (BC 294iI21. Here again

the reformerst understanding and rejection of developmental theology

as authentic revelation becomes the crux of the issue. Although

they can and do admit that Augustine spoke of purgatory, they

renind their readers that in so speaking, Augustine left the

decision of its existence unanswered. Further, even if it could

be proved that the Fathers accepted purgatory as a fact, they point

out that that which the Fathers have said cannot be made into an

article of faith. Such would be contrary to the primary article

of faith, soLa f'Ldes, and the principle of sola Sez.ipttu,a (BC

295:15) .

In general, the reformersr criticism heavily concentrates on

the abuses within the system which have resulted from positions

unauthenticated by Scriptures. Consequently even the possibility of

discussion with the Roman authorities is resisted until such time

as these abuses have been elininated (BC 295:13f.).

Abusive practises are not, however, the sole concern of the

Lutheran reforrners. Decisive theological objections arise at a

nunber of critical points. One such is found in Article VI and

takes issue with the elernents in the Eucharist. Specifically, the

nature of divine presence in the species and distribution of the
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species in both forms is addressed. As in the confession and the

þoLogy" the ArticLes here naintain: fr. the bread and wine in

the supper are the true body and blood of christ and that these are

given and received not only by godly but also by wicked Christians'r

(BC 311:1). Also sustained is the view that the Eucharist is not

to be aùninistered in one kind only but that both bread and wine

are to be offered. Here too is found the first specific reference

to transubstantiation in The Book of Coneoyd. In rejecting the

doctrine they argue:

As for transubstantiation, we have no regard for the
subtle sophistry of those who teach that bread and wine
surrender- or lose their natural substance and retain
only the appeaïance and shape of bread without any longer
being real bread, for that bread is and rernains there
agrees better with Scriptures , . (BC 311:5)

d.. The SnaLL and Large Cateeh¿sms (1529)

Both The SmaLL and The Large Cateehism attempt to answer three

basic questions : fiz,stLy, what is the sacrarnent of the altat?

(SC/BC 351:1; LC/BC 447:I); seeondly, what are the benefits of

the sacrament of the altar? (SC/BC 35225; LC/BC 447:1); and finaLLy'

who is it that receives the sacrament rr'orthily (SC/BC 352:9; LC/BC

447:L)t

The S'rnaLL Cateehí.sm answers the first question in the broadest

possible terms explaining: the sacrament was frinstituted by Christ

himself ."; il. it is the true body and blood of Christ

. rr it is given in the species of bread and wine ; and finally,

!
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it is'r. given to Christians to eat and to drinkf'(BC 551:2).

In its address to the sane question, The Large Catechisn

accentuates the reforners I definition of a sacranent by emphasizing

sign conjoined with prornise. Not surprisingly, the first element

of the dyad is identified as Godfs ltlord and ordinance or comrnand,

whereas the second ele¡nent, that is the sign, is understood as, rr.

the true body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ in and under the

bread and wine .rr (DC 4a7:8). These two elements are inseparable:

'rIt is bread and wine conprehended in Godrs Word and connected with

itrt(BC 447:8). In the Eucharist, as in Baptism, Word and sign are

fused in a valency bond. l,tlhen the Word is joined with the external

element or sign, the rite becomes a sacrament (BC 448:10; cf. 438:18).

It is the Word which transforms the elements into true bodily presence,

thus, it is the Word which distinguishes the elements frorn ¡nere bread

and wine (BC 448:10). Here again we see the principle of soLa

Seriptura naintained in that the Eucharist is not founded on the

worthiness of man, but rather, on the Word of God (BC 448:16). The

Lutherans are therefore able to argue: 11. the Word by which it

was constituted a sacrament is not rendered false because of an

individualfs unworthiness or unbeliefr' (BC 448:17).

The second question, related to the benefits of the sacrarnent,

is also addressed in broad terns in The StnaLL Catechism. The

Cateehì.sm affirms that it is by the words, in the Euhharistic canon,

frfor yourt and ttfor the forgiveness of sinstt, that forgiveness of

sins, life and salvation, are effected (.BC 352;6). Again the binary

relationship of Word and sign is naintained by emphasizing: 'rThe
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eating and drinking do not in themselves produce [these effects

but rather it is] the words rfor your and tfor the forgiveness of

sinsr" (BC 352:8). These words, the reformers explain, r'.

when accompanied by the bodily eating and drinking, are the chief

thing in the sacranent, and he who believes these words has what

they say and declare: the forgiveness of sinslr (BC 352:8).

The Large Catechísm naintains this position and argues that the

faithful go to the sacrament because in it is received a great

treasure: fr. through and in which we obtain the forgiveness of

sinsrt (BC 449:23), Thus the Eucharist is appropriately called:

rr. the food of the soul since it nourishes and strengthens the

new nanrf (BC 449-23). It is given so that faith may refresh and

strengthen itself, growing continually stronger (BC 449t24). The

treasure contained in the bread and wine is cornmunicated to the

faithful through the words i'given and poured out for you" (BC

449 29) .

Finally, there is the problem of who rightly and properly

receives the sacrament. The gnaLL Cateehism does not entirely

address the question but rather seems concerned nore with who is

hrorthy to receive it. It stipulates that ". . he is truly worthy

and well prepared who believes . , .rtthe words rfor your and rfor

the forgiveness of sins.ilr Contrariwise, tf. . he who does not

believe these words . is unworthy and unprepared . .rr (BC

352:10) .

The Large Cateehísm re-enphasizes this position. However it

also addresses the consequential problem of the non-believer. Here
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we find that those who receive the power and benefits of the

Eucharist are those who believe what the words say and what they

give (BC 450:33). Even though the person who does not believe still

receives the true body and blood of Christ, such an individual has

nothing, rr. for he lets this gracious blessing be offered to

hin in vain and refuses to enjoy it" (BC 450:35). Therefore, although

the gift is offered to all who receive it, it nust be received in

faith to be efficacious (BC 450:35). Indeed, rr. those who despise

the sacrament and lead unchristian lives receive it to their harm

and damnationt' (BC 454:69). One further point is nade. It is

directed against those who argued that only the teaching and preaclrring

of the Word was necessary. These people considered the sacramental

Eucharist as a superfluous rite. The Cateehì,sm decLares: ".

people who abstain and absent themselves from the sacranent over a

long period of time are not to be considered Christians'r (BC 45f:42).

In the broadest possible terms, four points are thus frade in

the two Catechisms: first, the salvific power of the sacrament is

maintained; second, the true presence of the body and blood of

Christ in the Eucharist is ratified; third, the true body and blood

of Christ are offered to all who attend regardless of their worthiness;

and finaLLy, those who are unhrorthy to receive the sacrament receive

it to their detrinent.

The Forrnula of Concoyd (L577)e

In dealing with the Eucharist the Foy,muLa addresses a problem
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not disputed arnongst Lutherans as such (this in contradiction to its

general overall practise and purpose), but rather, is rnore concerned

with the so-called Sacramentarian dispute. The discussion, though

not directly related to the Catholic-Lutheran controversy, provides

significant insight into the Lutheran understanding of divine

presence in the Eucharist. This document, therefore, provides data

pertinent to contemporary Catholic-Lutheran dialogue. The question

asked by the reformers is:

In the Holy Comrnunion are the true body and blood of our
Lord Jesus Christ truly and essentially present if they
are distributed with the bread and wine and if they are
received orally by all those who use the sacrament, be ;

they worthy or unworthy, godly or $odless, believers or
unbelievers (BC 481;2)

The answer is an unequivocal and categorical |tYesrr. All who are

offered the sacranent receive it.

The first statement of the rtAffirmative Theses'r in the FonnuLa

is therefore able to maintain: t'We believe, teach, and confess

that in the Holy Supper the body and blood of Christ are truly and

essentially present and are truly distributed and received with the

bread and wine'r (BC 482:6). The bread and wine do not sinply sym-

bolize the absent body and blood of Christ, but rather: rr.

because of the sacramental union they are truly the body and blood

of Christ" (BC 482:7). Having articulated their position with regard

to the Sacramentarian error, it was then necessary to re-establish

their position with regard to perceived Catholic understanding.
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Thus, with regard to the consecration, it is affirmed that il. .

no manrs work nor the recitation of the minister effect this presence

. but it is to be ascribed solely and alone to the ahnighty power

of our Lord Jesus christfr Gc 482:8). still concerned with the

sacrarnentarian error, the reformers again affirmr t', the body

and blood of christ are received not only spiritualry, by faith, but

also orally . .rt (BC 483:15).

Returning to the primary question of this treatise, the ForrnuLa

points out: rr. not only the genuine believers and those who are

vJorthy but also the unworthy and the unbelievers receive the true

body and blood of Christ , . .il (BC 483;16). The problen of

unbelievers who receive the sacrament is of prinary ooncern. The

question is now faniliar as it was first dealt with in rhe Large

cateeh¿sm., but here it receives more detailed attention. The

reformers argue: ". but if they are not converted and do not

repent, they receive then not to life and salvation, but to their
judgment and condernnationrr (Bc 484;16), From this position they ,

are able to maintain: !t.

guest, namely, those who do not believe, CBC 4S4;1g). Thus it is

possible to sustain the assertion that rt. . . no genuine believer

. will receive the HoIy Supper to his condemnation .rr [BC

484:19). The entire worthiness of the guests, they observe, rr.

is and consists solely and alone in the most holy obedience and com-

plete nerit of christ, which we make our own through genuine faith
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.,? (BC 484 t2Ð .L

ArgunentsintheFormuLaprovideaffirmationofanumberof

previous rejections, both Cathó1ic and Sacramentarian' In the

case of the former, rejected is the doctrine of transubstantiation

(8C484:22;cf.APIBC311:5);theperceivedCatholicsacrificeof

themass(8C484:23icf.AP/BC452ff');and'theadministrationof

rhe sacrarnent in one kind only (BC 484:24; cf. 1A/BC 49ff ') ' Also

rejected is the perceived catholic understanding that 'r. the

worthiness of the guests does not consist only in true faith

in christ, but also depends on peoplets outward preparationrr (BC 486:38;

cf. C^/BC 30ff.); that genuine believers rr' ' can also receive

this sacranent to their condemnation because they are still inperfect

in their external behaviour" (BC 486:39; cf. Trent, Ses' XIII,

dogma, ch. 7); and, that rr. . the external visible elements of

bread and wine in the holy sacrament should be adoredtt (BC 486:40;

cf. Trent, Ses. XIII, chs. 5,6).

2, The Catholic Position - The Council of Trent (Sess. 1547.1563)

The problerns raised by the refonners ín The Augsbut'g confession

1 Thi, is a significant point for contenporary catholic-Lutheran
dialogue: the catholic position, while maintaining sole and sovereign

merit of Christ alone, uirderst"nár tn" naking of Christts propitiatory
sacrifice oners own, not only in terms of faith, but also through the

pàrticipation of thå church (itself understood as the body of Christ) '
and through the re-presentation (in a sense an extension or continua-

tion of the passion event) of the historical sacrifice in the

Eucharistic rite. This póint, however, will be dealt with in the

final chapter.
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anð Ehe smaLcq.Ld ArtieLes (the only two documents in The Book of
coneov'd which are addressed specifically to the Ronan cathoric

Church for the purpose of deliberation and reconciliation) concerning

the disputes related to the Eucharist, were not addressed until the

thirteenth session which opened on October 11, lssl. The sacraments

had not been discussed for over four years (ses. vII, March 3, rs47),

nor would they be discussed again for another ten years (ses. xxl,

July 16, 1562). The thirteenth session was itself the first of the

four remaining sessions which would deal specifically with sacrarnental

doctrine (Sess. VII, March 3, IS47; XIII, October 11, 1551; XXI¡

July 16, 1562; XXII, Sept. 17, 1562; and fina11y, one chapter in

ses. xxIV, Nov. 11, 1563). Thus discussion dealing with sacramental

understanding would span sixteen years (1546-156s), two translations

of the Council (first from Trent to Bologna, March 11, LS47; then

fron Bologna back to Trent, Dec. 1550), and five pontiffs (pau1 III,

Julius III, Marcelus II, Paul IV, and Pius IV).I

I- Marcelus II tragically died of an apparent cardiac arrest,
April 30, 1555, three weeks after his election. paul IV was decidedly
non-conciliatory and antí-reforrn. During his term (lsss-sg) on the
throne of Peter no sessions of the council were he1d. There is,
however, ¡nore continuity than first appears. The last session in
Trent before the translation (ses. vII) dealt with the sacraments.
The next session to publish decrees dealing with sacranental doctrine
was again in Trent (ses. XIII). The translation itself was near
disastrous as a decree at Bologna indicates: fr. for certain
reasons, especially on account of the absence of sorne of the Fathers

. this session . . [is] deferred and prorogued . .,, (Ses. X).
The deferrals continued until reassembly in Trent. No doctrinal
statenents were issued from Bologna. Thus, aside fron the translation
itself, and reconvening in Trent, fornal doctrinal discussions on the
sacraments were continuous.
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Over and above the doctrinal matters at hand, the thirteenth

session of the Council is significant for other reasons. It is the

first of three sessions which would grant Protestants (especially

adherents to The Augsbut'g Confession) a guaranteed safe conduct and

passage to and from their homeland so that they might participate

in the discussions of the General Congregations. The right to

petition, debate, and question was extended in this invitation.

Thus, from the fourteenth session of the Council (Nov. 1551) to the

closing session (Ses. XXI, Dec. 1563), Protestant observers were

present.

The doctrinal decrees of the thirteenth session of the Council

dealt solely with the sacranent of the Eucharist. Here the prinary

concern of the decree was the presence of Christ in the Eucharist.

Chapter I affirms that il. our Lord Jesus Christ is truly,

rea1ly and substantially contained in the august sacrament . under

the appearance of those sensible things [å.e. bread and wine]" (Ses.

XIII, dogma, ch. 1). Thus, in agreement with the Lutheran position,

the Sacramentarian understanding--that the body and blood of Christ

are only symbolically present and therefore are received only in a

spiritual sense--is denied (cf, Ses. XIII, can. 1).

Chapter 2 affirms that the sacrament is the spiritual food of

souls whereby such are nourished and strengthened. However, it also

affirms that the sacrament is to be considered an rrantidote" whereby

man is freed frorn his daily faults and mortal sins (cf. Ses. XIII,

can. 5).

Chapter 5 aúnits that there is contained in the Eucherist, like
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the other sacraments, a syrnbol of a sacred thing and that in i't there

is the t¡isible for¡n of an invisible grace. As with the other sacra-

ments its use is seen to sanctify, but also, they clearly stipulate

that in it is contained therrAuthor Hinself" (Ses. XIII, dogna, ch.

3; cf. cans. 1,8). Here too the Council affirms that inasmuch as

Christfs real presence is contained under one species, it is equally

contained under both (cf. can. 3).1

Chapter 4 sustains the doctrine of transubstantiation and decrees:

. by the consecration of bread and wine a change is
brought about of the whole substance of bread into the
substance of the body of Christ and of the whole
substance of the wine into the substance of his blood.
(Ses. XIII, dogma, ch. 4; cf. can. 3)

Such is this presence that in the bread and wine, Christ is

actually and truly contained. The veneration due to God himself

is therefore also due to the species (Ses. XIII, dogna, ch. 5; cf.

can. 6). The Council further specifies that the presence in the

species is sustained, even after the dispersal of the faithful.

Once presence is invoked, it renains. Thus reservation of the

species to corununicate the sick, aged, or ill disposed (hence the

whole of the nass need not be repeated in the presence of the

recipient) is upheld (Ses. XIII, dogma, ch.6; cf. cans. 4,7).

I'This proposition is also taken up in Ses. XXI, dogma, chs.
L, 2, and 3, thus substantiating and sustaining the position of
the Confutation.
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Also sustained is the idea that the communicant must first

prepare himself. Such preparation takes the form of Sacranental

Confession; therefore, the Catholic perception of the reformersf

idea that faith alone is sufficient preparation is denied (Ses. XIII,

dogma, ch. 7; cf. can. 11).

There are two further points made in the canons which have not

previously been made in the doctrinal chapters. The first is found

in canon 9 which argues that the faithful nust commune at least once

a year, preferably at Easter.l Canon 10 nakes the second point;

here it is affirned that the celebrant of the nass can comnunicate

-^2
hr_ms e I t

The problen of presence in the Eucharist would wait over ten

years before discussion as it was not until the twenty-first session

(Ju1y 16, L562) that further decrees on the sacraments were published.

Here the matter of receiving the Eucharist in one kind only is

specifically addressed. Chapter I stipulates that when not offering

the sacrifice, priests and laymen are not bound by divine law to

receive the Eucharist under both forms. Combined with Chapter 6 of

Session XIII, this decree provides the foundation for translation of

the species fro¡n the place of consecration. Thus it is affirmed

that those who cannot attend ¡nass can still receive communion. This

article also affirms that com¡nunion under either species is sufficient

cf. LC/BC 451:42 and our discussion, supva, p. 205.

sup?q. p. 200 wherecf. SA/BC 29428f. and our discussion,
Luther clearly contradicts this position.

I

2
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to effect the sane gifts as those offered under both species: ".
there can be no doubt at arl, saLua fide, that corrnunion under either

f,orn is sufficient for them to salvationr' (Ses. XXI, dogma, ch. 1).

Indeed, although the refo¡mers insisted that reception under both

kinds was specified by divine ordinance as revealed in Scripture,

the Council found thatrf. . though Christ the Lord at the last

supper instituted and delivered to the Apostles this venerable

sacrament under the forms of bread and wine, yet that institution

and adminístration do not signify that all the faithful are by an

enactnent of the Lord to receive under both formsrr (,Ses. XXI,

dogrna, ch. 1). It is also understood that the Church retains the

right to specify the manner of sacramental dispensation. The

Council argues that the Church may, rr. according to circumstances,

tines and places, determine or change whatever she may judge rnost

expedient for the benefit of those receiving then . rr This

authority, they maintain, is not newly derived nor usurped by

ecclesiastical manipulation, for indeed, the ". . power has

always been hers" (Ses. XXI, dogna, ch. 2), The point is reiterated

in Chapter 5 thereby sustaining the thirty--three year o1d argurnent

found in the Confutation:

. though our Redeemer at the last supper instituted
and adninistered this sacranent to the Apostles under
two forms, as has already been said [in chapter 1], Ietit nust be acknowledged that Christ, whole and entire,
and a true sacranent are received urder either form
alone, and therefore, as regards its fruits, those who
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receive one species only are not deprived of any gïace
necessary to salvation. (Ses. XXI, dogma, ch. S; cf.
can. 1) I

The sacrificial understanding of the mass was the cause of one

of the earliest disputes between the Lutheran reformers and the Catholic

Church. In our previous chapter we found this doctrine directly contra-

dicted by Luther in his BahyLonian captiuity (cf. LW 36:35ff.). Thus,

along with the reforrnerst understanding of presence, and the distribu-
tion of the species in both kinds, the nass understood as sacrifice

would continue to be a dispute of najor and long-term consequences.

rt was not until the twenty-second session of the council (sept.

17, L562) that the issue was formally addressed and the reformersr

position officially taken to task. Catholic theologians understood

that christ offered himself once upon the altar of the cross so that

". He might there acconplish an eternal redemption" ($es. XXII,

dogma, ch. 1). In this, both catholics and Lutherans agree, but here

their concordance ends as the Catholíc doctrine understands Christts

breaking of bread and drinking of wine at the last supper, not nerely

as the institution of the Eucharist, but also as the actual enactment

of the sacrifice on the cross which was yet to occur: 'r. at the

L Ro on confutati.on: '. both the Ronan pontiffs and car-
dinals and all bishops and priests, save in the nãss and in the
extreme hour of life for a uíatícwn . are content with taking
one form, which they would not do if they thought that both forns
would be necessary for salvation . For these reasons and
others [which have just been listed] the churches in which the
custom had been to give both forms to laymen hrere induced undoubtedly
by impulse of the Holy Ghost, to give thereafter but one form the
consideration chiefly that the entire christ is under each form,
and is received no less under one forn than under two, (pt. II, Art. 1) .
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last supper He left His beloved spouse the Church a visible sacrifice

. whereby that bloody sacrifice once to be acconplished on the

cross night be represented, the memory thereof remain ever to the

end of the world .tr (Ses. XXII, dogna, ch. 1). In conjunction

with the position that in Baptism original sin is overcome, leaving

only actual or temporal sins, the consequential effect of the mass

is such that t'. . . its salutary effects [are] applied to the

remission of those sins which we daily commit ." ($es. XXII, dogma,

ch. 1). Thus, Christ is seen as having offered to God the Father

His own body and blood, first (inasnuch as a progression of events

are concerned), under the form of bread and wine, and secondly,

in actual fact on the cross. It is then the form of bread and

wine which is understood as having been passed on to the Apostles

and subsequently to the holy Church so that fr. . they night

partake, comnanding then and their successors in the priesthood

by these words to do likewise; rDo this in comnenoration of mel

.'r (Ses. XXII, dogma, ch. 1). There is, therefore, both an

affinity and an identification of the newly instituted Eucharist

at the last supper with the traditional Jewish ritual. They

argue:

For having celebrated the ancient Passover which the
nultitude of the children of Israel sacrificed in nenory
of their deparü.re from Egypt, He instituted a new Passover,
namely, Himself, to be innolated under visible signs by
the Church through the priests in memory of His own passage
from this world to the Father (Ses. XXII, dogma,
ch. 1, cf. cans. LrZ)
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From a Catholic viewpoint--as the mass is not simply a commemora-

tion of the sacrifice on the cross, but is in itself an actual enact-

nent (not re-enactment) of that sacrifice--the effects or benefits

of that sacrifice are also maintained in the Eucharistic sacrifice.

That is, if the sacrifice on the cross remits the sins of the faith-

ful, then the sacrifice of the mass does so also; both the sacrifice

on the cross and the sacrifice of the nass are one and the same. Those

who corne to the Eucharist find the Father appeased: rr. the victim

is one and the sane, the same now offering by the ministry of priests

who then offered Himself on the closs, the manner alone of offering

being different" (Ses. XXII, dogma, ch. 2). It is therefore possible

to argue: the sacrifice rr. is rightly offered not only for sins,

punishments, and other necessities of the faithful who are living,

but also for those departed in Christ but not yet fully purified't

(Ses. XXII, dogma, ch. 2; cf. can. 3).

The Council of Trent was concerned not only r,irith condemning ;:

those practises outside its jurisdiction which seemed either heret-

ical or contrary to approved formulae, but it was also aware of the

need for internal reform. Although there was no formal decree, the

Councilfs protocol reflected this intention: both dogmatic clarifica-

tion as well as reform decrees were to be issued concurrently at each
'|

session.' 0f particular concern to the reforners was the traffic in

indulgences. Moreover, it was the private nass which seemd to par-

ticularly facilitate manifestâtion of such abuse. The Council was

1 cf. Jedin II, p. 52.
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not unaware of the situation. However, the corrective measures it
undertook were significantly different fron those of the reformers.

Whereas the Lutheran would overcome the problen by discontinuing the

practise altogether, the Catholic solution rehabilitated the private

nass by taking prohibitory action against such traffic. Thus strict
censure of usury was instalted. Hence, the decree on the mass in the

twenty-second session stipulates :

. since either through the depravity of the times
or through the indifference and corruption of men many
things seem already to have crept in that are foreign
to the dignity of so great a sacrifice, the holy
council decrees that the local ordinaries shall be
zealously concerned and be bound to prohibit and abolish
all those things which either rrcovetousness, which is
a serving of idolsrtt or irreverence, which can scarcely
be separated fron ungodliness, or superstition, a false
initation of true piety, have introduced.

And that many things nay be sunmed up in a few, they
shal1 in the first place, as regards avarice, absolutely
forbid conditions of compensation of whatever kind, bar-
gains, and whatever is given for the celebration of new
masses; also those importunate and unbecorning demands,
rather than requests, for alms and other things of this
kind (Ses. XXII, Decree)

The language of worship was a long*5¡¿¡ding problem, not only

between Catholics and Lutherans, but within the ranks of Catholicism

itself. Catholic theologians agreed in part with the Lutheran position

that the nass should be used as a platform for instruction so that both

the significance of the sacraments and the neaning of the Scriptural

readings could be understood by the laity. consequently, bishops and

priests were directed to instruct the laity in the vernacular, both

with regard to the meaning of the sacrament itself and to the signifi-
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cance of the Scripture readings, even though the use of Latin would

be naintained for the rite per. se (Ses. XXII, dogma, ch. 8; cf.

reform, ch. 7). Thus, two major criticisns by the reforners were

overcone while yet stil1 naintaining one universal language for one

t¡niversal church.

3. The Debate - Chalice, Presence, and Sacrifice

We noted in our previous chapter that in regard to the Eucharist,

Lutherfs BabyLonían Captiuity (1SZO1 was the well-.spring of both

Lutheran apologetics and Catholic reaction.l Herein, Luther discusses

that h¡hich he identifies as the three captivities of the Babylonian

Church, namely: the withholding of the chalice fron the 1aity,

transubstantiation, and the mass as confeming grace eû opere openato

and as sacrifice.

In general, Lutherrs objections to the mass can be divided into

two categories: first, those matters dealing with liturgical practise,

and second, .those dealing with theological disparity,2 In looking at

Luther!s three captivities with a view to categorize them, it is easy

to see that the nature of the divergence of the first captivity is in

1^- Supna p. L62,

2 L "urbe argued, and it is true, that discrepancies in the
second category often lead to divergent views in the first. How-
ever it rnust also be added that this is not necessarily the case as
practises can and often are held within the confines of one particular
confession in apparent opposition to its own specific theological
doctrines.
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the category of liturgical practises, while the nature of the second

and third captivities is in the category of theological differences.

By 1530, ten years after the writing of the Captiuity" at the

tine of the publication of The Augsbwg Confessíon" the list of

liturgical grievances had grown. Not least of which anong then was

the saying of the nass in Latin and the right of the people to receive

instruction in the vernacular. Ihe Roman Confutatí,on had articulated

its position with regard to the, right of the Church to exercise

authority over and give direction to its practitioners. The

Council of Trent affirmed this view and established, once again,

the principle that the Church could legitimately exercise control

over liturgical practises where such do not, in its view, contradict

either Scripture or tradition. This was not a natter of laying claim

to divine institution, especially with regard to language and chalice.

Indeed, although such clain is nade by both Catholics and Lutherans in

nany instances, such is not the case in this regard: Catholic authori-

ties neither offered nor defended this plea. It was rather, more an

affirmation of the Churchts right to make such stipulations as it

deemed necessary for the preservation of the faith.

Since Vatican II, however, differences in liturgical practise

seem sonewhat less significant. The chalice is now received by all

the faithful who so wish and use of the vernacular is common practise

(this last shift in emphasis has of course not been without its

serious opponents within the Catholic Church itself). In fact, nany

of the liturgical forms which Luther so passionately sought are now

fornally decreed. The extent of Catholic Liturgical reform is such
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that at least one contenporary Catholic theologian has observed

Anong Roman Catholics,. the liturgical movernent has taken
seriously the responsibility of making practise express
doctrine. Even after Vatican IIts decree there is a long
$ray to go, but a significant beginning has been made. It
is neither fortuitous nor a sign of heretical tendencies
on the part of liturgists, that practically all of the
changes nade have been in the direction called for by
Luther.,

Our concern will therefore necessarily focus on the problems articu-

lated in the second and third captivity of the Babylonian Church,

rrreal presencerr being our first concern.

It cannot be denied that Lutherans understand the documents of

The Book of Coneor,d, and previous to these, Luther hirnself, to main-

tain a doctrine of real presence. The point need hardly be argued

as this rrras the one issue over which Luther was willing to split the

ranks of the reforrners. It is noteworthy that if forced to nake a

choice between Zwinglirs view and the doctrine of transubstantiation,

Luther confessed it would have to be transubstantiation (LW 37:3I7).

Luther explains:

. the wine has become Christrs blood, it is no longer
ordinary wine but a rtblood-wine" to which I nay point and
sày, I'This is the blood of Christ.'r what is drunk
in the Supper does not cone from the vine like other

1J*", F. McCue, rrluther and Ronan Catholicisn on the Mass as
Sacrifice,r' reprint of Jow"røL of EewnenicaL Studíes, YoI. 2, No. 2,
as found in Paul C. Empie and T. Austin Murphy, eds., Lutherqns and
CathoLíes in Dialogue IIf, The Euchatí,st as Sacrifice, (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House, 1967), p. 74.
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ordinary wine. Although it is surely wine also, it has
not cone by ordinary processes of growth to be what it
now is the wine in the Supper is no longer a
fruit of the vine, for the fruit of the vine is assuredly
nothing but ordinary wine. (LW 37:3L7).

Nevertheless, in The Bobylonian Captiuity, the doctrine of transub-

stantiation is explicitly attacked. This attack is not launched,

however, at the expense of divine ubication, but rather, the tirade

is sustained while categorically holding to a doctrine of real

presence. Luther argues:

. it is real bread and real wine, in which Christts
real flesh and real blood are present in no oth'èr way and
to no less a degree than the others assert them to be
under their accidents. (LW 36:29)

In order to affirm this proposition, it was necessary to deny any

relational dependency--as postulated by Catholic theologians--between

the doctrine of real presence and the doctrine of transubstantiation.

Neither Scripture nor reason require transubstantiation to sustain

real presence: it simply is ft. not necessary in the sacranent

that the bread and the wine be transubstantiated and that Christ

be contained under their accidents in order that the real body and

real bLood nay be presentrr (.LW 36:35). Lutherts position r^Jas not

entireLy unique: indeed, many before .1520 and certainly several

after held fast to the sane view. In reporting a conversation vrith

the Cardinal of Cambrai (Pierre d'Ailly, 1450-1520), Luther observes:

ffHe argues with great acunen that to hold that real bread and wine,
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and not merely their accidents, are present on the aLtat, would be

rnuch more probable and require fewer superfluous miracles--if only

the church had not decreed otherwise.' Luther concludes: ,.

r saw that the opinions of the Thomists, whether approved by pope

or council, remain only opinions .r? (LW g6;28f.). Essentially,

Lutherfs position held that both the essence of bread and wine and

true presence remain at the sane tine (LW 36:s5). He believed the

doctrine of transubstantiation had no other purpose and no support

other than the authority of the church. Notwithstanding this severe
:.criticisn, Luther can stil1 rnake a surprising adnissiont

At the sane tirne, I permit other nen to follow the other
opinion, which is laid down in the decree ., only let
them not press us to accept their opinions as articles of
faith (tW 36:35)

Luther is obviously not proscribing the doctrine of transubstan-

tiation, but rather, is attempting to establish that transubstantia-

tion is not the only means whereby real presence can be affirned.

James McCue notes in this regard:

In posing the problen as he does he brings to the surface
a problem that had been latent in scholasticism at least
since the tine of Scotus: Is it a legitinate exercise of
papal or conciliar authority to define as true and a sine
qua non of comnunion a proposition which is admittedly not
required by Scripture or reason and which seens to make no
difference whatsoever to anything?,

Lutherrs view of real presence is, for the nost part, sustained

1 Luthez,an-CathoLic DiaLogue Iff, p. 1ls
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in the documents of rhe Book of concord. Lutherans are able to

conmit themselves to a position which recognizes that christ is
present not only spiritually, in nemory, and symbolically, but also,

they are able to acknowledge their full comnitnent to the doctrine

that the crucified and risen Lord is wholly, truly and personally

present in both his human and divine natures in the sacrament. I

Thus, among other things, the presence of christ in the Eucharist

signifies that christrs sacrifice is effectively present so that it
can be said there exists a positive relationship between the histori-
cal sacrifice and the real presence of christ in the species. Even

so, Lutherans must needs point out: "christrs eternally valid

sacrifice, offered once for all, can be referred to and nade present

in the eucharist, but this is not the same as to speak about a

continual ly sacrificing.,,2

The catholic position is surprisingry similar. It uses nuch

of the same language. Before and since the council of Trent it has

been naintained that there is a definite relationship between the

sacrifice of christ and the real presence of christ. In this regard

the council specifically articulated that the mass is not merely a

rrsacrifice of praise and thanksgivingrttnor is it arrmere conmemora-

tionrr (ses. xxII, ban. s). In it christ Himself is rea11y contained

and, therefore, He Himself, offers r. up to God the Father His

own body and blood under the form of bread and wine, and under the

1-' Luthez,øt-CathoLie DLalogue ffI, rUoint State¡nent,r' p. 15

2 Bertil E. Gätner, *The Eucharist as sacrifice in the New
Testanent,t¡ Lutheran-CathoLic DiaLogue Iil, p. S4f .
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forms of those sane things gave to the Apostles and their succes-

sors .fr (Ses. XXII, dogna, ch. 1). Thus the doctrine of the mass

as sacrifice is intimately related to the doctrine of real sacramental

presence. For the conciliar Fathers, the Eucharist was both sacrament

and sacrifice; it is the re-presentation to the Father of christts

unique saving sacrifice on the cross precisely because the body and

blood of Christ are substantially present under the elernents of bread

and wine (Ses. XXII, dogma, ch. 2); a re-presentation that by no

means is a creation or work of man; a re-presentation given to the

church through the Apostles at the last supper when tUesus took

bread, and blessed, and broke it, and gave it to the disciples and

said, rTake, eat; this is my body.r And he took a cup and when he

had given thanks he gave it to them, saying, tDrink of it, a1l of

you; for this is my blood of the covenant, which is poured out for

nany for the forgiveness of sinsfil (Mt. 26t26b.-28).

In The BabgLonian Captiuíty Luther has rejected what he under-

stands to be a continual or re-sacrifice on the Eucharistic altar.

However, the evidence of such an outright rejection in the Lutheran

confessional documents of The Book of concoz,d, as one contemporary

Lutheran scholar, Kent s. Knutson, admits, is a little bit puzzlirrg.l

In his two cateehisms Luther does not use the term sacrifice. This,

however, is not surprising as both of these books are concerned more

with positive exposition of the Lutheran faith than they are with

Lutheran-Catholic controversy. However, even in The StnaleaLd ArtieLes

I 
"contemporary Lutheran Theology and the Eucharistic sacrifice,,,

ín Lutheran-CathoLie DiaLogue III, p. 168.
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--here surely would be the opportunity to expose for the purpose of

discussion the errors as listed in rhe BabyLoníæt captiuì,ty--Luther

does not specificaLry attack the concept of sacrifice. Neither do,

mature refornation polemics dwell at length on the doctrine: the

EorrnuLa restricts itself to an ever so brief denial by simply stating:
rr. . . we also reject and condenn all other papistic abuses of this

sacrament, such as the abomination of the sacrifice of the Mass for

the living and the deadr' (BC 588:109).

It is then, only through Melanchthonrs contribution that a

definitive position can be established in the Lutheran Confessions.

But even here, in his exposition of the Lordts Supper in the Confession,

Melanchthon refrains from using the tern ttsacrifice.ri As he later

explains in the Apology, r'. . . we purposely avoided this . because

of its ambiguity" (BC 25I:14).

Thus the Latin rendition of the Confession is bereft of reference

to the nass as sacrifice. lbwever, in the German rendition, reference

is nade. Here the reformers explicitly state that rr. . . the abomin-

able enor . [is] condemned according to which it t . [is]
taught that our Lord christ had by his death nade satisfaction only

for original sin, and had instituted the Mass as a sacrifice for

other sinsfr (BC 5822I/G.). Nevertheless, the writers of the Confutatì.on

understood fron their version of the confessíon (Latin text) that the

sacrificial aspect of the mass would certainly be denied, They argue:

'r. their insinuation that in the nass Christ is not offered must

be altogether rejected, as condemned of o1d and excluded by the faith-
ful" (confutation" Pt. II, Art. 3). The confutatíon affirms: ,'.
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no pure offering has already been offered to God in every place,

except in the sacrifice of the altar of the nost puae Eucharist.r'

They conclude: t'The daily sacrifice of Christ will cease tniversally

at the advent of the abonination--i.e. of Antichrist . . .' (pt II,
1Art' 3)'- Their rationale is based on an understanding that ".

since the external priesthood has not ceased in the new 1aw, but has

been changed to a better, therefore even today the high priest and

the entire priesthood offer in the church an external sacrifice,

which is only one, the Eucharist" (pt. II, Art. S),

Melanchthonts reply in the ApoLogy provides an overall survey

of his understanding of the mass. As we noted in our discussion a

nunber of points are made. First and forenost is the assertion that

the nass does not confer grace eû opeve opez,ato, nor can nerit be

transferred to others, either living or dead (BC 2s1:ll). This one

position is r¡nderstood to negate al1 contrary catholic arguments.

Nevertheless lr¡e are still provided with a definitive formulation.

A sacrament, he explains, is an act in which the content of the

promise joined with the ceremony--promise conjoined with sign--is

offered to us by God (Bc 2s2:I8). The term sacrifice is then

delineated. 0n1y two trpes are recognized, as h¡e have previously

discussed. The emphasis is on what nan is capable of offering God.

what can be offered is here understood onry in terms of prayer,

thanksgiving and confession, validated and made effective in nan

through faith (BC 254t26). Thus it is a sacrifice of praise, not

1 cf. Tappert, p. 258, n. S,
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a re-huniliation of the incarnate Son, which is offered to God. This

praise must necessarily include the proclamation of the Word (BC

255:55) . The nevl external priesthood cannot be understood in terms

of an extension of the life or a re-presentation of the crucifixion

of Christ; it is maintained that the only priest who sacrifices

for sin is Christ Hinself, and this was a once-only event accomplished

and conpleted at Calvary (BC 259:56). They do maintain, however,

that a daily sacrifice is retained in the Lutheran Church, but this

is possible only in terms of the proclanation of the Gospel and the

praise offering of the Eucharist (BC 258:49). Finally, Melanchthon

explains, sacra¡nents are not only signs anong men, but also signs

of God's will toward nankind (BC 262:69).

As we have seen, the Council of Trent understands the nass in

multi-dimensional terms. It upholds the doctrine that the nass is

a visible sacrifice a¡d that the sacrifice on the cross is made

present in the nass. The Council also understands, however, that

the mass serves as a me¡norial, for all tine, of the historical

sacrifice. Through the ¡nass, the salutary power of the historical

sacrifice is applied for the renission of sins. Christ is contained

and offered in the elenents of the Eucharist. Therefore, as with

Christ in the historical event, so with Christ in the Eucharist;

the remissi.on of sins, or more properly, the remission of the punish-

¡nent due to offenders for the conmission of sin, is effected. The

Eucharist can, therefore, be considered as a propitiatory sacrifice,

rightJ.y offered for both the Living and the dead.
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The reformers have previously contested two df these points.

Firstly, it was denied that the nass can be considered as a pro-

pitiatory sacrifice, and secondly, that the mass can be offered

for either the living or the dead. However, the Confessíon a¡d

the Confutation both agree that when the faithful participate in

the Eucharist, they also participate in Christrs once-only sacrifice

and, just as in Baptism, the promise of grace is offered. Thus the

passion event is understood by both as Christrs offering of Himsetf

on the altar for eating and drinking, so that nan can believe in His

offer of salvation and in Him receive salvation in its fullness.

The Eucharistic dispute centers on the nature of the sacrifice

pe? se and the way in which the faithful and the clergy--Catholic

understanding will differentiate between the two--participate in

the historical event. For the reformers, the humiliation of Christ

is bracketed in time. The event has taken place in its totality;

it is completed; it is a fait aeeontpli; that which had been pronised,

has been offered and effected. Manrs participation and sacrifice

offering in the Eucharist can only be, therefore, a sacrifice of

praise and thanksgiving. Although both Lutherans and Catholics

affirm that it is Christ who effects propitiatory merit through his

once-only sacrifice, the Catholic theologian sees the Lutheran posi-

tion as someWhat limiting. It is agreed that the soteriological

event has h.istorically taken place; that which had been promised

has been offered. From the Catholic viewpoint, however, there is

a sense in which the full significance of the event is not bracketed

into a once-only tine frame. The sacrifice instituted at the last

l

I

i,
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supper and offered on the cross is an ongoing .actiqn in time. For

the Catholic, the concern centers on the nanner in which the faith-

ful come before God the Father. As the Church is the body of Christ,

the Eucharist, or the sacrifice of the altat, nust needs be a parti-

cipation by the Church in the historical sacrifice, As the body

and blood of Christ are truly present in .the elements, participa-

tion of the faithful is more than sinple rernembrance of His suffering.

If Christ is indeed present, then He is present physically as well

as spiritually. This presence is identified with His life, death,

and resurrection. Through this position, identification of the

elenents with Christrs offering of Himself, the people of God are

also offered; in offering His humanity, hunanity is offered as

sacrifice, both at Calvary and in the Eucharist. Here then is the

positive identification, in the Eucharist, of Christ with man: as

humanity is offered at the altar--and this offering can also be

understood in terms of the Lutheran formula of praise and thanks-.

giving--so too is Christ, because He, as the head, and the faithful,

as the body, constitute together the one holy Catholic Church. James

McCue observes in this regard:

. the Rornan Catholic understanding of the mass as a
sacrifice is rooted in the community or fellowship of
Christians with Christ, in the doctrine of the Church as
the body--the spiritual or mystical body--of Chiist.,

I Lutheran-CathnLie DíaLogue fiI, p. 53
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Catholics are much surprised when they see a similar identification

in Lutheran writings. In The BLessed Saer.ainent Luther observes:

When Christ instituted the sacrament, he said, 'rThis is
my body which is given for you, this is my blood which is
poured out for you. As often as you do this, remenber me.t'
It is as if he were saying, I'I am the Head, I will be the
first to give himself for you. I will make your suffering
and nisfortune my own and will bear it for you, so that
you in your turn may do the same for me and for one another,
allowing all things to be conmon property, in me, and with
me. (LW 35:54f. )

There isrof courserone major distinction. Luther does not go on to

talk about the sacrifice of the altar in terms of a re-presentation

of the historical sacrifice. This, however, is the case with the

conciliar Fathers. They affirm that, at the last supper, Christ

left: rr. His beloved spouse the Church a visible sacrifice

. whereby that blood sacrifice once to be accomplished on the

cross might be represented, the nemory thereof renain even to the

end of the world .rr (Ses. XXII, dogma, ch. 1). The sacrifice

of the altat is not a new sacrifice, but rather, a participation of

the faithful in the old. The reforners, on the other hand, felt

that the once-only nature of the historical event could not be

sufficiently safeguarded if identification of the sacrificial nature

of themass--here, as we have said, the mass is admitted as sacrifice

in terns of praise and thanksgiving--is nade with the sacrifice of

the cross. The tendency, the réformers argued, would be to attribute

to man that which God alone has offered. That is, although Christ

has participated in the humanity of man, man cannot participate in
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the divinity of christ without His assistance. The positive identi-

fication of sacrifice and sacra¡nent, they believed, nay and in fact

did, lead to the belief (albeit nisdirected) that nan can perform

works independent of conferred grace to effect his own salvation.

The ApoLogA argues this point, first, by making distinction

between sacrifice and sacrament, and second.¡ by offering a

distinction between propitiatory sacrifice and the sacrifice of

praise. The sacrarnent is understood as an offer of grace by God,

therefore, man can in no way participate or take credit for such an

offer. Like Baptism, the Eucharist is not a work which man offers

to God, but rather, is a work whereby God, through his representatives,

grants man forgiveness of sins according to his promise. Sacrifice,

then, is a cerenony or act t¡hich is rendered to God to honor him.

So understood, it is possible to distinguish between that sacrifice

which Christ has offered and that hrhich faith can offer now. That

which man offers is not satisfaction for nisdeeds, and as such, cannot

be transferred as nerit for others, either living or dead. But

rather, those who so offer, are already reconciled and are offering

only praise and thanksgiving. The sacrifice of the new covenant is,

therefore, radically different from that of the o1d law. According

to I Petet 2zS and Rom L2lI, the new sacrifice can only be spiritual

and is effected through the operation of the Holy spirit in the faith-

fu1. Defined as an act by which God is rendered honor¡ the spiritual

sacrifice is rendered valid because of faith in christ (BC 2s2-2s41.

The ApoLogy does insist, however, that the nass can be understood

in terms of a d.aily sacrifice, but only if and provided this daily
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sacrifice incorporates the whole of the Eucharistic rite. That is,

not only the formula of institution, but the proclamation of the

Gospel, faith, prayer, and thanksgiving nust be included: ilTaken

together, these are the daily sacrifices of the New Testanent; the

cerenony was instituted because of then and ought not be separated

fron then" (BC 256:35) . The real rneaning of the nass, for the

reformers, is spiritual worship and the daily sacrifice of the

heart: rf. for in the New Testament we should look for the

substance of things, for the Holy Spirit who puts us to death and

nakes us aliverr (BC 257:39). Inherent in this view is a rejection

of the Catholic position that the rr. external priesthood has

not ceased in the new law but has changedt' (Confutatíon" Pt. II,

Art. 3). The poisibility of external priesthood is, therefore, denied

ipso facto and in its stead is postulated: !r. the priesthood of

the New Testament is a ministry of the spirit, as Paul teaches in

II Cor. 3:6, the only sacrifice of satisfaction it has for sins of

others is the sacrifice of Christtt (BC 260;59).

Fron the Catholic point of view, the full significance of the

churchrs genuine sacrifice of thanksgiving seens not to be wholly

established in the ApoLogy. The distinction in the ApoLogy between

sacrifice and sacrament is understood as narrowing the proclamation

of the Lordrs death to preaching alone, thus denying the positive

identification and participation of'the church in the passion event.

on the other hand, for the Lutherans, if the mass is understood as

a,work offered by man to God and not the work of christ as

mediator, then the catholic position rnust needs be rejected.
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The latter view--that the mass obtains forgiveness of sins and

release from guilt and punishment for the priest and for those to

whom it is applied in the act or ceremony itself (eæ opeye operato

as understood by the reformers)--is utterly rejected in the ApoLogy

(BC 250:9; 256:35). However, that which is rejected by the reformers

is not upheld by the catholics. Erwin Iserloh and vilmos Vajta note

in this regard:

The crowd of scholastics against which the Apó.Logy
polemicizes cannot be the Catholic opponents of the
1520rs or the theologians of the Diet of Augsburg,
i.e., the authors of the Confutation, because they did
not represent such views. At best, it could have had
reference to the Noninalists of the outgoing Middle
Ages, who represented rrScotistt? teachings about the
sacraments as seen through the spectacles of Gabriel
Bie1. -I

Neither party seened to grasp the distinction between the

sacraments as efficacious cause (the confemal of grace) and the

necessary disposition of the recipient requisite to an effective

consequence (fear and faith for the reformers, preparatory grace

and works for the Catholics). As a result, the reformers are

understood by the Catholics to put too rnuch emphasis on faith,

while the catholic position is understood by the reformers not to

be concerned with faith at aLr. Inasrnuch as neither catholic nor

Lutheran seem to deny the sacranent attains its goal--that is, in

I In Confessi,ng One Faith" p. 2I8.
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the sacranent the body and blood of christ is truly offered and sins

are forgiven--it seems necessary to adnit that for both, the

sacraments are solely and undisputedly understood as the work of God

unbelief is a barrier recognized by both parties. we need not again

argue the prinacy of faith as far as the reforrners are concerned,

but perhaps it is worth noting that the council of Trent seens to

assume that the sacrarnents do not function mechanically. As we

have previously argued, eæ ope?e opeyato cannot be understood in

the terns charged by the reformers, Indeed, the sacraments seen to

function in conformity with the believing devotion of the recipient.

It appears that it is this presupposition that led the council to

prohibit the series of masses to which some attributed, during the

Middle Ages (though not officially), a guaranteed efficacy.l Erwin

Iserloh and Vilmos Vajta observe:

Insofar as the doctrine of opus operatun attempts to
represent the sacraments as actions of Christ and in the
opus ope?antís requires faith as a requisite to a fruitful
effect in the recipient, it does not stand in contradiction
to the intention of the Reformation; rather, it actually
represents its concerïs. For indeed, Luther and Melanchthon
did not want to deny the objective character of the means
of grace. 

z

The polenic against eû ope?e operato in the ApoLogyo Erwin

Iserloh and vilnos vajta argue, was a stand against sonething which

I In Confeseing 2ne Faith, p, 2L9. cf. Trent, Ses. XXIf, ilDecree
Concerning the Things to be Observed and Avoided in the Celebration of
the Mass.?t

a' In Confessíng one Faith, p. 2Lg.
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the catholic theologians did not advocate, ,. but which the

Reforners, nevertheless, perceived on the basis of the practice of

the private masses and of popular theology.,,1 Although we cannot

here discuss the role of faith in catholic theologr, it nust be

admitted, at least as far as the canon of the mass is concerned,

that the effective power of grace is dependent on the faith of the

recipient. Indeed, the prayer for the living in the canon of the

mass first assunes that those who receive the benefits are those

r'. . whose faith is known to Thee, and likewise their devotion

. ."2 This is also true in terms of the departed wherein the

assunption is made that it is those of faith for whom prayers are

offered: rrBe nindful [of those] who have gone before us with the

sign of faith . .,,3 The canon presumes, therefore, that it is
not by the work of man that salvation is effected, but rather,

through the unwarranted gift of grace: '. we implore thee to

admit us [into the company of saints] not weighing our nerits,

but freely granting us pardon. Through Jesus christ our Lord

In Confesstng }ne Faith, p. 2I9.
2 R"u. John P. OrConnel and Rex Martin, eds., Ihe MtssaL

(Chicago: Catholic Press Inc., 1960 ffmprimatw,, 1gS3]), p. 25.
Although it must be noted that this translation of the canôn is
pre-vatican IIr post-vatican II missals naintain the sane position,
although in different words. See Liuíng With Christ--Peoplets Mi,ssal
--Stmdng EdLtion, Vo1. 48, No. 5, April 24 to June S, Iggj, Eucharis-
tic Prayer I, p. 17: rrYou know how firnly we believe in you and
dedicate ourselves to you.rr

3 fhn Míssal, p. 51. cf . Liuí.ng ilith C?wist, p. 2I: ,rRenember,
Lord, those who have died and have gone before us mãrked with the
sign of faith

1
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il1 So for both the living and the dead--the latter of course

the object of severeProtestant criticism--it is not a natter of

justification and forgiveness of sins but rather, rr. it is

a matter of the strengthening and reaLízation of the communion with

Christ and of cleansing and release from the punishment for sins.2

L ïhn MissaL, p. 3$. cf. Líuing Wí,th Christ, p. 22: ,,Though we
are sinners, h¡e trust in your ¡nercy and love. Do not consider what
we truly deserve but grant us your forgiveness. Through Christ our
Lord . rl

2 Iserloh and Vajta, p. 220
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion

1. Scripture, Tradition, and Traditions

Hubert Jedin argues that the decisive point between Lutherans

and Catholics was rr. whether the Church--not a conceptual and

invisible Church, but the Church as a concrete reality--was or was

not guided by the Holy Spirit."l Tradition without a bearer--for

Professor Jedin that means the concrete reality of the church mani-

fest--is unthinkable. Inasnuch as tradition cannot exist without a

bearer, Professor Jedin is right, for as h¡e have demonstrated in

Chapter 1, tradition is in its uniquely Christian sense both the

deposit of truth and the vehicle by which this truth is transnitted.

Inasmuch as Luther deprived himself of the theoretical possibility

of dogmatic tradition, Professor Jedin is right again. Nevertheless,

his claim that the Holy Spirit has no place in the Lutheran nodel

nisunderstands the nature of the hidden church. Professor Jedinrs

concrete reality of the church in the sixteenth century was surely

Catholic institutionalism at its worst. The Christian expectâtion

of the coning Kingdon with its understanding that first, history

and the world were co¡ning to an end, and secondly, that individuals

had a limited future, had a profound effect on Lutherrs understanding.

Maintaining both emphases he saw apocalyptical events taking place

I Jedin II, p. 58.
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in the ¡nidst of the present. The hidden church, as we argued in

the first chapter, seemed to provide the only solution to a serious

problem. However, the fact stil1 renains that Luther does deprive

himself of the possibility of dognatic revelation and thus also of

the possibility of a dynamic living tradition. The solution is

found, however, not as Hubert Jedin suggests in tihe role or absence of

the Holy Spirit, but rather, in Lutherfs understanding of soLa

Sez,iptwa,

As we have noted, Lutherfs concept of the sufficiency of Scripture

was not an innovation on his part, but rather, had definite historical

precedence. Even the Fathers of Trent r{ere not without sympathy for

such an idea, What was new, however, as Moran points out, rr. .

was the idea that Scripture was a text that could be understood apart

fron the authoritative interpretation of the church.,'1 Thus the mis-

take rests with too closely identifying the words of the written text

of scripture with the revelation itself.2 Eu"n rnore than this, how-

ever, there is in some sense not only a direct identification of

revelation with scripture, but a1so, a restriction of revelation to

scripture only. A concept of the sufficiency of scripture need not

necessarily restrict the content of revelation to that mode, although

the Lutheran theologians seem to have done just that, The synalcaLd

Atticles declare:

1 p. 33.

2 p, 73
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In these matters, which concern the external spoken Word,
we ¡nust hold firmly to the conviction that God gives no
one his Spirit or grace except through or with the external
Word which cones before. (BC 3L2:4)

Later, in the FormuLa, the sane point is stressed:

. we rej ect and condenn the error of the Enthusiasts
who imagine that God draws men to hinself, enlightens them,
justifies then, and saves them hrithout means, without the
hearing of Godfs Word and without the use of the Holy
Sacraments. (BC 471:13)

The Lutheran position from the start rrras: 'r. one cannot

deal with God or grasp hin except through the Word'r (BC 116:67).

This is reaffirmed in the ApoLogy which argues: ?r. . . ure can

affirm nothing about the will of God without the Word of Godrr

(BC 2L7:I7). Working fron the belief that prior to Eternity it is

not possible to see God face to face, Paul Althaus observes that God

can encounter nan only by r'fclothingr himself and causing himself

to be found at a place he himself has designated."l Quoting Luther

GW 51:114), he points out that "No one will find hin any place

except in Godts Word.,,2 Not only the Spirit then, but the Gospel

as we1l, are restricted to being revealed through the proclamation

of the church-- that is the l\rord read and properly preached.

0n1y through preaching, that isl onfy through human witness,

I P. 2I, 35.

35

I

2 p.
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can christ cone to man. Arguing that the content of the spiritrs

speaking is conpletely botrnd to the lt¡ord and likewise that the Spirit

speaks nothing else except the external Word and therefore there are

no nehr revelations, Professor Althaus sunmarizes Lutherrs approach:

" ¡1¡ the Spirit does not speak without the word. (2) The Spirit

speaks through and in the word.f,l For Luther, contrary to Professor

Jedinfs assessnent, the Holy Spirit does lead the church. Lutherrs

concept of the church is, however, comprised of the faithful who are

led by witness of the Gospel through the reading and the preaching

of the Word. This approach, however, seens to restrict Godts activity

in relationship to man to only one node of expression, that is, to

Scripture alone. The consequence of this understanding and the

significance of this enphasis would be devastating. Fr. Moran notes

in this regard.

Throughout the centuries tradition is the guide which
accompanies the Scripture. Tradition gives the key of
understanding to those who read the word of God. There
is a tradition, there is a Scripture, but the two are
one; in indissoluble unity, they are trthe basic charter
and the life always on the march.r' Christian truth is
found neither in the tradition or in Scripture but in
the two linked inseparably.,

By elininating the possibility of dogmatic revelation there would

eventually be no authoritative base, no guide or key, from which

36f.

43f.

1p.

2 p.
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the word authenticaLLy pteached could be authentically interpreted.

In practise it would eventually be necessary to legitimize a specifi-

cally Lutheran perspective.

The Protestant fornula then has, until recent decades, officially
ignored the relevance of tradition altogether and asserted (as we

established) that not only is the Bible a self-interpreting document,

but that it exclusively contains everything necessary for salvation

and therefore nust stand as judge above all other authorities. John

Headley describes the principle:

Lutherrs principle of authority in natters of faith, soLa
Serì,ptut,a., asserted first the clarity and sufficiency of
Scripture in revealing its own meaning, and secondly it
signified that the content or rneaning of Scripture stood
as judge to a1l other authorities and could accept none
which opposed Scripture.,

As for the first point, there are some recent Catholic reassessments

that will be dealt with shortly. concerning the latter point, it is

one that has come to be understood in a considerably different light
than it was vièwed by the post-confessional Lutheran theologians.

When Luther and the Wittenberg theologians rejected tradition it was

hunan traditions and whât they perceived to be a web of obscuring

nandates that were really being rejected. By so doing they wanted

to rr. disassociate and to exalt the authority of scripture frorn

P.83.1
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competing authorities . ." His sole purpose and central endeavor,

was the n. freeing of the Word of God frorn the traditions of rnen."l

Traditions in this sense are to be understood as rites, observances'

ceremonies, practices and beliefs, that is, the outward ¡nanifestations

of the church militant. Their purpose was not to reject all that had

been establ,ished as corunon practise in the past fifteen hundred years,

but rathel, to extract Scripture from what they saw to be a burden

of cornrnentaries and interpreters so that no authority could be

established beyond Scripture.2 However, as Jaroslav Pelikan nain-

tains, Luther noved and intended to nove within the values of

established tradition. Luther, he writes, r'. could not have

been the exegete he was without the help of the church's tradition.

The tradition gives him a footing on which he could and did nove

and shift, but which he never Lost."3 This was pOssibler'hpwever only

because behind this footing, that is behind the traditions within

which he noved, was the footing of the Scriptures thenselves.

Professor Pelikan continues: 'r. Luther knew that he could not

jump out of his own historical skin into sone mythical rundognatic

^Gospelt which he was to lecover."' It was then simply the principle

of traditionali;sn that hlas here being rejected, not the content of

1 p. 79.

2 pp. 8s-87.

3 Jaroslav Pelikan, rrluther the Expositor,t' in Lutherts Works:
companion voLwne (st. Louis: concordia Publishing House, 1959),
p. 88.

88.

tl

ì

4 p.
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tradition. l Thus we can say that if Luther opposed nerely human

traditions he intended by no means to forsake what he viewed as

authentic and true tradition. Professor Pelikan affirms our earlier

premise that I'in opposing traditionalism . Luther claimed to be

opposing, not the tradition itself, or even the proper use of tradition

in theology, but the abuse of tradition.,,2

If the Protestant difficulty is epitomized by an outright denial

of the significance of the herneneutic role tradition nust play, then

the Catholic argument has problems with its adherence to the concept

of an unwritten tradition as a separate channel of doctrine, conveying

truths not ascertainable from Holy scripture. Avery Dulles notes a

new and contrasting tendency towards biblical renewal in the Catholic

setting. Contemporary Catholics, he says, rr. are inclined to

seek a biblical basis for every doctrine, and to be extremely critical

of every idea and institution which seems foreign to the Bible.r' He

argues:

The idea that tradition is a separate channel of infornation,
running parallel to Scripture, ieemed tempting for apolo-
getical reasons. As everyone knows, the Church teaches
many dognas which are not evidently contained in Scripture

If asked where these dognas come frorn, many
unreflecting Catholics would no doubt rep1y, "fron sacred
tradition,rr meaning by this that they were known to the

1 PeLikan, Companion Volwne, p. 79.

Companíon VoLume" p. 81.

ll
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apostles and passed down fron generation to generation by
word of mouth, or at least by some channel other than the
canonical Scriptures.,

He points out, however, that close examination of this position

renders it less and less plausible. Fromanhistorical perspective,

he notes, these traditions cannot be verified but rather can only

be submitted to in faith. Further, '. it is almost incredible

that if the early Fathers had known all these facts they would have

r4¡ritten so vaguely about the Sacraments, about Mary, etc,,,2 Modern

Catholic theology, he notes, took over a thousand years to arrive

at the notion of sacranent as understood today. He argues t'Tradition

cannot be a valid source unless its existence and contents can be

established with some assurance.,,3

Notwithstanding this criticism, it must be firmly stated that

the consequence of this new enphasis does not result in reducing

all dogna to superfluous rhetoric. Quite the contrary. It is, and

always has been, Fr. Dulles points out, the Catholic belief ".
that all revelation was given, at least in embryonic form, before

the end of the apostolic age, but his conpletion of revelation does

not reduce the Church to a state of inertness.,,4 The church must

I
Corpus

2

3

4

Avery Dulles, S.J., ReueLatíon md Quest fot, I)nity (lVashington:
Books, 1968), p. 74f.

Dulles, Quest for Unity, p. 75.

Dulles, Quest foz, Uníty, p. 75.

Dulles, Quest for unity, p. 76.
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and has played the dynamic role of ascertaining, interpreting and

proclairning the truths as revealed, if only in embryonic form, in

saCred Scripture. Having accepted a developmental theory of

interpretative dogmatics, it is neither necessary nor warranted to

reach for rr. . fully formulated propositions matching every tenet

of the contemporary [catholic] church."1 using a biological analogy,

Fr. Du1les notes the church is not unlike a seed wherein all that it

will become is previously progranrmed into it. Though the appearance

of the catholic church is different fron that of the apostolic age--

and who could argue that the Lutheran church is any tess different--

its essence remains constant and the same. Admitting that the analogy,

at best, limps a little, Fr. Dulles argues for the presence of a

continuing living tradition by stating:

The vital principle responsible for the increase is not
an immanent form inhering in the Church, but rather the
Spirit of God, who acts with sovereign liberty in hj_s
dialogue with the Church. The Church in her search for
understanding, must constantly listen to the Spirit.
0n1y if she does so will she be able--1ike the scribe
instructed in the kingdom--to bring forth out of her
treasures "things new and o1d,rr (Mt. 13;52).,

Thus Fr. Du11es is able to maintain, as did John Headley earlier,

that there is no need for a th/o-source theory of revelation. The

source itself predates both Scripture and tradition. scripture and

tradition then, are but two manifestations of one source. Tradition

I Dulles, Quest fon Unity, p.

Quest for Unity, p. 76.

76.

2
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plays then a vital role in the hermeneutical process. Tradition can

thus be understoodfrona catholic perspective". . primarily, in
an active sense, as the sacred process of handing oD, secondarily,

in an objective sense, as the complex of insights gained through this
1process.tr- Continuity is established, therefore, not unlike the

Lutheran concept of continuity, by appealing not to shaky historical

evidence of papal succession, but rather, because: tThe deposit of

faith remains the'same the sane Holy spirit directs the church

in every age." This position, Fr. Dulles points out, means that

tradition is dynanic and constantly growing; ". because the

Spirit is constantly leading the Church, as Paul expressed it, rto

the deep knowledge of the Son of God, to perfect nanhood, to the

nature ¡neasure of the fullness of Christ., Eph, 4:13.,,2

As was the case with the Lutheran separation of scripture and

tradition, the too close identification of the written text of

Scripture with revelation itself, created a problem for post-

Tridentine catholic theologians. This emphasis allowed the separa-

tion of Scripture fron the concept of tradition. Although the Council

of Trent ¡nade no attempt to provide a definitive understanding of

the relationship between the canon of I'written books,'and the substance

of I'unwritten traditions'r, post-Tridentine interpretation up until

vatican II understood the council of Trentrs articulation to mean

that not all articles of Christian faith are contained in Scripture.

1 Dulles, Quest fon Uníty" p.

Suest for Unity, p. 77.

77.

2
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Even Vatican II, Fr. Dulles points out, reaffirmed this prevailing

view in its original draft of a document on the subject. This draft

was, however, subsequently rejected and a new proposal drawn up. The

new draft, Fr. Dulles mentions, rr. avoided saying that tradition

is a source independent of scripture, or that there are many revealed

truths not contained in Scripture.,,l

This emphasis narks a significant shift and is legitimized as

authentic Catholic teaching by Vatican II, Dei uerbun, November IB,

1965. Here the Council acknowledged that "sacred tradition and

sacred Scripture nake up a single sacred deposit of the Word of

God .rr (D.V. 755/n), and decreed, therefore, that;

Sacred tradition and sacred Scripture are bound
closely together, and communicate one with the other. For
both of them, blowing out from the same divine we1l.:.spring,
come together in some fashion to form one thing, and move
towards the same good. Sacred Scripture is the speech of
God as it is put down in writing under the breath of the
Holy Spirit. And tradition transmits in its entirety the
Word of God which has been entrusted to the apostles by
Christ the Lord and the Holy Spirit. (D.V. ZSS/9)Z

Contemporary Protestant thought is not mucþ different from this

view. The Fourth World Conference on Faith and Order, held in Montreal

in July 19ó3, adopted a report on the subject entitled, "scripture,
Tradition, and Traditions.rr It states in part:

I
Quest ¡or llnity, p, 67 .

2 In Arrain Flannery, 0.P,, Vatican ff: The ConcíLiaz. and. post
concLliar Docwnents (Northport, N.Y.: costello publishing co. , rgTs
frmpz''imatut'19751), A1t references to Vatican II docum"nis will be
taken from this edition.
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Our starting-point is that we aïe a1l riving in a tradition
which goes back to our Lord and has its roots in the o1d
Testament, and are all indebted to that tradition inasmuch
as u/e have received the revealed truth, the Gospel, throughits being transmitted from one generation to anõther. Thús
v/e can say that we exist as christians by the tradition of
the Gospel testified in scripture, transmitted in and
by the Church through the power of the Holy Spirit. Tradi_
tion taken in this sense is actualized in thê preaching
of the Word, in the administration of the Sacraments and
worship, in Christian teaching and theology, and in mission
and witness to Christ by the lives of the members of the
Church.,

As with Vatican II, the shift in emphasis is significant. It
must be hastily added.however that, again as with vaticanrII, this

new emphasis does not constitute a denunciation of its former position.

The shift has been partly due, rather, to the result of modern criti-
cal analysis, not only in theology and religion, but on all fronts

of scientific enquiry. For the catholics, there is no question of
turning to the reformers' understanding of soLa scniptura: both

tradition and scripture have guided and will continue to guide

catholic understanding and faith. Neither does the protestant re-

evaluation of. tradition see the relation of tradition to scripture

in quite the same way as the Catholic understanding; Scripture

continues to be the standard by which all tradition is tested.

At best, the polemic lines of division are difficult, if not

impossible, to define in view of contemporary enphasis and shift in

concerns. Avery Dulles points out thât it is difficult to ?r.

I
on Fai
Quest

P.c. Rodger and L. vischer, eds., The Fouvth þlorLd. confereneeth and.}z,dez, (New York, Lg64), Sl-52, as quoted in Dulläs,
for Unity, p. 67,
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attribute religious authority to the Bible without at the same tine,

having high regard for the tradition which precedes and envelops it,"
and secondly, that in order to separate Bible fron tradition one is

always and continuously faced with the rt. problem of correct

interpretation. "l The problem. of interpretatiôon is not one that is
understood only by Protestants in general. Modern Lutheran theology

is attempting to untangle the web of differentiation between tradition

and Scripture and has found the solution increasingly elusive as they

discover that rt. the question of interpretation is intirnately

connected with that of the genesis of the New Testament. rr2 Jaroslav

Pelikan observes:

If the Christian community, through its tradition,
shaped the forms of the New Testanent, then it might well
follow that the Christian Conrnunity, again through its
tradition, ought to have some voice in the interpretation
of the New Testament.s

what is interesting is that this Lutheran appraisal is little
different from a contenporary catholic understanding. J. Neuner, s.J.,
in his introduction to.the decrees of the Roman catholic church on

scripture and tradition, observes: fr. as holy scripture grows

fron tradition, so it is to be interpreted by it. It is spelled out

1
]uest. for tlnity, p, 7I.

2 Dulles, Suest for Unity, p, 72.

3 Jaroslav Pelikan, The RídÅ,Le of Roman CathoLdcí.sn (New york:
Ab;ingdon Press, 1959), p. 19S,
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in the life, worship, and teaching of the church, under the

ecclesiastical authority."l This view is now not without sympathy

arnongst Lutheran scholars. Professor Pelikan notes;

It is for this authoritative voice of tradition that Roman
Catholic theology and Orthodox theology have been contending
against Protestantism for four hundred years.,

He observes that suddenly, rrProtestant theology has begun to listen

to tradition as it has not since the Reformation."3

2. Original Sin - Contemporary Approaches

In Chapter 2 ít became evident that both Catholics and Lutherans

understood that concupiscence renained after Baptism. The difficulty

was a matter of the status or nature of concupiscence itself in rela-

tion to the baptized. For the Catholic theologian of the day, it was

no longer considered sin but rather was understood as a weakness or

residual inclination toward sin. Draw,ing on Augustiners understanding, in

which concupiscenceafter Baptismwas seen as,r. . i apunishnent [or] a

burden which had been placed on the human race,"4 the Roman Confutation

I J, Neuner, S.J. and J. Dupuis, S.J., The Christian Faith:
Doetz.inaL heutnents of the CathoLíc Chuych
Christian Classics, 1975), p. 64.

2 rhe Rid.dle, p. rgs,
3 P"lik"r, , The RiddLe, p, 193.

4 Breuning and Hägg1und, p. 98.

(Westminster, Md.
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argues:

. the Apostolic See has already condernned the two
articles of Martin Luther concerning sin remaining in
a child after baptism, and concerning the fomes of sin
hindering a soul from entering the kingdom of heaven.
But if, according to the opinion of St. Augustine, they
call the vice of ori-gin concupiscence, which in baptism
ceases to be sin, this ought to be accepted, since indeed,
according to tire declaration of St. Paul, we are all born
children of wrath (Eph. 2;3), and in Adam we all have
sinned (Rom. 5:12). (Pt. I, Art. 2)

On the other hand, for Luther, this inclination toward sin was not

only sin in a real and true sense, but even the root cause of all

actual sin.

The guilt of original sin, or original sin itself, is completely

obliterated in Baptism for the Catholics, but for Luther, only the

power of sin is restrained. As Breuning and Hägglund point out:

Before and after regeneration, sin remains. It does not
end until physical death. The difference is that sin
should no longer reign, but through the working of the
Spirit it is being changed .1

We are again led to our twofold distinction--as delineated in

chapter 2--in the Lutheran understanding of concupiscence, whereby

not only act (that is, the effect in the form of actual sin) but

the inclination to sin (understood as original sin or cause) fonn

the necessary definition. Thus not only the acts themselves, but

I In Confessing One Faí.th, p, 100.
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the inner roots of such acts, combine for the Confessional under-

standing of original sin.

Yínzenz Pfntlr, a Catholic theologian' argues in his essay,

I'Recognition of the Augsbuz,g Confess'Lon?tt, that at the religious

negotiations in Augsburg in 1530 and in Worms in 1541, unity was

achieved on this critical question by appropriating the Thonist

view: the materiaLe peccati (substance of sin) remains, while the

formale peccatí (the guilt), is taken away by baptism.l The fact

that unity was achieved at all, Professor Pfnür seems to say, was

more a function of Lutherrs and Melanchthonts divergent views in

opposition to the Augsburg Confession (thus naking it possible for

the Catholic negotiators to accept the Confessi,on whilst at the

same time rejecting Lutherrs and Melanchthonrs views), than it was

by a consensus of theological opinipn between these two reformers

and Catholic theologians. In his discussion of the Confession,

Professor Pfntlr observes: trln contrast to the statements of Luther

and Melanchthon that the baptized person could endanger his salvation

only by giving up fiducial faith--statements which are rejected by

Lutherts Catholic opponents=-the þology teaches that one loses the

Spirit and faith by a failure to love and neglect of works.,,2

Although presented with the best of intentions with a view to

Catholic acceptance of the Augsburg Confession, the argr¡nent fails

to take into account the dynamic and influential role played by

In The RoLe of the Augsbw,g Confession,

In The RoLe of the Augsburg Confess'Lon,

I

2

pp. I-26, see esp. p. L2.

p, 14,
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Luther and Melanchthon in the formulation of both of these documents.

Although it is the work of nany and aside from a passing criticism

¡nade to Melanchthon, Luther offered only praise for the Augsbwg

Confessí,on. It is true that while upset and concerned about unrelated

matters Luther does say: rr. . more than enough has been conceded

in the ApoLogia.l rr the papists reject it, then I see nothing that

I could still concede ., (LW 4gz32s). It is however equally

true that in the same letter, after further consideration, he relents

". I am ready to concede all things [to the opponents] if only

the gospel alone is permitted to remain free with us,, (rlt¡ 49 i3s3).

Further, realizing that this first note may have been somewhat hasty,

in a letter to Melanchthon four days later, after a more thorough

reading of the confession, Luther appïoves the document aside from

one criticism. Nothing is said of original sin. Therefore, one

must conclude that Article II was not internally controverted. His

letter reads: 'r. I carefully reread your whole ApoLogia, and I
am tremendously pleased with it" (rlV 49:343). Hestipulates, in the

same letter, that Melanchthon is wrong on one point, although the

point has nothing to do with original sin. yinzenz pfnür is rightly
concerned over the apparent disparity of opinion between those ideas

in the Confession and those of the early Luther and Melancht¡on. He

observes: I'The positions taken by the ÇA and the Apology [and largely

also by Luther in this period] are not identical with the positions of
Luther and Melanchthon in 1520-21 ,,,2

1

2

Luther refers to the Augsbtæg confession as the Apología.

In The RoLe of the Augsbutg Confessíon, p. 19.
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Notwithstanding this criticism, and perhaps even in opposition

to it, Joseph Burgess offers a sensitive and insightful explanation

when he notes:

In contrast to the early Refornation with its often pointed
anti-Roman polemics and practice, in contrast to the old
Luther with his bitter rejection of all efforts for unity,
and in contrast to the more judgmental Lutheran confessional
writings which carne later, the CA presents a picture
of Lutheranism in a state of repose, not distorted by
excitenent, distrust, and dispute. It presents, therefore,
the most authentic form of the faith of the Reformation,
and this is confirmed by its rapid reception in all Lutheran
churches. ,

Neither the confessíon nor the ApoLogy can be understood apart from

Lutherts or Melanchthonrs theological concerns. Heinz Schtltte argues

this point well and concludes r'. it is a fateful error to stop

ûittr l,utnerrs writings conpleted by LS2S when searching for his

opinions, because he overcane tnany one-sided views as his theology

progressed. A comparison of the CA with Lutherrs understanding around

1550 no longer leads to things which cannot be harmonized, as is the

case with state¡nentb between 1519 and I52S.n2

One nust conclude, therefore, that although Harding lvleyer can

assert that ft. . . none of the Lutheran confessional writings posses-

ses the character of irrefornable dogmar,'3.hhere.is a sense in which

I

2

3

In The RoLe of the Augsbu.rg Confession, p,

In Tne RoLe of the Augsbutg Confession, p.

In lhe RoLe of the Augsboug Confession, p

xv.

54.

79.
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this real and actual difference in the Catholic-Lutheran polemic will

not be overcome by glossing. Although these two recent works of

catholic and Lutheran scholars here cited generally enphasize the

catholicity of the Augsbuz,g confess'ton, this particular issue seems,

at least for the present, insurnountable.

Hermann Dietzfeldinger rightly asks:

The question arises for us [Lutherans] as we face a changed
Rornan Catholic Church whether we today can hold the same
opinion as the CA does, that is that the controversies
which arose at the time of the Reformation had only to do
with different positions about abuses and not with tire
foundations of faith.,

Perhaps, unlike the early diets, new and creative approaches to

theological plurality will some day bear more fruit than attenpts

at theological synthesis. For the latter often encourages conpro-

nised integrity while the former encourages mutual understanding

and toleration.

3, Justification - Discord, Concord and Dialogue

In the Report of the Joint Lutheran-Rornan Catholic Study

commission on trrhe Gospel and the church" (cornmonly known as the

t'lrlalta Report't), theological questions which are of essential

significance for the relationship between the Roman Catholic Church

1 In The RoLe of the Augsbau,g Confesèion, p. 97.
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and the Lutheran churches were discussed. published concurrently

in Lutheran Iloz,Ld anð, Worship, the document states:

Out of the question about the center of the gospel arises
the question of how the two sides understand justification.
At this point the traditional polemical disagreements were
especially sharply defined. Today, however, a far-reaching
consensus is developing in the interpretation of justifica-
tion.,

It goes on to note that for the catholic theologian the emphasis

focuses on Godfs unconditional gift of salvation as far as human

works are concerned. It continues, noting that for the Lutheran

theologian the enphasis is rather that the justification event it-
self is not linited to individual forgiveness of sins nor is it
understood as a purely external declaration of the justification of

the sinner. Hence , I'The righteousness of God actualized in the

christ event is conveyed to the sinner through the message of
justification as an encompassing reality basic to the new life of

the be1iever.,,2

Notwithstanding the possibility of far-reaching agreement in

terms of justification and salvation, caution must be exercised as

to the acceptance of prenature solutions which overlook fundamental

differences of theological thought leading up to the doctrine of
justification. similarly, there are differences in regard to how

L Lrthnoo, Woz.Ld. XIX (1972), pp
pp.326-35I.

2 Worship XLVt (1972), p. 354.

259-273 and llot,ship XLVI (1972),
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both sides evaluate the life and teaching of the church. The Malta

Report notes:

According to Lutheran understanding, and on the basis of
the confession of justification, all traditions and insti-
tutions of the church are subject to the criterion which
asks whether they are enablers of the proper proclamation
of the gospel and do not obscure the unconditional charac-
ter of the gift of salvation. It follows [that for Lutherans]
the rites and orders of the church are not to be imposed as
conditions for salvation, but are valid only as the free
unfolding of the obedience of faith.,

Though the centrality of the Gospel is disputed by neither Catholic

nor Lutheran, the proclamation of the Gospel is necessarily linked to

institutional forms and mediation. How each institution understands

itself will of course continue to be the basis for a number of ongoing

difficulties between Catholics and Lutherans.

However, by immediately relating every question back to broad

differences in understanding, obstacles nay be unnecessarily placed

in the way of dialogue. Karl Rahner, a major Catholic theologian,

has noted: rtBecause the reasons for the division between the Churches

are so complex, there is no other way than to discuss each single cause

by itself in order to remove or at least to weaken each obstacle to

unity individually.tt2 This same theologian, based on his understanding

of what the Catholic is permitted to believe, argues that soLa gnatia

1 Worshíp XLVI , 334.

2 Goo"n fn Fz,eedoz(New York: Herder and Herder, 1969), p. 95.
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Iis no reason for the separation of the Churches today. He

enphasizes: frWhat we call salvation or justification is given to

man, the creature and sinner, only through the free and undeserved

grace of God .fr, and thatfr. . all saving activities of men

are only a response, and even the very possibility and act of this

response is once nore based on God, who gives that we can and do

accept his action."2 The Catholic doctrine of justification, he

observes, does not profess that salvation can be divided up into

Godts gracious act and the independent free act of man, but rather,

that manrs free response to God is itself the gift of Godts grace.

Karl Rahner enphasizes thatrrThis gift of God in which he comnunicates

hinself to sinful man is the reventi . through which the sinner

becones a justified man.'t Whet God works in us and what we accept

in faith, he says, rr. is an event of pronise which now is present

only in hoping faith, but never becornes a possession which would be

at our disposal in this world."3 He notes:

Though the various aspects and hunan developments of this
grace-given event nay be described in the scriptural terms
of faith, hope, and love, the event itself in its entirety
can also be defined with St. Paul sinply as 'rfaith", and
it rnay then þe said that üe are justì.fì,ed by faíth ætd by
faíth aLone.*

I

I

2

3

4

Rahner,

Rahner,

Rahner,

Rahner,

Graee fn Fz,eednm, p

Grace In tr?eedom, p

Graee In Fz,eednm, p

Grace In Pz'eedom" p

96.

97f.

98.

99, italics rnine.
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Thus the infused preparatory dispositions of faith, hope, and

charity can be understood as specific articulations of the event

itself. If this event in its entirety is understood, as Karl Rahner

suggests, simply as I'faith", then our previous admission in chapter s,

that the Lutheran conceptualization of faith understands the whole of

the salvific process, need not be a funda¡nental point of contention.

Recent dialogue has emphasized the authenticity of this approach.

Gerhard Mtlller and vinzenz Pfntlr both adnit: r'. the theologies

of the Reformers and of the catholics were not as far apart as both
1sides thought.'r+ Professor Pfntlr himself notes: t'In the religious

negotiations dúeDiet of Augsburg in 1530, one finds a consensus on

the doctrine of justification."2 positive contemporary evaluations

should be no surpriserhowever, as even Lutherrs great adversary,

Johann Eck, was able to adnit that consensus on the doctrine of
justification was achieved I'in the thing itself, and not merely on

the level of concepts.S

4. The Sacraments - Vatican II and Mutual Understanding

The second vatican council took a positive and affirmative

view in its formulation of sacranental doctrine, There seems to

be a distinct tendency to avoid formulae where these may be subject

1

2

3

In Confessí,ng One Faí,th" p. 141.

In The RoLe of the Augshurg Confession, p, 14.

In The RoLe of the Augshurg Confessíon,, p. 15.

l
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to misinterpretation. with regard to our discussion in chapter 4,

there are at least two such instances. The first is in the use of

the term eæ opeye operato in which case, t'. while referring to

the mystery of salvation contained in the sacrament the council

purposely avoids the controversial phrase eæ opere opez,ato . . . il

and instead emphasizes the concept of christrs presence and action.l

The second notable instance of this tendency is in the discussion

of Extrene unction where the term itself is replaced and the concept

is clarified so that what is now emphasized isrranointing of the sick.',2

A great deal of discussion has taken place between Lutherans

and catholics since vatican II and although one nust admit that

fundamental differences remain, there has been a surprising degree

of agreement. This is especially evident in the 1972 Marta Report

and in the American deliberations.

with particular reference to chapter 4, there are two premises

at the base of sacramental understanding from which differences

seem to emerge. The first evolves from the concept of original

sin through which exclusive understanding has special significance

with regard to the sacraments of Baptism and penance. Here, as

we pointed out, Lutherans understand that the effect of Baptism is

not a complete removal of sin. It is rather the culpability and

liability of sin which is removed in Baptism. Beyond this, it is

emphasized that Baptism initiates a renewal which lasts through

1 J. N"rner, et aL." p. s60.

2 vatican II, Saerosanetwn ConciLdwn, att, 73
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an individualfs whole lifetine as he continually puts to death the

actions of the flesh thro-ugh the might of the Holy Spirit. This

renewal finds its consummation in the life of the world to come.

Thus the power of sin is broken, diminished and restrained by the

Holy spirit in that He helps the baptized christian to resist and

conquer its doninion. Penance is therefore understood, as v¡e

have said, in terms of a return to this Baptism, as a return to

the work of the Holy spirit which was begun but subsequently aban-

doned: rrAs soon as the Holy Spirit has initiated his work of

regeneration and renewal in us through the l{¡ord and the holy

sacranents, it is certain that we can and must cooperate by

the power of the Holy Spirit, even though we do so in great weak=

ness."l Traditional Catholic understanding, as we have noted in

Chapters 2 and 4, is sornewhat different: in Baptism, not only the

culpability itself is negated, but original sin is erased so that

there is a restoration of original righteousness. That is, nanfs

supernatural state is restored, sanctifying grace is again operative

and effective, and his claim to heaven is re-established. Lost forever,

however, is his preternatural state and with it, inmortality and his

inmunity to concupiscence. His natural state is severely weakened

and with it, the relationship between the supernatural and the

natural states, that is, the relationship between body and soul.

I
Baptisn
Murphy,

i

l
l

BC 534:65; cf , Luthenans ø¿d Catholí,es in Dialogu.e fI, nOne
for the Renission of Sinsril eds., Paul C. Enpie and T. Austin
,(-lfinneapolis: Augsburg Publishing, 1966), p. 99.
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Therefore what renains is only an inclination to sin (Trent, Ses. V,

can. 5). Penance is then understood in terns of the actual sins

co¡runitted after Baptism.

The second of two prenises from which sacra¡nental differences

emerge is conce¡ned with the problem of tradition. In our discussion

in Chapter 4 on Confirmation, Marriage, 0rdination and Extreme Unction,

we found a tendency by Lutherans to insist that not only New Testanent

evidence be provided for the institution of signs and promise, but

that the evidence be contained in one of the Gospels and attributed

to institution by Christ. The Book of Concoz,d expresses the conviction

that a clear scriptural indication of institution by Christ is essen-

tial. In recent decades, however, both Catholics and Lutherans have

come to realize that from the very beginning the Gospel of Jesus

Christ was the subject natter of tradition, The joint statenent

of the Malta Report acknowledges;

Out of the proclamation of the gospel and in its service,
certain writings were composed which were later desig-
nated as the New Testament. This poses the old contro-
versial question regarding the relâtionship of scripture
and tradition in a new way. Scripture can no longer be
excLusively contrasted with traditid¡r becal¡se the New
Testarnent itself is the product of primitive tradition
of the church.,

The question now arises of how odistinguish between legitinate and

ill.egitinate later developnents. The theologians who formulated

I Malta Report, art. L7i cf . Yat. II, Dei uerbum" arts. 'l.,0, 24.
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the Malta Report were able to admit the insufficiency of both the

principle of soLa seri,ptuz,a on the part of the Lutherans, and formal

references to the authoritativeness of the magisterial office on

the part of Catholics. The prinary criterion, they agreed, is the

Hoty spirit making the christ event into a saving action. The ques-

tion is raised, however, of how the power of the Holy Spirit can be

concretely identified as a critorion. Both parties admit that if

the continuity of tradition with its original source is to be

concretely nanifest, then obviously secondary criteria are necessary

In the American deliberations Lutheran theologians were able to

crystallize their churchrs position on the problem of tradition as

follows:

(1) The church is ernpowered to develop new ways of organ-
izing itself, administering the means of grace and formu-
lating authoritative doctrine in view of the needs of the
situation in which it finds itself and faithfulness to
the scriptural witness t (2). Developments cannot be dogmat-
ically binding unless explicitly required by the scriptural
witness either in itself or in confrontation with new post-
biblical questions; (5) Developnents which are not dognat-
ically binding rnay also be binding, though in a lesser
degree, in view of not disrupting or injuring the unity
of the church or the weight of pastoral and theological
considerations favoring them; and, (4) Dogmatically binding
decisions cannot be formally declared to be infallible,
irreformable or irreversible.,

Although it must hastily be added that these conditions cannot be

considered as definitive for the whole of the Lutheran churches, it

1 Luthey'ans qnd Catholics in Dí,aLogue ff , p. 8J.
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hras nevertheless true that as general principles they provided help-

ful and insightful guidelines from which the dialogue could progress.

Among Catholics there is renewed biblical interest while Lutherans

now more easily admit the dynamic role of tradition. These new

emphases are apparent in the joint catholic-Lutheran statement of

the Malta Report:

[We] are convinced that the gospel is the foundation
of christian freedom. In the New Testanent this freedom is
described as freedom from sin, freedom from the power of
the 1aw, freedorn from death, and freedom for service toward
God and neighbor. Since, however, Christian freedom is
linked to the witness of the gospel, it needs institutional
forms for its mediation. The church must therefore under-
stand and actualize itself as an institution of freedom.
structures which violate this freedom cannot be regitímate
in the church of Christ.,

Although this may indeed be a conternporary expression of the

catholic and the Lutheran principle of the primacy of the word of
God, it is well to note that mutual application of this same

principle was the basis from which sixteenth century polemics

were formulated. For Rome, the unity of the one indivisible holy

church was ât stake while for the reformers the very Gospel itself
was seen to be ignored. It can be no less than the working of the

Holy spirit that the principre from which so much pandemonium

occurred is now the sane principle through which unity of the

christian faith is seen as possible. with this in mind it is now

I Malta Report, art. 30
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possible to nake a nunber of observations and by way of summation

capsulate Catholic and Lutheran positions discussed in Chapter 4.

First, with regard to the sacranents in general, it cannot be

denied that faith plays an integral role for both Catholics and

Lutherans. The Lutheran position is clear with regard to the necessity

of faith. For the Catholics, it is worthwhile pointing to a Vatican II

affirmation: I'Since the sacraments are signs, they also instruct.

They not only presuppose faith, but by words and objects, they also

nourish, strengthen, and express it. This is why they are called

tsacraments of faithr" (Vat. II, Saenosanctum conci.Lium, art. 59).

On behalf of the reformers, without contradicting Catholic under-

standing, it cannot be overemphasized that faith must be understood

as the vehicle through which grace is conferred. As well, for both

Catholics and Lutherans, faith itself is a gift of God.

Secondly, Catholics understand that sone sacraments are more

important than others. This principle was canonized by the Council

of Trent (Ses. VII, cans. 3,4) where it is establislìed that not all

sacraments are necessary for all people al all times. For the

reformers, sacrannents are understood in terms of'fassured means of

grace." Aside from Baptism and the Eucharist, such assurance is

found wanting in five of the sacraments. Contemporary Lutheran

theological approaches might, however, consider the need to recognize

the legitinate right of the catholic church to maintain five other

sacraments. As with Penance (in the early Lutheran documents) and

0rdination (Bc 2r2:1r), such recognition would not compromise firm

dognatic positions. As the catholic position can already admit that
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not all sacraments are necessary for all people, it appears that the

septenary problem need not impose a permanent impediment to Lutheran-

Catholic dialogue.

Thirdly, with regard to Penance, fundamental disparity is still

apparent, even after considerable discussion. Nevertheless, both

parties seem to agree on: (a) the necessity of faith, (b) the need

for contrition, (c) the value of confession of sins, (d) the

efficaciousness of absolution, and (e) the necessi-ty of good works.

As we mentioned above and in Chapter 4, both the Confutation and the

Council of Trent understood faith as a prioti to the penitential rite:

the necessity of faith was sirnply not disputed. However, faith does

fall outside of (or more appropriately, precedes) the formal Catholic

definition of the penitential process. On the other hand, in the

instance of Lutheran understanding, the manifestation of good works

is seen as an event which follows absolution in demonstration of

atonement. In this instance, such good works are likewise under-

stood to fal1 outside of (or nore appropriately, after) the formal

definition of the penitential process. However, when the penitential

rite is understood to include that which was formerly and formally

excluded (faith in the instance of Catholics and good works in the

instance of Lutherans), both positions are surprisingly similar.

It is recognized that tampering with formal definitions is, in

mostinstances, dangerous and the results are often artif,icial. In

this instance, however, it may be justified as our concern here is

not so much with the definitions thenselves, as it is with the

events which take place between the commission of a sin and atonement
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with God. When considered as a whole, there are a number of sur-

prising affinities (five of which are listed above) between the

Catholíc and Lutheran positions.

Fourthly, with regard to Marriage, Lutheran understanding resists

the possibility of pre-Christian rites being understood as new

sacramental signs without specific articulation by Christ in the

Gospels. However, both parties recegnize that Marriage and

procreation within the bounds of Marriage are the express command

of God. From the Lutheran perspective, certainly their own salvific

concerîs are not jeopardized if Marriage is understood as a sacranent

by Catholicism. Neither should the fact that Lutherans do not under-

stànd Marriage as an assured means of grace necessarily create

theological barriers to inter=communion, especially as the Catholic

position does not insist that all seven sacranents are necessary for

everyone.

Fifthly, both parties understand the ninistry in terns of

an unique office, charged with the particular responsibility of

authoritatively interpreting Scripture and adninistering the sêcrÍr-

ments on behalf of, and as prescribed b)¡r the church. There is even

the suggestion that in sorne contexts ordination can be understood

by the reforrners as a sacranent (BC 2L2:11). Further, George Lindbeck

and Vilmos Vajta argue that the purpose of designating the church in

Article VII of the Augshtug Confession as ffthe assembly of saints'r

hlas not so nüch to define the church, but rather, to indicate the locus

within which the ministerial office is exercired. I Certainly the

I Tn The RoLe of the Augsburg Confession" p. gS.
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htriters of the Malta Report were able to affirn that a ministerial

hierarchy without the people of God is irreconcilable with the Gospel.

As well, since vatican II, catholics and Lutherans nohr agree: '.
that the office of ninistry [must] stand over against the cornmunity

as well as in it and that the ministerial office represents Christ

and his over-againstness to the community only insofar as it
gives expression to the gospel."1 with regard to the pernanency of

ordination, Lutheran theologians are not greatly troubled. There is

only the stipulation, by the Lutheran reformers, that in order to

maintain this privileged status, a minister must have a regular

preaching post. Although affirmation of an indelible mark is resisted,

permanency of Ordination seems to be maintained in practise. That is,
in the contenporary Lutheran setting there is no indication that

re-ordination is necessary for ministers who have left their preaching

post and then subsequently returned,

sixthly, in the case of confirnation, former Lutheran emphasis

on 'thumanrt traditions necessarily resisted affirming Confirmation as

a sure sign of grace. However, as we have indicated above, there

is a new emphasis with regard to tradition per se. Further, in

terms of actual practise, the rite of confirmation is retained

through which young adults are accepted into the church community--

but not the christian community (i.e. the body of christ) as this

is solely possible through Baptisn. Where no Confirmation has taken

place, or where a baptized person wishes to be identified, or

I Lindbeck and Vajta, ín The RoLe of the Augsbw,g Confession, p.86.
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renew his identification, with a fellowship of worshippers, païtici-
pation in a rite of affirmation is encouraged. In any event, although

confirmation or similar rites of affirmation (as with the Roman

Catholic practise of reaffirming marriage vows) are not considered sure

signs of grace, they most certainly are considered necessary to

establish nembership within the immediate comrnunity of worshippers.

As such, the rite of Confirmation is a rite of initiation, first,

for the young as they become adult worshippers, and secondly, for

new rnembers as they seek identification with a particular church

community. This emphasis is not altogether alien to contemporary

Catholic thought inasmuch as Vatican II has affirned: r'The rite

of Confirmation is to be revised also so that the intimate connection

of this sacrament with the whole of the Christian initiation may more

clearly appearr' (Sacrosanetwn coneíLium, art. 7I).

Final1y, with regard to Extreme Unction, like Confirnation,

identification of the rite as a sure sign of grace is denied by

Lutherans as the ri-te is understood to be one originating from the

Fathers. Here again, the new emphasis by Lutherans on the role

of tradition must be considered and although restoration of the

rite to the full status of a sacrament may never occur, understanding

and toleration is certainly replariing previously ossified positions.

Similarly, ESwe commented above, Vatican II refrained altogether

from using the term Extreme unction. The council affir¡ns: rrrExtreme

Unction,rr which may also and more fittingly be called tanointing of

the sick, I is not a sacrament for those only who are at the point

of death. Hence, as soon as any one of the faithful begins to be in
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danger of death fron sickness or o1d age, the fitting time for hin

to receive this sacranent has certainly already arrivedr (vat. Ir,
Saæosanetwn conciLí,.um, art. 73) .

ll/e nay therefore note that even though fundamental differences

are apparent, substantial agreenent is possible. rn the foreword

to the "status of the Nicene creed as Dogrna of the churchr'r Lutheran

theologian Paul C. Empie and Fr. William W. Baum confess:

lt¡e are aware of the deep-seated disagreenents which divide
us and do not underestinate the difficulties of overcoming
then. At the same time, neither do we understand the
powers of the Holy Spirit, and are content as Christian
brethren and in obedience to Hin to bear testimony to
each other regarding our understanding of the Christian
faith, trusting His promise that He will ultimateLy lead
us into a nutual understanding of truth.,

5. The Eucharist - Obstacles and Inroads

Our discussion in chapter 5 seems to lead to a nunber of

insolvable discrepancies. It nust also be recognized, however,

that the sixteenth century nature of debate and discussion hardly

faciLitated mutual recognition of apparent agreement, but rather,

enphasized divergent expressions of faith. James Mccue observes:

1

. ure must reckon with the possibilíty that adversaries
would not listen to each otherfs iefinenents, clarifications,
and extenuations with quite the openness which the serious-

In The RoLe of the Augsburg Confessíon, p. s
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ness of the subject would seem to require. I

0f course, hre must once again confess that the reformation dispute

v¡as not simply a matter of mutual misunderstanding. All the same,

it must also be adtnitted that there is a surprising amount of accord

in fundamental theological positions which seemed to be either, not

recognized, or, at least, not conceded.

For instance, both catholics and Lutherans affirm that in the

Eucharist, the christ who is present is one and the same christ as

he who 1ived, died, and rose again for justification. we should not

be surprised, therefore, when Karl Rahner observes: r,. it seems

to ne that hlith regard to the real presence in the sacrament itself,
otherwise than with regard to transubstantiation, there is no

essential difference between the catholic and the Lutheran faith.,,2

Further, both understand the sacrifice on the cross as a once-only

event for the sins of the world.3 As well, both traditions can

admit that the celebration of the Eucharist is the churchrs sacrifice

of praise and self-offering; each church can make the following state-

ment its own:

By him, with him and in him who is our great High priest
and Intercessor we offer to the Father, in the power of

p

I n r,utheran-Catholic Dialogue rrr, p.4g.
2 fheoLogicaL fnuestigations, Lg74, 6:294.
3 R Lutheran-Catholic Statement in Lutheran-CathoLr)c Dialogue fII,

188f.
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the Holy Spirit, our praise, thanksgiving, and interces-
sion. With contrite hearts we offer ourselves as a living
and holy sacrifice, a sacrifice which must be expressed in
the whole of our daily lives.,

The centre of the controversy seens to be based on whether or not

the faithful 'roffer Christrr in the sacrifice of the mass. This

particular articulation of the sacrifice is resisted (and often

denied) by Lutherans as it appears to threaten the once-only sacri-

ficial nature of Calvary and facilitate the understanding of the

Eucharist as a human supplement to Godfs saving work.

However, Catholics as well as Lutherans affirm the unrepeat-

able nature of the passion event (for the purpose of continued

discussion, Lutherans must accept this Catholic affirmation at

face value, just as Catholics must accept, for the same reasons,

Lutheran affirmation of real presence). As well--even though both

understand that the event itself is unique--not only are past

events recalled, but they are also made effectively present in the

Eucharist.2 The Catholic emphasis in this regard is:

The members of the body of Christ are united through
Christ with God and with one another in such a way that
they become participants in his worship, his self-offering,
his sacrifice to the Father. Through this union between
Christ and Christian, the eucharistic assembly rroffers
Christil by consenting in the power of the Holy Spirit to
be offered by him to the Father.,

1 Th" Fourth World Council of Faith as quoted in Lutheran-Catholic
DiaLogue IfI, p. 188f.

2 A L,rth"ran-Catholic Statement in Lutheran-CatLnLie DiaLogue IfI,
p. 189.
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It is affirmed, therefore, that apart fron Christ, we have no gifts

of our own, no sacrifice, which we can offer to God.

Both Catholics and Lutherans confess a manifold presence of

Christ, the Word of God and Lord of the world : He is present

in prayer, in Baptism, in the reading of Scripture, and the proclama-

tion of the Word. Indeed, He is present in the Lordrs Supper. Thus

both agree to a real and substantial presence of Christ in the Supper;

both reject a spatial manner of presence as well as an understanding

of the sacrament as a corilnemoratiùe or figurative articulation only;

and both see, then, the sacranent of the Eucharist as an effective

sign which comnunicates what it promises: r'. the action of the

Church becones the effective neans whereby God in Christ acts and

Christ is present with his people."1

Both agree that the presence of Christ is not a consequence of

the:faith of the participants nor is it evoked through any hurnan con-

sideration or merit. It is solely through the power of the Holy

Spirit, through the Word, that such effectiveness is possible. As

wel1, it is generally agreed, although not in all cases for world-

wide Lutheran understanding, that the presence of Christ is not

restricted only to the nornent of recBption but continues throughout

the Eucharistic action.

3

Iff, p.

t
fff, p.

A Lutheran-Ronan Catholic Statenent ín Lutheran-CatVtaLic Dialogue
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Both can affirm that the Eucharist is Christts gift to man and

we participate with Hin in worship to the Father. Both agree that

it is the Lord Jesus Christ who is to be worshiped, praised and

adored and that as long as his presence remains, such worship,

adoration, and reverence are appropriate

However, there is sorne debate in Lutheran circles as to the

prolongation of His presence. Views span fron denial of presence

after reception of the species, to reservation or reverent disposal

of the elements. remaining after distribution. In some instances,

Lutherans do understand that reservation can be sustained for

distribution to the sick, and an explanatory instruction to a

Vatican II decree has affirmed that this is indeed the primary

purpose of such reservation (Vat. II, Sacrosanctum conciLiwn and

Inst,r. S.C.D.W., Euchari,stíae Saerdmentum, item 5, 2l June, Lg73),

Herein it is enphasized that adoration of the presence of Christ in

the elements is a secondary end¡ therefore, such adoration must in

sone way be derived from the liturgy 'rSince the eucharistic sacrifice

is the source and summit of the whole Christian life . .rr (Vat. II,
S.C.D.W. , Euehatistiae Saerønentum, item 79).1

The Lutheran position also rejects the Council of Trentrs

understanding of the nass as a propitiatory sacrifice for either

the living or the dead. Here, although the propitiatory nature of

the sacrifice of the cross--that once-only event at Calvary--can be

granted, there remains a problen in terns of the positive

1 cf . Lutheran-CathpLí,,e DiaLogue III, p. 195.
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identification of that event with the present-day Eucharistl

The natter of transubstantiation is stil1 a problem of deep

concern. Any attenpt at definitive explanation of the true presence

is resisted by Lutherans. Although early çonfessional documents do

not insist on the abolition of transubstantiation, there is the

insistence that other alternative explanations be accepted. How-

ever, it is also recognized that tl{¡hen Lutheran theologians read

contemporary catholic expositions, it becornes clear to then that the

dogma of transubstantiation intends to affirm the fact of Christrs

presence and the change which takes place, and is not an attempt

to explain how christ becones present.,,2 As with the inceptive

Lutheran criticisn of transubstantiation, conte¡nporary Lutheran

theologians can at least accept transubstantiation as a legitimate

articulation of the mystery ". even though they continue to

believe that the conceptuality associated with rtransubstantiationl

is nisleading and therefore prefer to avoid the term.,,3

1 A Lutheran-Catholic Statenent in Lutheran-Cat|nlic ùiaLoguerrr, p. 1.96. The Lutheran participants here refer specificarl/to
Karl Rahner, rrThe Presence of christ in the sacrament of the Lordrs
Supper,t' in TheologieaL Inuestigations 4 z2B7-3LL,

2 A Lutheran-cathoLic statenent in Lutvteran-catltoLie DLalogue
. 196.nrr p
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Epi logue

The series of |tdialogues'r between Catholic and Lutheran

theologians continues to be a lively and dynanic exercise. Two

recent English language publications of this decade, Confessing

One Faith (originally published in Gernan) and The RoLe of the

Augsbu.rg Confession" are witness to the intensity and seriousness

with which current discussions are undertaken. There is no

illusion that inter-con¡nunion is a probability in the im¡nediate

future, however, inter-comrnunion is now at least a possibility

which the heirs of this generation can bequeath to the sons and

daughters of the next. For those who grieve the absence of

Christian unity and abhor the tragedies inflicted, one Christian

on another, in the nane of Christ, the eternal Redeener and Saviour,

there is both hope and comfor! having faith that tt. . the hour is

coning, and now is, when the true worshippers will worship the Father

in spirit and truth, for such the Father seeks to worship him. God

is spirit, and those who worship him ¡nust worship in spirit and truthil

(Jn. 4:2Lb,f .).
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